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Abstract
As the basic project supporting national economy and social development, construction
projects involve a great many of types and stakeholders. Among the numerous stakeholders,
construction entities occupy an important place in the construction projects and have a strong
bearing on the success of construction projects. Construction entities need to conduct revenue
management respectively targeted at varied construction projects in a bid to maximize their
revenues from construction projects. Construction projects are divided into competitive
projects, basic projects and public welfare projects on the basis of the basic characteristics of
projects, i.e. economic benefit, social benefit and market demand, etc. From the view of
construction entities, the research presents revenue management models for construction
entities that are engaged in competitive, basic and public welfare projects, which will
theoretically instruct construction entities in revenue management. The followings are the
main contents and innovations of the research.
(1) This paper initially judges the influencing factors on the revenues of construction entities
in light of the existing references, and assumes the factors of competitive, basic and public
welfare projects that will have an effect on the revenues of construction entities. The results of
the questionnaire were collected, selected and sorted out according to the design questionnaire
of the assumption. Exploratory and empirical analyses on such factors were conducted
respectively by SPSS and AMOS in order to inquire into the common and characteristic
factors of varied construction projects, as well as the concrete effect on the revenues of all
kinds of project construction entities. This paper works out the factors that have the greatest
effect on the revenues of construction entities engaged in different projects thus laying a
foundation for the follow-up research on the revenue management of construction entities.
(2) On the basis of analysis on the influencing factors on the revenues of construction entities
engaged in such projects, the paper builds revenue analysis models respectively for
construction entities engaged in competitive projects, basic projects and public welfare
projects with the dynamic game theory and method, and on this basis, proposes through
analysis a revenue management model respectively for competitive, basic and public welfare
projects.
(3) On the basis of clarifying the influencing factors on the revenues and building revenue
management models for various construction entities engaged in construction projects, field
survey was conducted to collect typical cases of various projects. The following cases was
regarded as research samples, i.e. the auxiliary residence construction project in ZTE
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industrial base (a competitive project), JSJJSG-9 section of the engineering equipment before
station at the Beijing-Hebei section of Beijing-Shenyang railway passenger dedicated line (a
basic project), the renovation and extension project of the medical technician complex
building of Haidian Hospital (a public welfare project). Analysis was conducted with
multi-case study method in combination with the established revenue management models for
construction enterprises engaged in construction projects. Field survey was carried out to
ascertain the management measures that the project construction entities adopted in reality.
Analysis was done on how construction entities conducted revenue management in different
aspects in varied projects and gained maximum return consequently.
Keywords: project construction, revenue management, influencing factor on the
revenues, cast study
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Chapter I Introduction
1.1 Background & Significance of Research
As the basic project supporting national economy and social development, construction
projects help speed up the development of national economy and evolve subsequently. With
the rapid development of China’s economy nowadays, the construction projects are
entering into the silver age from golden age. However, they still have ample opportunities
and huge space to develop as an important industry backbone in the context of
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei integrated construction, intensified economic and coordinated
development in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, integrated development of the urban and
rural areas during the “13th Five-Year Plan”, and construction of 1000 characteristic small
towns and other initiatives. Meanwhile, construction projects are trending towards long
cycle, large investment, wide benefit scope and far-reaching significance. Construction
projects support and promote the economic and social development of China, which in turn
has brought new opportunities and challenges for these projects and presents higher demands
for their quality, construction time and costs.
Stakeholders that are involved in the construction of construction projects are mainly
development unit, design unit, supervision unit, survey unit, construction unit and related
government administrative departments, etc. Among others, it is construction unit that takes
part in the drawing design of construction projects. From the view of the construction costs,
the contract cost agreed by construction unit and development unit takes up the largest
proportion in the total construction costs of a construction project. Meanwhile, the
construction entities are in relation to the construction quality, time and costs of the entire
construction projects. It follows that construction projects occupy an important place in
construction projects, and have a strong bearing on the success of construction projects.
When being engaged in a specific construction project, a construction entity always pays
more attention to the economic and social benefits from the project without compromising
construction quality and period, but highlights its economic benefit more than social benefit
by contrast. Generally, a construction entity’s economic benefits are less than expected
because of the increasing costs of waste construction materials, construction quality accident
and extended construction cycle that exceed expectation. The main reason is that the
construction entity lacked a revenue management mode to scientifically control benefits in the
process of construction. Construction entities’ revenues relate foremost to construction unit,
supervision unit, government departments, contract price and project management costs, etc.
Besides, there are many types of construction projects; difference in the contracts signed
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between construction entities and development units, and varied management costs of
construction entities in the course of construction, particularly, distinct supports from and
requirements of development units and related government departments for different types of
construction projects, contribute to varied revenues of construction entities. For the purpose of
profit maximization, construction entities will need to conduct revenue management for
different types of construction projects.
Currently, construction projects are classified variedly based on different standards. But as
construction projects relate to the development of national economy and society, construction
projects are divided into competitive projects, basic projects and public welfare projects
according to the basic characteristics of projects, i.e. economic and social benefits, and market
demand. Among others, competitive projects refer to general ones that may yield more
investment benefits and are involved in more intensified competition. This type of
construction projects shall be undertaken by enterprises as basic investment subjects, who
make decisions on their own and bear investment risk independently. Basic projects cover
infrastructures that are characterized by natural monopoly, long construction time, huge
investment and low benefits to be invested by governments via entities with necessary
concentrated finance and material resources, and a part of basic industrial projects that
demand key support from governments, as well as pillar industry projects that are aimed at
directly enhancing national strength and are up to certain economic scale. Public welfare
projects are mainly investment projects to be conducted governments with financial funds,
mainly including facilities for science and technology, culture and education, health, sports
and environmental protection, office facilities of organs of political power (namely public
securities bureaus, procuratorates and courts), government organs and social groups, as well
as national defense facilities, etc.
Owing to difference in investment subjects and purposes of construction, construction entities
adopt varied revenue management models in the construction of competitive projects, basic
projects or public welfare projects. While construction entities in business circles are
conducting revenue management in their experience. In academia, there is little study to deal
with revenue management models of construction entities engaged in various types of projects
from theoretical perspective.
Given this, this study deeply goes into the revenue management models adopted by
construction entities engaged in construction projects, and offers construction entities in the
business circles a scientific basis for revenue management, thus having important theoretical
and practical values.
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1.2 Research Objective
Considering construction entities occupy an important position in the construction projects
and have a strong bearing on the success of construction projects, and construction entities
engaged in construction projects are most concerned about the revenues from engineering
construction. Thus, this research is targeted at the following contents:
(1) to define principal factors that will affect the revenues of construction entities that deal
with construction projects, including common and characteristic factors of competitive
projects, basic projects, and public welfare projects, which will provide a basis for the
building of revenue management model by construction entities engaged in varied types of
construction projects, to enable such construction entities treat different types of construction
projects with distinct attitudes and to know that there are varied influencing factors on
different projects.
(2) to define concrete revenue management models for construction entities engaged in all
kinds of construction projects, that is, to build revenue management models for reference
respectively targeted at competitive projects, basic projects, and public welfare projects.
(3) to present research results and instruct construction entities in scientific management and
getting return in the process of engineering construction; cases about revenue management by
construction entities engaged in competitive projects, basic projects and public welfare
projects are introduced and analyzed to his end, which will play an important role in
improving the practical application value of the research.

1.3 Research Overview
The existing researches on revenue management of construction projects mainly focus on the
following aspects.
(1) Connotation of revenue management
Since the 1980s, revenue management has become a popular term in academia, and its core
ideas include scientific forecasting, grasping the product value cycle and continually updating
the revenue management schemes. According to financial management theories, the revenue
management means to set reasonable product price and conduct dynamic regulation by virtue
of the micro-economy, business management, mathematical statistics information. Littlewood,
who first proposed the concept of revenue management, pointed out that revenue management
was market-oriented process of analyzing consumer behaviors in each market segment,
forecasting to determine the optimal price and stock allocation model (Board ，
Skrzypacz2016) . In 1997, Ward and Murray thought “revenue management is a process to
17

recognize and identify the delivery of priority level and prospective revenues inside a project
portfolio in the course of the program management (Pellegrinelli 2007; Shi Yichen, Chen
Hongli, Yang Aihua, 2009). In 1998, domestic scholars such as Yang Siliang and Liu Jun
described the basic concept of revenue management from the view of product ladder pricing,
and believed that revenue management was the best way to sell products to different types of
customers at different prices in order to obtain the maximum profits. In 2005, Wang Mingxia
suggested that revenue management was to make a reasonable and effective distribution of the
fixed production capacity when necessary so as to maximize revenue. In 2003, Chen Zhigang
claimed that revenue management is a kind of price discrimination in essence, exemplified by
selling products at different prices according to different market segments so that the overall
revenue could be optimized. PMI(Project ManagementInstitute) believes that revenue
management is the definition and formation of the expected revenue of product set. Song
Zhenqing (2009) argued that revenue management is a pricing strategy by use of information
system, that is, at the right time and the right place the products are sold to appropriate
customers at a proper price, that is, “4R” concept（Relevance, Reaction, Relationship,
Reward）. Revenue management is the core activity throughout the project planning process.
The purpose is to track the progress of the proceeds from early recognition to successful
realization. Individual project deliverables not only contribute to the progress of other projects
in the project set, but also help deliver the expected benefits of the entire project set. In
conclusion, different scholars have different definition of revenue management but basically
believe that its objective is to obtain higher revenue.
(2) Revenue management model & application
Revenue management models and application have focused on the following areas: 1）
Consumer behavior revenue management model. In 2010, Ovchinnikov and Milne suggested
that consumers would buy products randomly or wait for inventory price reduction and
enterprises should incorporate these two kinds of consumption behavior into the decisions on
revenue management and proposed a common mode which allows random consumption and
waiting consumption;Li Hao, Peng Qing, Yao Qi (2012); Xiao Yongbo, Chen Jian, Liu
Xiaoling (2008)studiedthe air passenger inventory control and dynamic pricing strategy based
on passenger classification (Littlewood 2005), using price means to guide and control demand
to maximize the overall expected return on dual flights.2) Network revenue management
model. Gallego, Ratliff and Shebalov proposed a generalized attraction model based on the
basic attraction model according to the status quo of network revenue management with
dependent demand, thus obtaining a network revenue management model(Bront 2009); Li
Jinlin, Xu Liping, Ran Lun (2007)discussed various stock control models and control
strategies of network revenue management, and systematically expounds the status quo and
18

development trend of four other research contents including overbooking, dynamic pricing,
auction and demand forecasting. 3) Revenue management strategy model. Hu Yang
initiatively made transverse, parallel conjunction of revenue management and project
portfolio lifecycle and introduced the revenue management tasks at different stages of project
portfolio lifecycle(Lv Weifeng, Mao Caisheng, Fang Wei 2010; Wang Weiyi 2016), next
integrated the revenue management strategy that is in its initial stage with the planning stages
of a project portfolio to made clear the goal orientation of the planning stages and the revenue
management strategy, and at last horizontally refined lengthways the strategic revenue
management model of a project portfolio by virtue of the frameworks and tools — strategic
decision management and stakeholder management(Hu Yang 2013). 4) Research on the
application of revenue management models. Azadeh S S and Hosseinalifam studied the
application of revenue management to service companies, while Kimes and Wirtz researched
the application of revenue management to the marketing management, and pointed out that
revenue management could be applied to restaurants, automobile leasing, transportation and
even medical service, etc. at present(Lei Yuansheng 2011; Wang Jian. 2005; Zhu Qian 2013;
Akan, Ata, Dana, 2015).Zatta and Kolisch studied the revenue management model of North
American and European process industry companies and proposed the impact of revenue
management on the profitability and the main obstacles to implementing revenue
management. Chen Ruirui (2010) constructed a continuous pricing model using dynamic
recursion; Peng Qing (2011) studied a series of dynamic pricing of airlines based on the
strategy of passengers; Zhou Yinyan et al (2012) built the multi-level freight price dynamic
modelbased on market competition environment by use of price elasticity coefficient theory
and game theory。
(3) Revenue management of construction projects
Revenue management of construction projects has been applied to various industries since
introduction and has played an important role, especially on the aviation industry and tourism
(mainly hotel management) earlier. There are many related theoretical researches but few on
the revenue management in construction area. The existing researches on the revenue
management of the construction projects mainly include Liu Lang’s analysis of the main
factors influencing the expressway construction revenue. But these factors mainly affect
construction costs. Wang Aining analyzed the main factors influencing expressway
construction revenue from the aspects of road construction progress and the main obstacles to
expressway construction from the perspective of the participants. Zeng Xiaowen discussed the
revenue management of large-scale expressway projects from the view of distribution of
responsibilities, rights and interests of government, project owner, supervision entity and
construction entity, but the management of construction entity was not considered. Shi Yichen
19

put forward revenue management model of project and life cycle and believed that the life
cycle of project set was divided into the start, organization and deployment of the project set,
and that revenue management ran in line with the life cycle of the project set, exemplified by
revenue identification, revenue plan design, revenue management and evaluation, and revenue
transfer. Li Shaoming (2009) analyzed the problems of project management (Liu Wanzhong
2011; Li Guoqing 2009; Cui Maojiang, Zhu Bingyou 2012), Wang Yang Yang and Fan Lina
put forward the view to achieve standardized construction cost control based on the reality of
construction cost control by construction entities, which laid foundation for further research
on revenue management of construction entities(Feng Lili, Xue Linli 2003; Gao Jianhua 2009;
Peng Zhengshan 2011; Chen Haiyan 2014). Li Fei (2014) discussed the investment revenue
management of real estate development projects from four aspects, and focused on the
revenue management measures for each stage of the project development (land acquisition
stage, planning stage, program stage, pricing stage and closing stage). In order to help
construction enterprisesmaximize economic benefits and improve the competitiveness, Zhu
(2015) started from the power project cost management and control, Yan, Peng (2014) made
cost control based on lean model experimental analysis.
(4) Revenue managementmethods
The existing studies on revenue management methods mainly include: Mcmorrow(1958)
maximizes hotel revenueby establishing mathematical programming method to balance the
revenue loss caused by the stagnancy of room sales and the opportunity loss caused by
customers’ failure to check in;Relihan (1989) proposes that the threshold curve was often used
in revenue management; Brumelle (1993) applies the expected marginal seat revenue (ERMS)
to revenue management, which can effectively reduce the expected revenue loss of
enterprises;Mcgill (1999) holds that the overbooking management is an important method
used in airline revenue management, and that airlines can reduce revenue loss and other
consequences incurred from reservation cancellation and guarantee operation profits by
determining overbooking magnitude depending on the probability of reservation cancellation
and no-show. (Irene 2007; Zhao Lili 2010; Chen Bingcheng 2011);Maglaras (2005) believes
that dynamic pricing is an important means to improve enterprises’ revenue.(Levin 2007;
Friesz 2010; Li Gendao 2010; Zhou Yin 2016);Tao Xing and Ding Fang (2013) proposes that
the dynamic capacity allocation mechanism is a heuristic revenue management method
applied in order-driven production systems;Zhang Yongli (2011) holds that the seat inventory
control is core to airline revenue management. The maximization of airline revenue can be
realized by reserving seats to the most valuable passengers(Yin Yucheng 2006; Luo Li 2005;
Raza 2012; Yan 2012);Zhou Yan (2005) argues that the recall system can be applied to airline
revenue management to cover the revenue losses due to inaccurate market forecast and
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increase the airline’s expected return(Gui Yunmiao 2012; Zhong Zhiyang 2012; Lu Shengmin
2013;Ke Dan (2000) puts forward that, as an enterprise revenue management method, change
management can contribute to the maximization of enterprise revenue by advanced
management of changes that enterprises will go through; Pu Xiangzhi (2008) studies on the
container shipping revenue management by using the robust optimization method. The study
shows that the static network control of container transport capability can effectively increase
container shipping revenue; Li Junlin (2000) develops revenue management method by
combining dynamic game with revenue management(Gallego 2006; Friesz 2010); On this
basis, Xi Weidong (2005)integrates the game between passengers and airlines into the revenue
management system; Talluri (2005) further introduces the dynamic and static game under
complete information as well as static game under incomplete information into the
quantitative research of hotel room allocation revenue management, which verifies the
applicability of game equilibrium theory to revenue management(Kamath 2008; Song Jingpu
2010).
(5) Applications of game equilibrium
Game theory is extensively used in economics, sociology and military and applies to
enterprise management, power systems, artificial intelligence, etc. Extensive studies have
fully testified its important application:1) On enterprise management: the results of game
theory can be directly used in enterprises’ decision-making and management mechanism
design, which is an important guidance to the management concepts and methods
transformation of modern enterprise (Liu Kangxing, Li Hai, 2007); an incentive model for
core staff based on game theory and goal setting theory can be used to motivate the core staff,
so that the benefits of enterprises and core staff are maximized at a win-win scenario(Kong
Zhiqiang, Xing Yiqun, 2003);2) On organization and decision-making: the role of game
theory in SMEs has been analyzed and competition strategy of SMEs based on game theory
was put forward against the problems and predicaments of SMEs development (Zhou
Yongsheng, Huang Hao, 2012); game theory is employed to establish benefit distribution
model of strategic alliance and analyze their benefit distribution scheme. satisfaction-based
asymmetric Nash equilibrium optimal allocation scheme has been formed according to Nash
equilibrium and mathematical programming theory (Lu Xi, Song Hongyin, 2013); the
relationship between the main body of synergetic innovation system of the equipment
manufacturing industry has been analyzed from the perspective of game theory, and points out
how the game of the main body within the system is used to realize system synergetic
innovation (Xu Jianzhong, Zhao Weifeng, etc. 2014; current loss of fresh electricity quotient
has been elaborated by using the prisoner’s dilemma in game theory with some rationalization
proposals delivered, such as cooperative competition, product differentiation competition and
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Community O2O model, to reduce the loss of raw and fresh electricity quotient (Lv Yongwei,
Lu Wenqian, 2016;3) On production and operation: Based on evolutionary game theory,
product innovation model in respect of technology combination was put forward along with
study on how to achieve technology combination (Kato, Nishida, etc., 2013); Based on
mutual information and game theory, an online optimization method for quality control valve
in complex mechanical product assembly process was proposed. The conflict between
assembly stability and cost was transformed into mathematical model and eliminated based on
game theory, so that the assembly optimal quality control valve has been obtained to improve
assembly accuracy and assembly stability of complex mechanical products (Liu Mingzhou,
Wang Xiaoqiao, et al, 2014); Based on game theory, a game model between food regulator
and producer, or producer and consumer, has been built with analysis of the problems existing
in China’s food safety supervision system, and output of corresponding countermeasures and
suggestions (Zhang Yanan, Si Lingbo, etc., 2015); Based on the game theory, a model has
been established to determine customer demand and cover the shortage of traditional one that
cannot take all relevant stakeholders into consideration. The process of determining customer
demand is regarded as a process of zero-sum game between the stakeholders. The minimum
maximization standard is used to obtain the customer demand rating by importance through
the Pareto optimality of the game process (Chen Yizeng, Yu Qi, 2017).4) On network
communication: game theory has been applied to model and analyze the characteristics of the
multi-benefit subjects presented by the smart grid, elaborating on the main application of
game theory in the power industry (Lu Qiang, Chen Laijun, etc., 2014); the uplink
interference coordination scene in the LTE (Long term evaluation) network was simulated as
a game theory issue, anda coordination factor was introduced to reduce the interference effect
under the precondition of guaranteeing all user’s signal to interference noise ratio threshold
(Yu Jian, 2017); Based on game theory, a dual channel model consisting of one supplier and
two service providers is constructed, which provides a feasible scheme for operators and
service providers to improve performance of system and themselves (Man Qingshan, Zhang
Jinlong, etc.,

2013); A new business impact forecasting system based on evolutionary game

theory is proposed to study how to help the telecom operators make profit in time of the
survival of the fittest (Zeng Xiaohui, 2016); game theory was used to analyze the performance
of wireless network under the condition of cooperative relaying, and there is a finding that
this method cannot only be used to model and analyze the performance of communication
connection device, but also propose a feasible protocol to motivate the user. The stability of
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing multiple access network (Alavi, Zhou, 2015) is
improved by using transferable utility cooperative game and non-transferable utility
cooperation game.5) On transportation and logistics: game theory is used to establish a
decision-making model for reverse logistics product recovery, comparative analysis of
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retailer’s product recovery decision of the different supply chain is conducted, and the results
show that the retailer-dominated model can maximize the common profits of the supply chain
(Wang Tingting, Nan Guofang, 2015); the Shapley value in cooperative game has been used
to improve the stability of transport logistics network (Reyes 2005); sub-game perfect
equilibrium has been used to analyze main factors that affect the interests of all parties
involved in cooperative transportation, and put forward corresponding suggestions (Zhou
Yongsheng, Shang Caiying, et al., 2010);6) On financial loan: Based on game theory, a
three-party game model is established, including peer-to-peer network lending platform with
pure intermediary platform, lender and borrower. Suggestions have been provided after
analyzing factors influencing decision-making (Xia Shuang, Guo Jinli, 2016);in analyzing the
loan pricing behavior of commercial banks in interest market, method of game theory is used,
the game model of loan pricing among commercial banks is established, and proves that
cooperation competition is a better way for long-term development of all commercial banks
(Li Jinying, Bo Zhao, 2011);game theory is used in comparative analysis of the credit
relationship of SMEs, banks and guarantors. The effectiveness of policy guarantee institutions
of SMEs is verified, and suggestions on establishing and improving the policy guarantee
institutions has been put forward (Yu Xuelian, Fu Yuanlue, 2017).7) On policies and
regulations development: game theory is effective in congestion cost allocation without
compromising economic efficiency (Silva, Morales, etc., 2001); Based on cooperative games,
the Federal Energy Commission strives to establish a reasonable “Federal Energy
Commission Permit” in the context of uncertain hydrological and ecological conditions, so as
to maintain stability and reduce losses in days to come (Madani, 2011); game theoretic model
works to uncover the strategy of government and manufacturer in subsidy game while
analyzing the problems in subsidy policy and policy implementation with output of measures
and suggestions (Liang Weichao, 2017).
In conclusion, the existing researches on revenue management mainly concentrate upon the
influence on the revenues of construction projects, process of revenue management, and
construction cost control by construction entities, providing a reference to the research on the
revenue management model of construction projects. But being short of deep discussion
targeted at the revenue management models of construction entities engaged in construction
projects, the existing researches cannot be applied directly to the revenue management by
construction entities in the construction projects. In view of this, I am going to build a revenue
management model respectively for the competitive, basic and public welfare projects from
the view of construction entities engaged in construction projects to instruct construction
entities theoretically in scientific revenue management. The difficulty of research lies in the
scientific analysis on the influencing factors on the revenues of construction entities engaged
in construction projects, while the study comes up with the revenue management models for
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construction entities of competitive, basic and public welfare projects; that is where its
innovation points rest with.

1.4 Research Contents & Methods
1.4.1 Research Contents
(1) Influencing factors on the revenues of construction entities engaged in construction
projects
In the research, construction projects are divided into competitive projects, basic projects and
public welfare projects according to the basic characteristics of projects, i.e. economic benefit,
social benefit and market demands, etc. To clarify major factors that have an effect on the
revenues of construction entities engaged in construction projects, the research firstly presents
a qualitative analysis on the existing references, and summarizes and refines the common and
characteristic factors that will affect the revenues of construction entities engaged in
competitive, basic and public welfare projects. Sample data information was acquired on this
basis via field interview and questionnaire survey; a structural equation model (SEM) was
used to analyze profoundly the concrete influences of the common and characteristic factors
on the revenues of construction entities of various projects, which will provide a basis for the
follow-up establishment of corresponding revenue management models of construction
entities engaged in various construction projects as a pilot study.
(2) Revenue management models of construction entities engaged in construction projects
On the basis of definition of the common and characteristic influencing factors on the revenue
management by construction entities engaged in various construction projects, the revenue
management models were established respectively for the construction entities engaged in
competitive, basic and public welfare projects; numerical analysis on the models was
conducted accordingly so as to provide a basis for the revenue management by construction
entities engaged in construction projects as a valuable reference.
(3) Analysis on the application cases of revenue management by construction entities engaged
in construction projects
On the basis of establishment of the foresaid revenue management models, a case was
selected respectively from the revenue management by construction entities engaged in
competitive, basic and public welfare projects via field survey, and analyzed with case study
methods in combination with the revenue management models. The practical application of
the revenue management models is studied on the basis of verification about the effectiveness
of the models, thus linking theory with practice.
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1.4.2 Research Methods
(1) Document analysis
This method is used to summarize related studies at home and abroad, analyze the factors that
have an effect on the revenue management by construction entities engaged in construction
projects, and to refine the common and characteristic factors that affect the revenues of
construction entities engaged in competitive, basic and public welfare projects, thus providing
a theoretical basis for the follow-up research.
(2) Survey research
Via questionnaire survey and interview with principals of construction entities engaged in
related construction projects, relevant data information and application analysis cases about
revenue management by construction entities engaged in various construction projects were
collected as samples and data of the research.
(3) Structural equation model & mathematical modeling
The research presents a qualitative analysis on the influencing factors on the revenues of
construction entities engaged in construction projects, and on this basis builds the revenue
management models for the construction entities engaged in competitive, basic and public
welfare projects, and conducts numerical analysis on the models accordingly.
(4) Case study
With the case study method, the research deals with the practical application of the revenue
management models to enterprises targeted at the revenue management adopted by
construction entities in the cases of competitive, basic and public welfare projects, on the
basis of the established revenue management models.

1.5 Technical Route of Research
The technical route adopted in the research is shown in the Figure 1-1 below.
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Case study

1.6 Innovation Points
The innovations of the research are mainly manifested in the following aspects.
(1) Theory: the paper initially defines in the research the factors that have an effect on the
revenue management by construction entities engaged in construction projects, refines the
common and characteristic influencing factors on the revenues of construction entities
engaged in competitive, basic and public welfare projects, and on this basis, establishes the
construction entities’ revenue management models targeted at competitive, basic and public
welfare projects, enriching and further improving theories related to the revenue management
by construction entities engaged in construction projects.
(2) Practical application: the research conclusions are drawn with scientific analysis methods
on the basis of a plenty of investigation, thus being more valuable and pertinent to the
practical application. Particularly, the revenue management models are established in the
research for construction entities engaged in competitive, basic and public welfare projects;
theory is linked with practice via the case analysis on concrete construction projects. The
conclusions may further instruct other construction entities in scientific revenue management
in the course of project construction, and enhance their capabilities in revenue management.
(3) Data collection: to acquire reliable and accurate sample data, all round information was
collected by questionnaire and field surveys with the assistance of administrators of
construction entities of various projects, who were contacted through various interpersonal
relationships. And the effectiveness of such data was verified by field interview, laying a
foundation for the further research.

1.7 Brief Summary
This chapter mainly deals with the background, significance, the existing researches
concerned, the purpose, contents and methods of the research, designs a detailed technical
route, summarizes and refines primary innovation points of the research. It is known from
exposition that it will be of important theoretical value and practical significance for the
research on revenue management models of construction entities engaged in construction
projects, which has a crucial reference value to improve construction entities’ capabilities in
revenue management in the construction projects.
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Chapter II Theoretical Basis for the Revenue Management of
Construction Projects
2.1 Types & Characteristics of Construction Projects
There have been researches on a great variety of construction projects from different angles.
Among others, the typical researches at home and abroad ascribe to the followings. Fang Jun,
Shu Lixin (2004) and Zhou (2014) analyzed the classification of engineering changes, and the
status quo of engineering change management of construction projects. Liu (2005) and Zhao
(2015) probed into the development of project management, China’s existing project
management of construction projects based on quality control, time limit and cost control, as
well as classification of basic types. Cen (2007) analyzed the basic system classification in the
project management of construction projects. Wang Jing (2008) analyzed the current situation
of evolvement in the project division system, including several typical project information
division standards abroad and several common project division systems at home. Deng Tiejun
(2009) expounded all around the basic principles, methods and applications of management
for the construction projects. Parr (2003) analyzed the method and process design of project
management, presented a structure and a method as well as the process of project
management in the construction area. Jianglin and Ji Ye (2010) classified the transaction
mode (including contract mode and management mode) involved in the transaction of
construction projects. Chen Huiguang (2010) studied the management of construction project,
regarded it all-round, important and special, and called on project operators to incorporate the
quality, safety, civilized construction, schedule and cost of construction projects into regular,
standard management. An (2014) proposed a big data classification for the construction
projects on the basis of Discrete Fourier Transform, which classified basic data by improving
the characters of data involved in construction projects. Zhang Jingzhi (2011) dealt with the
plans to build the classification system of municipal infrastructure construction projects. Zhao
Yuhong (2015) conducted a comparative analysis on the basis of the current classification for
the transaction modes of construction projects. Li Yanfeng (2015) analyzed classification of
economic factors in the construction projects, and linked theory with practice in the detailed
introduction to the specific effect that economic factors played in the construction projects,
based on the classification of investment estimation, design estimate, contract price,
settlement price, and final settlement of account, etc. All these studies dealt with a variety of
construction projects. According to the existing studies, one may have access to the types and
characteristics of construction projects recognized in academia and practice circles at present.
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2.1.1 Types of Construction Projects
Owning to a great variety of construction projects, and varied classification of construction
projects under different classification standards, to get a clear understanding for the types of
construction projects, the research presents a classification of projects with the classification
standards recognized both in academia and practice circles, i.e. by the type of construction,
investment function, project scale, nature and characteristic of business, management
authority and investment scale, etc. Details are shown in the Table 2-1 below.
Classification method 1: by the type of construction
1. Basic construction projects
(1) New projects: referring to construction projects that develop from nothing;
(2) Extension projects: referring to new workshops or engineering projects built by original
enterprises or institutions for the purpose of expanding their production capabilities and scales
and increasing economic benefits;
(3) Relocation projects: referring to projects that are removed to other places by existing
enterprises or institutions in order to change the allocation of production or environmental
protection, or to meet other special requirements;
(4) Restoration projects: referring to projects built newly by further investment, in view of the
scraped original fixed assets for the reason of natural disasters, wars and man-made disasters.
2. Renovation and reformation projects:
The renovation and reformation projects mean enterprises technically transform or renovate
existing facilities and auxiliary devices of project with national construction fund.
Classification method 2: by investment function
1. Productive construction project
(1) Industrial construction projects: including industrial, national defense, and energy
constructions;
(2) Agricultural construction projects: including constructions in the area of agriculture, forest,
animal husbandry, fishery and water conservancy;
(3) Infrastructure construction: including construction in the area of transportation, water and
electricity, communications, and geological survey and prospecting;
(4) Commercial construction: including construction in the area of business, catering, clothing,
tourism and technical service industries.
2. Not productive construction projects
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Not productive construction (consumption-oriented construction) refers to the constructions
that are aimed at satisfying people’s physical, cultural and welfare needs, as well as those
conducted by non-sectors of material goods production, mainly including
(1) Office occupancies: i.e. office occupancies of the Party and government offices at all
levels under national government, social groups, and enterprise administrative authorities;
(2) Residential buildings: residences in housing estates, dormitories, apartments, and villas,
etc.;
(3) Public buildings: constructions for science and technology, education, culture, art, TV,
health, sports, social welfare, public utilities, public service, religion, finance, and insurance,
etc.;
(4) Other constructions: other not productive constructions that exclude the foresaid types.
Classification method 3: by project scale
According to national regulations, the basic construction projects are divided into three types,
i.e. small, medium and large projects; renovation and reformation projects are divided into
projects above norm and projects below norm. National regulated approval authorities, and
planning and construction procedures may vary as construction projects belong to varied
grade and standard.
Classification method 4: by the nature and characteristics of industry
That is, to classify according to the basic characteristics such as economic benefit, social
benefit, market demand of construction projects:
(1) competitive projects: mainly general construction projects that are involved in more
investment benefits and more intensified competition; this type of construction projects has
enterprises serve as the basic investment subjects, make independent decisions and undertake
investment risks on their own.
(2) basic projects: mainly infrastructures that are characterized by natural monopoly, long
construction time, huge investment, and less return, and a portion of fundamental industrial
projects that demand key support from governments, as well as projects in the pillar industry
that are directly targeted at enhancing national strength, and up to the economic scales.
(3) public welfare projects: mainly including facilities in the area of science and technology,
education, culture, health, sports, and environmental protection, etc., and office occupancies
of organs of political power and government authorities at all levels, as well as national
defense constructions, etc.
Classification method 5: by the investment source of project
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1. Government investment projects: referring to the projects funded by governments to adapt
to and boost the development of national economy or regional economy, and to meet the
needs of social physical, cultural life, or for political and national defense purposes;
(1) profit government investment projects: profit-oriented government investment projects,
such as water conservancy, electricity and railway projects, etc.
(2) non-profit government investment projects: public welfare government investment
projects that are non-profitable, but seek for the maximization of social benefits.

Table 2-1 Classification of Construction Projects
Classification
Standard

Name

Basic
construction
projects
By the nature
of construction

Character
Including new,
extension, relocation,
and restoration
projects

Examples

Newly-built, extended
workshops, relocated ancient
cultural relics, etc.

Renovation

Technical

Equipment replacement and

and

transformation of the

transformation, technological

transformati

original facilities, or

reform, and renovation and

on projects

renewal of fixed assets

transformation of public works

Industrial construction

Industrial, national defense and

projects

energy constructions
Constructions in the area of

Agricultural

agriculture, forest, animal

construction projects

husbandry, fishery and water
conservancy

Productiv
By investment

e

function

construction
projects

Constructions in the area of
Infrastructure
construction projects

transportation, water and
electricity, communications,
geological survey and
prospecting, etc.

Commercial
construction projects
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Constructions in the area of
business, catering trade, clothing,
tourism, technical service

Office occupancies of
Office occupancies

governments, social groups,
enterprise administrative
authorities
Residences in housing estates,

Not

Residential buildings

dormitories, apartments and
villas

productive
projects

In the area of science, education,
Public buildings

culture, health, public utilities,
public service, religion, finance,
insurance, etc.

Other constructions

Large

Large scale of

Annual over 100,000,000-ton

production and huge

steel and iron enterprises, and

capital investment

coal enterprises

Moderate scale of
By project

Medium

scale

production and
comparatively large
capital investment

Annual 100,000 to
100,000,000-ton steel and iron
enterprises

Comparatively small
Small

scale of production,

Annual less than 100,000-ton

and small amount of

steel and iron enterprises

capital investment
Involved in
Competitive
projects

comparatively higher
investment benefits

By the nature

and more intensified

and

competitive

characteristics

Characterized by

of industry
Basic
projects

Real estate projects

natural monopoly, long

Constructions in the area of

construction time,

agriculture, hi-tech industry,

huge investment, less

railways, and highways

investment benefit,
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requiring key supports
from governments
Facilities for science and
Public

Not yielding economic

welfare
projects

benefit directly but
funded by financial
fund

technology, education, culture,
health, sports and environmental
protection, etc.; office
occupancies of organs of political
power, social groups; and
national defense constructions

Government
investment
By the

projects

Constructions in the area of
Funded by

water, electricity, railways, and

governments

hospitals, etc. funded by
governments

investment
source of

Non-profit

projects

government
investment

Invested by enterprises, collective units, foreign
businessmen; private investment, and general real estate
enterprises

projects

The construction projects studied in this paper are divided by the nature and characteristics of
industry, including competitive projects, basic projects, and public welfare projects。

2.1.2 Characteristics of Construction Projects
According to the introductions of the existing references, generally recognized characteristics
of construction projects include the following seven aspects, which are shown in the Table 2-2
in detail.
(1) Construction projects are unique. Difference in time, locations and conditions of
construction projects contributes to the uniqueness of each project.
(2) Construction projects are once for all. According to the distinct characteristics of
construction projects, a specific organization needs to be built once for all to conduct
construction production activities; moreover, the capital investment in construction projects is
irreversible.
(3) The objectives of construction projects are clear and definite. Construction projects are
aimed at fixed assets. Governments check the macro-economic results and social benefits of
construction projects, while enterprises attach more attention to microscopic financial
objectives such as profitability, etc.
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(4) Conditions to implement construction projects are restricted. ① Time constraint, i.e. a
reasonable and definite construction time; ② resource constraint, i.e. a certain amount of
capital, and human and material resources, etc.; ③ Quality constraint, i.e. given objectives
for the production capacity, product and service qualities, technological level or utilization
benefit; ④ other constraints, such as safety management, laws and regulations, public
custom, etc.
(5) The activities of construction projects are integrated. Each project is composed of multiple
internally linked individual and unit projects, which will be subjected to unified, integrated
management, planning, and business accounting in practice.
(6) Construction projects are systematic and procedural. Each project needs to operate
according to a specific systematic procedure, including formulation of project proposal and
feasibility study, project design and preparation, project construction, final accounts, and
putting into service, etc.
(7) Construction projects are risky. In view of long construction time, huge investment, and
long payback period of construction projects, there are numerous uncertainties during the
period, e.g. fluctuations in material prices, changes in market demand, and volatility of
interest rate, etc.
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Table 2-2 Characteristics of Construction Projects
No.
1

2

3

Characteristics

Manifestation

Construction projects are

The time, locations and conditions of

unique.

construction projects are unique.

Construction projects are once

Objectives of construction

Aiming at fixed assets

projects are clear and definite.
Conditions to implement

4

A specific organization is built

for all.

construction projects are

Time, resource, quality and security
constraints, etc.

restricted.

5

6

The activities of construction
projects are integrated.

Each project is composed of multiple
internally linked individual and unit
projects.

Construction projects are

A specific systematic procedure is

systematic and procedural.

followed.
There are numerous uncertainties during

7

Construction projects are risky.

the period of project construction,
which may bring about many uncertain
risks.

2.2 Overview of Construction Entities Engaged in Construction Projects
2.2.1 Tasks of Construction Entities Engaged in Construction Projects
To define the tasks of a construction entity engaged in a construction project is the premise of
effective construction management by the construction entity. In the course of specific
construction, construction entities engaged in construction projects need to conduct scientific,
effective construction organization management for the construction projects in order to
maximize the corporate revenues. Zhang Donghui (2007) analyzed the construction
management for construction projects, putting forth that great efforts must be made to control
the construction schedule, project quality, work safety, civilized construction and construction
costs, for the purpose of maximizing resource utilization. Certain social and economic
benefits will not be created unless a construction entity conducts overall control (Niu, Zhou
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and Chen, 2011) and management by objectives, and broadens sources of income and reduces
expenditure. The tasks of construction entities engaged in construction projects mainly cover
the following aspects.
(1) Construction safety management
Construction safety is an activity, in which construction managers exert influence on and have
command over the objects of management, namely people, materials and environment, by
economic, legal, administrative, technical, public voice and decision-making means, etc.,
excluding unsafe factors, for the purpose of work safety. A construction safety management
system is needed, including a safety education system and a safety inspection system.
(2) Construction cost control (construction costs)
Construction cost control is the most effective way for construction entities to gain reasonable
profits. In hope of helping construction entities with their construction cost control work and
improving capital usage efficiency in the infrastructure construction, Zhang (2004) analyzed
the effects that cost management and control measures had in the construction stageand
pointed out the importance of cost control. The existing researches put forth that construction
costs were mainly comprised of direct cost, indirect cost, profit and taxes, which are shown in
the Figure 2-1 in detail.
Labor cost

Direct construction cost

Material expenses

Machinery operation or rental fee
Direct cost
Organizational measures cost
Measure fee
Technical measures cost

Registration fee
Total
construction
costs

Indirect cost

Business management expenses

Profit
Business tax

Taxes

City maintenance and construction tax

Additional tax of education

Figure 2-1 Constitution of Total Construction Costs
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(3) Construction schedule control (project schedule)
Construction schedule control means to compile an optimal, reasonable construction schedule
in a given construction time; check the actual progress of construction on a regular basis
during the period of the schedule implementation and compare it with the schedule, in case of
any deviation, analyze the cause and the extent of effect on the construction time, quickly find
out a necessary amendment to the original schedule, and do the said jobs in a circular way
until the completion acceptance of a project so as to guarantee the schedule is performed
accurately and completely.
(4) Construction quality control
Quality is the top priority of construction projects. Construction quality control is designed to
have project quality reach the contracted standard and the grade requests by an effective
quality supervision and management work system. According to the phases of control, quality
control may be divided into beforehand control, in-process control and post control. Details
are shown in the Figure 2-2.
Beforehand quality control

In-process quality control

Post quality control

To define quality standards and
quality requirements;

To conduct on-site inspection,
measurement and test in the process
of construction;

To conduct completion acceptance
of unit and individual projects;

To build a quality supervision and
control system for the project;
To conduct quality inspection and
acceptance on construction site;
To check and accept raw materials
and semifinished materials for
construction;
To check quality of construction
machinery;

To check the handover between
previous and next processes, and
between cross processes;

To appraise the quality of the
construction projects;
To check the as-built drawing and
other technical documents.

To deal with jobs related to the
design alteration of contract;
To organize quality coordination
meeting on the site;
To control construction safety and
environment quality.

To review the construction scheme.

Figure 2-2 Specific Tasks of Quality Control
(5) Construction contract management
Construction contract management is a managerial work throughout all economic, technical
contracts from signing, performance, change, presentation of a claim, cancellation, settlement
of dispute, termination and evaluation of the contracts that may occur or be involved in the
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project construction, and is also an important link in the effective revenue management by
construction entities.
(6) Construction information management
Construction information management refers to the management of various systems, jobs and
data to facilitate convenient, effective access, storage, disposal and communication of project
information, which includes information about engineering coordination, project schedule
control, construction costs, material requirements planning, safe and civilized construction,
completion acceptance, as well as business and administrative information, etc. Construction
information management guarantees the scientific revenue management by construction
entities.
(7) Organization and coordination related to construction
The organization and coordination related to construction refers to the process that
management disencumbers and clears hindrance factors in certain organizational way or by
certain means or methods in the course of construction. Effective organization and
coordination is an important path to raise the revenues of a construction entity. Main contents
about organization and coordination related to construction are shown in the Figure 2-3.
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Figure 2-3 Main Contents about Organization and Coordination Related to Construction
2.2.2 Revenues of Construction Entities Engaged in Construction Projects
The existing researches on the revenues of construction entities engaged in construction
projects pointed out the sources of revenues of construction entities (Guo Jianjun, 2007), and
analyzed the influencing factors on the revenues (Wang Yuanqing, 2008), and the measures
that construction entities adopted to raise their revenues (Yang Lin, 2012). The concrete
sources of revenues of construction entities engaged in construction projects, and concrete
measures that construction entities adopted to raise their revenues come from the existing
research.
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First, main sources of revenues of construction entities
(1) Difference in material prices; i.e. difference in the costs of raw materials; construction
entities purchase a large number of materials at the prices lower than the market prices.
(2) Labor cost; construction entities try to employ workers who may cooperate with for a long
period of time and guarantee construction quality.
(3) Management cost; a certain amount of management cost is charged in some proportion
according to the quantities.
(4) Completion in advance; a construction entity may complete the work entrusted by
developers in advance in virtue of advanced equipment and production technology, thus
greatly saving construction costs and resource consumption and increasing profits, or
probably being awarded by the developer.
(5) Fair profits; it is specified in the contract entered by and between a construction entity and
a development unit that the construction entity will gain a certain amount of profit according
to quantities.
Second, measures for construction entities to increase their revenues
(1) Control and management of material cost. Construction entities should strengthen material
management to reduce depletion and make use of leftovers reasonably. The construction
groups of Project Departments should get materials according to the construction plans in
order to avoid waste, and strengthen management to decrease depletion during transportation
and storage. Except the unavoidable depletion of materials during the period of construction,
setting-out and reasonable material arrangement should be conducted well in order to avoid
unnecessary waste arising from re-doing.
(2) Control and management of labor and mechanical costs. Construction entities should
choose credible and technically competent construction teams according to the wage rate in
the corresponding processes given in the contract, strictly check the quality of each unit
project completed, have operation and budgetary personnel check labor wages if it is qualified
and count up wages to see if the amount exceeds the budget, find out the cause of excess, if
any, and adopt corresponding measures. Construction entities shall strengthen mechanical
equipment management as well as cost control, reasonably determine the specifications of
machinery, the time for machinery to enter and retreat from the site, and coordinated
application of mechanical equipment and labor, appropriately purchase or rent advanced
equipment to improve work efficiency, and maintain equipment regularly to prolong its
service life.
(3) Control and management of management expenses and other costs. Construction entities
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shall give an overall consideration to the requirements for the construction safety, quality and
time according to different construction schemes, adopt reasonable, advanced construction
technology to reduce depletion of materials and to improve labor productivity, enhance
communication and coordination in management, rationally arrange facilities on the site, use
green, environment-friendly materials in place of heavily contaminant materials so as to save
the cost of follow-up treatment.
(4) Arrange construction time reasonably. On the premise of construction quality, construction
entities shall intensify construction scheme management. As any delay in the construction
time will give rise to the increase in the costs, including labor cost, mechanical cost,
management expenses, and deferred charges, etc., construction entities will need to organize
construction reasonably, make construction process arrangements well, and ascertain the
optimal combination of labor, materials and machinery for the purpose of maximum
utilization, ensure timely supply of raw materials to save construction costs, and avoid
resource depletion, work slowdown or re-doing.
(5) Management of contract and design changes. Engineering changes shall be made in the
condition of agreement by both parties. Construction entities shall give thorough
consideration to the effect of changes when checking and dealing with the contents of changes,
and analyze reasonably and accurately the possible budget and estimation so as to ensure fair
returns for both parties.

2.3 Basic Theories
2.3.1 Project Set Management Theory
Project set management theory is targeted at centralized, coordinated management of a project
set in order to realize the strategic gains and objectives of it. To achieve the strategic objective
of revenue management, a project set management team will need to formulate, at the
beginning of a project set, a value-oriented revenue management strategy on the basis of
enterprise’s strategic objectives, work out a framework to identify, quantize, and evaluate the
project set, and ascertain an objective and scope of expected returns on the project set to
indicate the orientation and the principle for the follow-up work related to the project set. The
model of the project set management theory is shown in the Figure 2-4.
Revenue identification

Formulation of the
revenue plan

Revenue management

Revenue appraisal

Figure 2-4 Revenue Management Model of Project Set
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Revenue transfer

2.3.2 Life Cycle Cost Theory of Projects
The Life Cycle Cost theory of projects originated from the research work of Britain Quantity
Surveyor Research and Development Committee, and was put forth formally in July 1983 by
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. It evaluates and compares various optimal schemes
based on the research on the total costs of a building during its life cycle, thus getting an
optimum long-term cost benefit. A famous American project management expert defined the
life cycle cost as all the costs of some product required during its life cycle, including costs of
research, development, production, operation, maintenance, scrappage, and so on. Details are
shown in the Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-5 Life Cycle Cost Theory
2.3.3 Stakeholder Theory
According to the “stakeholder theory” presented by Freeman (1984), the stakeholders of a
construction project have uniform expectations of the overall objective of the project. On the
one hand, different stakeholders seek for inconsistent objectives. For owners, they aim at high
quality, safety, small investment, short construction time, and maximum social and economic
benefits. While on the part of contractors, their aim is to realize maximization of economic
benefit, rather than the integrated benefit. On the other hand, stakeholders’ objectives are
uniform, as any interested party will not achieve their targets unless on the premise of smooth
completion of construction projects. In this case, effective measures will be needed to
overcome the difficulties of construction projects in long construction time, complication, and
multilateral coordination in pursuit of the unity of multiple targets. The process to formulate
standards is also one in which stakeholders demand their interests and reach consensus.
Standard construction project management will help to fully manifest stakeholders’
expectations of construction projects through the standards that have been formulated,
adopted and executed, and come to an agreement in this process, thus realizing fair and
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harmonious management. The relationships among stakeholders are shown in the Figure 2-6.
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Figure 2-6 Stakeholders in Construction Projects
2.3.4 Game Equilibrium Theory
In Game Equilibrium Theory, game players have achieved their own maximum utility and
none of them want to change their strategies. The theory can be traced back to 1950 when
“Equilibrium Points of N-person Game” theory was proposed by Nash in 1950, which refers
to the theory of a balanced state that all participants in a game finally reach. In such a game,
participants, for the sake of different goals or interests, not only make their own decisions but
also take others’ possible choices into consideration. After several decades of development,
the theory has been widely applied to solve practical issues encountered in economic field,
political field, social norms, and business management. This research mainly employs the
theory to solve the problem of the benefit balance of stakeholders in construction project
management.
2.4 Brief Summary
This chapter mainly deals with the basic theories of revenue management for construction
projects, and presents concrete classification and characteristics of construction projects, as
well as the sources of revenues and methods to increase revenues of construction projects on
the basis of the existing researches. On this basis, this chapter summarizes the fundamental
theories about revenue management of construction entities engaged in construction projects
applied in this paper, which mainly include program management theory, life cycle cost theory,
and stakeholder theory, thus theoretically laying a firm foundation for the follow-up research.
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Chapter III Influencing Factors of Revenue of Construction
Entities Engaged in Construction Projects
3.1 Introduction
Considering that construction projects involve more stakeholders and have more complicated
construction process, the revenue generated from construction projects by construction
entities as core members of numerous stakeholders of construction projects is related with the
benefit of construction entities and even the quality of construction projects. The key is how
do construction entities manage their revenue scientifically to achieve greater economic and
social benefits on the premise of guaranteeing quality in the process of project construction.
To scientifically manage revenue of construction entities engaged in construction projects, it
is necessary first to clarify influencing factors of revenue of construction entities engaged in
construction projects, and only in this way can the management be more targeted. For this
purpose, this Chapter mainly focuses on the research on influencing factors of revenue
management of construction entities engaged in construction projects.
According to above discussion on construction projects in Chapter II and the basic
characteristics of the economic and social benefits and market demands (that is also based on
the nature and characteristics of the industry), construction projects are divided into three
main types, that is, competitive projects, basic projects and public welfare projects. In order to
clarify main factors influencing revenue of construction entities engaged in construction
projects, this Chapter starts from summarizing and refining common factors and characteristic
factors which affect construction revenue of competitive projects, basic projects and public
welfare projects through the qualitative analysis of existing literatures. On this basis, sample
data were collected through field interview and questionnaire survey, and the structural
equation model (SEM) was used to deeply analyze the specific influence of common factors
and characteristic factors on construction entities’ revenue, so as to provide basis for building
corresponding revenue management models of construction entities concerning construction
projects subsequently, and address guiding research questions.

3.2 Qualitative analysis of influencing factors of revenue of construction entities engaged
in construction projects
Through summary of existing literatures and based on practical situations of construction
projects, it indicates construction and management of projects require the participation of
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multiple parties, in addition to construction entities, such as the development unit, the design
unit, the supervision unit and the government, which can invest in project construction,
directly or indirectly, further influencing interests of participants. According to the theoryof
stakeholders, their participants have rights to earn benefits in construction projects while
bearing corresponding responsibilities. Because of the difference of participants’ interests and
obligations, revenue of construction entities can be influenced therefore.

3.2.1 Influence of the development unit on revenue of construction entities engaged in
construction projects
The development unit, also called the owner unit or the project owner, refers to not only the
investor and organizer of a construction project, but also the subject of construction project
management. It is mainly responsible to propose the construction plan, provide construction
land and funds, and define duties of the project implementation model. Its major influencing
factors on revenue of construction entities are as follows:
(1) Capital supply of development units is not in place. The owner as the investment subject
should take the coordination of project participants as its main task, which has material
influence on project participants. Capital shortage causes construction entities’arrears of wage
to construction workers, subsequently leading to delay of construction schedule and making it
difficult to guarantee construction quality, which affects cost of construction entities indirectly.
Slower capital supply brings about lower revenue of construction entities. Different financing
ways of development units can affect capital supply, as financing ways vary with construction
projects. For example, PFI (Private Finance Initiative) and PPP (Public-Private-Partnership)
are generally adopted for basic projects; bank loan and ABS (Asset Backed Securitization) are
generally adopted for competitive projects, etc.
(2) The nature of development units influences revenue of construction entities. Development
units are classified by nature as follows: state-owned enterprise, private and individual
enterprise, collective-owned enterprise, joint venture, joint-stock enterprise, foreign-owned
enterprise and others, etc. A state-owned enterprise that is owned either partially or fully by
central or local government of the state bears certain social responsibilities with some
non-economic goals. Stated-owned enterprises make government-backed investment in
construction projects, which guarantees funds for construction entities. A private and
individual enterprise refers to a profit-earning economic organization based on hiring labor,
which is established or held by a nature person, that is, an enterprise founded privately with
greater pressure to bear risks of project construction, which makes it difficult for such
enterprise to guarantee revenue. A joint-stock enterprise refers to an enterprise organization in
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which two or more interest parties voluntarily combine with each other by the way of stock
trading. One who holds more shares in a joint-stock enterprise has greater power of the
enterprise. Characteristics of joint-stock enterprises mainly include one share one vote, one
share one profit, dividends distributed in proportion to shares, profit sharing, and losses
sharing which bind project construction entities to certain extent.

3.2.2 Influence of the design unit on revenue of construction entities engaged in
construction projects
A design unit is generally responsible for the preliminary design and construction design of
the project, that is, it provides the basis of project supervision for supervision units and the
basis for construction entities to conduct project construction. The different ways of design
units will also have influence on the interests of construction entities.
Design change of the design unit has influence on the revenue of construction entities. Design
change of the construction project is mainly to solve the contradictions and the problems
between the construction drawing and the actual construction. Design units change the
drawing according to the suggestion of development units. Design change will have more
effect on construction costs and Huang (2007) studied the influence of design changes on
costs; it also has an influence on the investment in projects, which may leads to rework of
projects and increase investment in projects; besides, it can influence the project quality and
even cause project qualitative accidents; as a result of the need for different construction
personnel to negotiate and communicate, the schedule of the project can be influenced, which
may lead to delay in the construction period; at the same time, safety and contract
management of the project can be influenced. The construction cost, project investment,
project quality, construction period, safety and contract management will have a direct
influence on revenue of construction entities, and design change has an indirect influence on
revenue of construction entities therefore. The greater the change is in design, the greater the
influence is on revenue of construction entities.

3.2.3 Influence of the supervision unit on revenue of construction entities engaged in
construction projects
The supervision unit is organized or chosen by the owner to supervise and manage the
relationship among the investment, quality, schedule control, safety, contract management and
coordination of construction entities in accordance with the contract for implementing the
contract. In addition to the role of supervision in the contract, the supervision unit is endowed
with the role of social supervision. The duties and benefits of the supervision unit also affect
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the revenue of construction entities to some extent.
(1) The existence of the supervision unit may reduce the revenue of construction entities.
According to the study of Zhang Linming (2013), the principal obligation of the supervision
unit is to provide professional supervision services for the owner in accordance with the law
and agreement in the contract, and shall assume the corresponding supervisory duties and take
the interests of the development unit into due consideration, so that the construction entity can
deliver high-quality projects at low cost on the basis of nominative and reasonable
construction, thus greatly reducing its revenue.
(2) Risks of the supervision unit have influence on the revenue of construction entities. Tian
Jiefang (2002) analyzed potential risks of the supervision unit as follows: the risk of
professional responsibilities, the risk caused by irregular behaviors, lack of fair supervision,
and poor management of contract management. These risks may result in quality defects or
delay of construction projects, which indirectly affect the revenue of construction entities.

3.2.4 Influence of the government on revenue of construction entities engaged in
construction projects
The government is a symbol, carrier and actual actor of national public administration power.
Government behaviors aim generally at serving for the public interests. The government
generally takes tax, debt and operating income of state-owned enterprises as revenue which is
invested in basic construction projects and public welfare projects, in order to enhance
national income and meet requirements for social materials and culture. Some behaviors of
the government have a certain influence on construction entities engaged in construction
projects.
(1) Tax change of the government has influence on revenue of construction entities. China
puts forward important tax system reform policies during the “Twelfth Five-Year Plan”
including the change from business tax to value added tax (called “replacing business tax with
value added tax (VAT)”) which has a certain effect on the construction industry. Influence of
replacing business tax with value added tax on construction entities includes the change of tax
base and increase of tax burden. Considering that projects feature a long period, the change of
tax base disorders tax invoice of projects under construction and completed, influencing final
cost settlement of construction entities; the tax burden may be increased with increasing
operating items of current construction industry in spite of the deduction in input VAT, as
special invoice of VAT becomes difficult to gain after replacing business tax with VAT on
account of the aggravated cost in water, electricity and cement of buildings and even
construction personnel. Higher tax makes lower revenue of construction entities and the tax
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rate varies with different types of construction projects.
(2) Government investment has influence on revenue of construction entities. The government
investment is the driving force for the development of China's national economy and the
economic pillar to meet social public needs, achieving its functions and economic and social
development strategy. Problems arising in the government investment: inadequate cost control
and weak awareness of contract management can also product negative influence on revenue
of construction entities, but capital stability in the government investment has a beneficial
influence on revenue of construction entities.
(3) Policies of the government have influence on revenue of construction entities, which
details in the government’s requirements for green environmental protection on construction,
safety fireproof and qualified construction personnel, etc. Construction entities need to pay
more costs due to stricter policies from the government, thus get lower revenue.

3.3 Quantitative analysis of influencing factors of revenue of construction entities
engaged in construction projects
On the basis of the above quantitative analysis, in order to further clarify factors influencing
revenue of construction entities engaged in construction projects that relevant participants in
construction projects mainly concern and relations among such factors, and finally capture
major factors influencing revenue of construction entities engaged in construction entities and
the influence of such factors on the construction revenue, this section respectively analyzes
influencing factors of revenue of construction entities engaged in basic construction projects,
competitive projects and public welfare projects with the method of quantitative analysis and
the structural equation model (SEM). Specific analysis idea herein is shown in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1 Quantitative analysis idea of influencing factors of revenue of construction
entities engaged in construction projects

3.3.1 Research hypothesis
1. Hypotheses for influencing factors of revenue of construction entities engaged in
competitive projects
(1) Competitive projects mainly refer to general construction projects with higher investment
benefits and stronger competitiveness, and entities act as the basic investment subject in
making decisions independently at their own risk. Because of the high value-added, rapid
cash turnover, high investment recovery rate, economic efficiency relying on the market
demand and other characteristics, the projects are generally financed directly or indirectly by
the individual, enterprises or banks in the absence of the government. However, some policies
including tax and special local policies can influence revenue of construction entities and
supervision at different levels can also cause effect on construction entities. Zhao Yuejie
(2012) studied the government’s supervision and management of construction safety, and Guo
Handing (2005) analyzed the management of the relevant departments of the government over
the construction quality. Meanwhile, the government is also strengthening the management of
green and environmental protection construction of projects, which will make the construction
entities adjust to increase project construction costs under different circumstances and decline
construction revenue. For this reason, the following hypotheses are made for the influencing
factors of the government on revenue of construction entities:
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H1a: Strict regulation of the government departments to construction entities has negative
influence on their revenue.
H1b: The change of tax policies promulgated by the government has negative influence on
revenue of construction entities.
(2) The development unit of competitive projects has more interference with construction
entities. The development unit as the investor and manager of a project undertakes certain
risks and imposes certain restraint on construction projects. Capital supply efficiency of the
developments unit engaged in competitive projects can influence cost settlement of
construction entities, thereby influencing construction schedule. Different influence of
development units has certain influence on financing. The larger scale and better credit the
unit has, the faster the funds will be raised, which offers greater guarantee to the funding
commitment of construction entities and thus influence the revenue of construction entities.
On the other hand, the nature of development units also has influence on revenue of
construction entities. Development units engaged in competitive projects generally include
private enterprises, joint-stock enterprises or international development enterprises, and they
have different requirements for construction entities and undertake diverse risks, thus
influencing revenue of construction entities at different degree. For this reason, the following
hypotheses are made for factors influencing revenue of construction entities:
H2a: Different influence of development units have different impact on revenue of
construction entities, in which case revenue of construction entities may be higher as
development units have greater influence and vice versa.
H2b: Different natures of development units have diverse influence on revenue of
construction entities.
(3) The supervision unit as legal representative of the owner shall hold responsibilities for
launching quality and safety supervision to construction entities with due consideration into
interests of construction entities according to laws, regulations and relevant technical
standards. Therefore, the existence of the development unit has certain influence on revenue
of construction entities. For this reason, the following hypotheses are made for factors
influencing revenue of construction entities:
H3a: The existence of the development unit can have negative influence on revenue of
construction entities.
H3b: The existence of supervision units can increase revenue of construction entities.
(4) It is necessary to implement reasonable and scientific planning management, study
real-time price of labor, materials and machines in the market and effectively conduct budget
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and settlement in project construction. The price fluctuation of labor and raw materials has
relatively great influence on construction cost and then revenue of construction entities. For
this reason, the following hypotheses are made for factors influencing revenue of construction
entities:
H4a: The price fluctuation of raw materials has negative influence on revenue of construction
entities.
H4b: Fluctuation of construction costs has negative influence on revenue of construction
entities.
(5) Other factors can also have influence on revenue of construction entities. The change of
construction contracts may result in rework or reconstruction of projects, which in turn affects
cost or quality of the construction. The change in design, schedule, construction conditions,
and “new projects” excluded in the original tender documents and bill of quantities and
increase of costs can influence revenue of construction revenue. Construction entities can also
be influenced by various risks such as market risks, social risks and force majeure risks,
which will increase entities’ costs markedly, thereby influencing revenue. Communication and
coordination among development unit, construction unit and supervision unit are so crucial to
construction that can construction schedule of projects be managed effectively and quality be
guaranteed, which can bring significant convenience to construction entities and increase their
revenue substantially therefore. As long as all participants can communicate and coordinate in
a timely and close manner and execute constant inspection and adjustment in the
implementation of schedule plan formulated. Social groups are final beneficiaries and their
behaviors and reaction can influence construction schedule and costs, thereby influencing
construction entities’ revenue. For this reason, the following hypotheses are made for factors
influencing revenue of construction entities:
H5a: Improvement of management level of construction entities has positive influence on
their revenue.
H5b: Strong legal awareness of construction entities has positive influence on their revenue.
H5c: Difference of contract forms has certain influence on revenue of construction entities.
H5d: Project contract change has negative influence on revenue of construction entities.
H5e: Force majeure risks have negative influence on revenue of construct entities.
H5f: Mutual cooperation and communication among development unit, construction unit and
supervision unit have positive influence on revenue of construction entities.
H5g: Behaviors of social groups influence schedule of project construction, which has
negative influence on revenue of construction entities.
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H5h: Behaviors of social groups influence costs of project construction which has negative
influence on revenue of construction entities.
Based on the hypotheses, the relation chart of main factors of competitive projects influencing
construction revenue is sorted out as shown in Figure 3-2 where  i (i=1, 2,…, 12) presents
influence degree.
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Figure 3-2 Relation chart of main factors of competitive projects influencing revenue of
construction entities

2. Hypotheses for influencing factors of basic projects on revenue of construction entities
(1) Basic projects mainly refer to infrastructure projects with natural monopoly, long
construction period, great investment quota and low revenue and the part of basic industrial
projects which need to be funded by the government specially. These projects feature wide
capital source and security, as the government plays a role in supporting and guiding capital
guarantee and attracts investment from non-government investors, thereby guaranteeing
capital source for construction entities. In addition, some government’s policies also help
construction of basic projects. For example, the government reduces tax of basic projects and
offers convenience in some aspects of projects, thereby enabling construction reasonable and
increasing revenue of construction entities. For this reason, the following hypotheses are
made for factors influencing revenue of construction entities:
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H6a: Convenience provided by the government departments to construction entities has
positive influence on their revenue.
H6b: Lower tax levied by the government for basic projects has positive influence on revenue
of construction entities.
(2) Basic projects include agriculture, basic industry, infrastructure, railway, road, hospital
and other projects with a larger number of beneficiary groups. Gao Xizhen and Wang Sha
(2009) analyzed the assessment of influence of transportation infrastructure projects on weak
groups in the location of projects. Considering that basic projects have the characteristic of
post recovery of capital, different response of social groups to projects can influence capital
recovery rate and construction schedule and cost in turn, thereby reducing revenue of
construction entities. For this reason, the hypotheses are made for factors influencing revenue
of construction entities.
H7a: Social groups have great influence on revenue of construction entities.
H7b: Behaviors of social groups influence construction schedule, which has negative
influence on revenue of construction revenue.
H7c: Behaviors of social groups influence construction cost, which has negative influence on
revenue of construction revenue.
(3) Self-management of supervision units, development units and construction entities,
contract change and risks are similar to competitive projects in influencing revenue of
construction revenue. For this reason, hypotheses are made for factors influencing revenue of
construction entities:
H8a: The existence of supervision units has negative influence on revenue of construction
entities.
H8b: The existence of supervision units can increase revenue of development units.
H8c: Market price fluctuation of raw materials has negative influence on revenue of
construction entities.
H8d: The change of construction cost has negative influence on revenue of construction
entities.
H8e: Different influence of development units have diverse impact on revenue of construction
entities, in which case revenue of construction entities may be higher as development units
have greater influence and vice versa.
H8f: Different natures of development units have diverse influence on revenue of construction
entities.
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H8g: Improvement of management level of construction entities has positive influence on
their revenue.
H8h: Strong legal awareness of construction entities has positive influence on their revenue.
H8i: Difference of contract forms has certain influence on revenue of construction entities.
H8j: The change of project contracts has negative influence on revenue of construction
entities.
H8k: Force majeure risks have negative influence on revenue of construction entities
H8l: Mutual cooperation and communication among development units, construction units
and supervision units have positive influence on revenue of construction entities.
Based on hypotheses, the relation chart of main factors of competitive projects influencing
construction revenue is sorted out as shown in Figure 3-3 where  i (i=13, 14,…, 24) presents
the influence degree.
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Figure 3-3 Relation chart of main factors of basic projects influencing revenue of
construction entities
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3. Hypotheses for influencing factors of public welfare projects on revenue of construction
entities
(1) Public welfare projects mainly include technology, education, culture, sport, environment
and other facilities, office occupancy of organs of political power at all level, government
authorities and social groups and national defense construction. With the purpose of seeking
social effect, the investment projects have characteristics of large scale, heavy investment,
broad benefit area, long service, far-reaching influence. Feedback of social groups may also
influence construction, so that construction scheme may be changed according to people’s
requirements, thereby influencing revenue of construction entities. The government
departments invest for constructing these projects that are non-profit for maximum social
benefits and carry out “agent-construction system” by choosing professional construction
teams for project construction. The government will provide corresponding convenience to
guarantee project construct while reducing tax to lower construction cost, thereby increasing
revenue of construction entities. The hypotheses are made for factors influencing revenue of
construction entities:
H9a: Convenience provided by the government for construction entities has positive influence
on their revenue.
H9b: Lower tax levied by the government for public welfare projects has positive influence
on revenue of construction entities.
H9c: Social groups have great influence on revenue of construction entities.
H9d: Behaviors of social groups influence construction schedule, which has negative
influence on revenue of construction revenue.
H9e: Behaviors of social groups influence construction cost, which has negative influence on
revenue of construction revenue.

(2) The agent-construction system used by public welfare projects refers to the system in
which the government, by means of tendering, selects specialized project management units
(agent-construction units) in charge of managing investment of projects, building
organizations for project implementation and delivering completed projects to use units.
When project management units organize construction units and allocate tasks, collusion for
interests easily arises between agent-construction units or between agent-construction units
and use units, which results in the failure of forming incentive mechanisms of
government-invested-and-controlled projects, thereby a rise of construction cost to some
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extent. Defects of “construction, supervision and use” in the construction project management,
low-level construction management and corruption will also affect the revenue of construction
units. Hence, it is necessary to enhance management mechanisms inside construction entities,
control construction costs and schedule, comply with laws and regulations, perfect relevant
mechanisms and improve revenue ratio. For this reason, the hypotheses are made for factors
influencing revenue of construction entities:
H10a: Different influence of the development unit have different impact on revenue of
construction entities, in which case revenue of construction entities may be higher as
development units have greater influenceand vice versa.
H10b: Improvement of management level of construction entities has positive influence on
their revenue.
H10c: Strong legal awareness of construction entities has positive influence on their revenue.

(3) Construction costs, contract change and risks are similar to competitive projects in
influencing revenue of construction revenue. For this reason, hypotheses are made for factors
influencing revenue of construction entities:
H11a: Market fluctuation of raw materials has negative influence on revenue of construction
entities.
H11b: The change of construction costs has negative influence on revenue of construction
entities.
H11c: Difference of contract forms has certain influence on revenue of construction entities.
H11d: Project contract change has negative influence on revenue of construction entities.
H11e:

Force majeure risks have negative influence on revenue of construction entities

H11f: Mutual cooperation and communication among development unit, construction unit and
supervision unit have positive influence on revenue of construction entities.

Based on hypotheses, the relation chart of main factors of competitive projects influencing
construction revenue is sorted out as shown in Figure 3-4 where  i (i=13, 14,…, 24) presents
the influence degree.
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Figure 3-4 Main factors of public welfare projects influencing revenue of construction

33

25
26

34

Negative Correlation

27
28

29
30

35

31

36
32

entities
After sorting out, influencing factors of different construction projects on revenue of
construction entities are obtained and shown in Table 3-1
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Table 3-1 Main influencing factors on revenue of construction entities

Name of projects

Main influencing factors

Common
influencing factors

Positive influence

Negative influence

Competitive

Effective

Regulation and tax

Development unit,

projects

management of

of the government

supervision unit,

construction

departments

project change,

entities
Basic projects

risks, construction

Tax reduction

Behaviors of social

policies

groups

Public welfare

Tax reduction

Behaviors of social

projects

policies

groups

costs

3.3.2 Research methods
For verifying hypotheses, the research adopts Structural Equation Model (SEM) detailed as
below:
SEM is a major linear statistical modeling technology, which analyzes relations between
variables based on covariance matrix and correlation matrix of variables. The model includes
both directly observable manifest variables and unobservable latent variables. SEM includes
confirmatory factor analysis, regression analysis, path analysis and covariance analysis and
analyzes effect of single indicators on the whole and correlation among single indicators.

(1) Measurement model
The measure model mainly introduces the relation between observational variables and latent
variables, such as the relation between working mode and job autonomy, aiming at building
latent variables with observational variables;
Observational variables refer to the directly observable variables, also called explicit variables,
such as income and education.
Latent variables refer to the directly observable abstract concepts, such as social economic
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status, success in career.
Error terms refer to measurement errors.
Endogenous variables refer to the variables which can always be influenced by any other
variable in the model (dependent variable which can be directed in the path diagram by any
other variable with a single arrow)
Exogenous variables refer to the variables which can always not be influenced by any other
variable but can influence other variables in the model
model (independent variables which can
direct any other variables but cannot be directed by any other variables with a single arrow)
Intermediate variable: when an endogenous variable serves as both dependent variable and
independent variable, it cannot only be influenced by other variables, but also influence other
variables.

Equation:

x and  are respectively exogenous observational variable vector and exogenous latent
variable vector,  x as represents the factor loading matrix of exogenous observational
variable on exogenous latent variable with
observational variable; y and





for residual vector of exogenous

are respectively endogenous observational variable

vector and endogenous latent variable vector, as
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y

represents thee factor loading matrix of

endogenous observational vector on endogenous latent variable with



for residual vector

of endogenous observational vector.
(2) Structural model
Relations between variables are described, including the relation between job autonomy and
satisfaction;
Expression of structural model:

η  Βη  Γξ  ζ

(3-1)

η – Endogenous latent variable
ξ – Exogenous latent variable
Β – Relation between endogenous latent variables
Г – Influence of exogenous latent variables on endogenous latent variables
ζ – Residual items of structural equation

(3) Relations of measurement model and structural model
Parameters expected by measure model are far more than structural model and good fit of
measurement model can ensure most parameters to be set reasonably; measurement model is
the measurement basis of structural model and, in good fit, considered as the premise of
subsequent structural model.

(4) Identification of measure model and structural model
Identification of measurement model: setting of unit scale of latent variables. Load or
variance is fixed; there is no double load; measurement model with a single latent variable has
at least three measurement indicators; there is correlation among factors of which each has
more than two indicators; there is no correlation among factors of which each has more than
three indicators. In line with the above conditions, measurement model can be identified.
Identification of structural model: If B * E matrix is 0, the model is automatically identified;
the recursive model can be identified. It means the relationship between endogenous variables
is in a single direction, there is no backtracking relation, and the residuals are measured
independently mutually.

(5) Analysis process of SEM
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① Theory construction: there shall be sufficient theoretical basis for the selection of
variables and relation hypotheses among variables. Theoretical rationality is the prerequisite
of SEM model test.
② Model setting: relation hypotheses among variables are shown by path diagram of SEM,
including measurement model and structural model.
③ Sampling and surveying: design questionnaire, spot survey and data collection, etc.
④ Fit of model： SEM generally adopts the maximum likelihood method to estimate the
model.
⑤ Model assessment: Assessment is conducted on whether set model and data collected are
in good fit to make further adjustment.
⑥ Correction and explanation of model: when in bad fit, the model needs to be reset based
on theoretical hypotheses and statistical results to improve model fits and explain variable
relations in the model.
SEM mainly uses exploratory factor analysis and confirmatory factor analysis method in the
analysis

(6) Exploratory factor analysis
Since Charles Spearman first applied the factor analysis method to practice in 1904, the
theoretical and mathematical basis of factor analysis has been developed and perfected
gradually. Especially after the 1950s, with the popularity of computers and the emergence of
statistical software, factor analysis of the method has been tremendously developed.
General expression of exploratory factor analysis model:

Xi  w1i F1  w2i F2  wni Fn  wu
i i ei
In the expression,

(3-2)

Xi represents an observational variable; Fj ( j 1,2,, n) is a common

factor. They are common factors of all observational variables, accounting for correlation
among variables.

u i represents a unique factor which all variables have, accounting for the

part which cannot be explained by common factors.
loading among common factors.

wni represents factor loading as variables’

ei represents the random error of each observational

variable.
Basic steps of exploratory factor analysis
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① Research design
Most researchers believe that each factor shall contain at least four or more variables in
exploratory factor analysis to ensure that the factors are effectively identified; some
researchers also believe that the number of observational variables should be at least the
public factors of 3-5 times;
② Estimating factor load
There are many methods to estimate the latent factor loading, such as principal component
analysis, principal factor analysis, maximum likelihood factor analysis and so on.
③ Determining number of latent factors
The main purpose of exploratory factor analysis for a group of measurable indicator variables
is to find as few latent factors as possible, and make it possible to minimize the loss of
information in the original indicator variables when analyzing with latent factors.
The general principle used in exploratory factor analysis is the rule that “the characteristic
root is more than 1” or “the sum of the maximum characteristic roots is more than 60% of the
sum of the total characteristic roots”. The characteristic root refers to the root of the
characteristic equation corresponding to the covariance matrix of the indicator variable. The
former rule refers to the number of latent factors equal to or more than the number of
characteristic roots. The latter rule refers to the number of latent factors equal to the number
of the maximum characteristic roots, where the sum of the maximum characteristic roots is
more than 60% of the sum of characteristic roots.
④ Explaining practical significance of latent factors
After the number of latent factors is determined, it is necessary to explain the practical
significance of each latent factor and give each latent factor a reasonable variable name
according to the practical significance and related expertise. Explaining the practical
significance of the latent factor is generally based on the size of the factor load. Indicator
variables with larger the factor loading is more dominated by latent factors. In order to
facilitate the understanding and explanation of the practical significance of the factor, factor
rotation is required. The rotation methods mainly include orthogonal rotation and oblique
rotation. The basic assumption of orthogonal rotation is that the factors extracted in the factor
analysis are independent mutually. If the correlation between the factors in the oblique
rotation is not limited, the result of this factor rotation will make the variance of the variables
explained by each factor overlap at certain a degree.
⑤ Calculating factor score
Factor score refers to the value of the latent factor in the model. Because the latent factor is a
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variable that can’t be directly observed, its value can only be obtained by virtue of measurable
variables. The general method of calculating factor scores comes as linear regression analysis.

(7) Confirmatory factor analysis
The confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) belongs to a sub-model of the structural equation
(SEM) model, which is the more common application in SEM analysis. This research uses the
measurement model of structural equation, that is, the confirmatory factor analysis is used for
testing the appropriateness of the factor structure proposed by the previous exploratory factor
analysis. The strength of CFA is that it allows the researcher to explicitly describe the details
of a theoretical model. The basic procedures for confirmatory factor analysis include:
① Model definition
The number of observable variables, the number of latent variables and the relation between
latent variables and observational variables, and the relation between latent variables are
expressed with equation.
② Model certainty
Concerning whether all the parameters in the model can be solved with only one method, that
is, whether the model has the unique solution. For CFA, the certainty of the model is a
necessary prerequisite for parameter estimation of the model.
③ Model estimation and matrix expression
On the basis of the certainty analysis of the model, parameters of the model are estimated and
expressed with matrix.
④ Test and correction of rationality of the model
The rationality test includes the rationality test and the significance test of each parameter
(such as variance, non-negativity of covariance), the overall fit goodness of the whole model,
etc. The test can provide a quantitative basis for the model rationality and indicate the
direction for the model improvement.
Seen from the above analysis, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) belongs to a sub-model of
the structural equation (SEM) model, which is more common application in SEM analysis.
This research uses the measurement model of structural equation, that is, the confirmatory
factor analysis is used for testing the appropriateness of the factor structure proposed by the
previous exploratory factor analysis. The strength of CFA is that it allows the researcher to
explicitly describe the details of a theoretical model.
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3.3.3 Research samples and data collection
1. Questionnaire design
To scientifically analyze influencing factors of various construction projects on revenue of
construction entities, the research mainly adopts questionnaire to obtain necessary samples
and data for the research.
First of all, according to the research on the revenue management model of the construction
entities engaged in construction projects, the qualitative analysis method was used to find out
the factors that affect the income of the construction enterprise. The project was divided into
three categories: competitive, basic and public welfare projects. These projects were
respectively studied by means of the questionnaire that was mainly designed with five-level
Likert scale. The questionnaire designed mainly include: 1) Basic situation: gender, employer,
years of working, project types that the employer often undertakes; 2) Influencing factors:
main factors of competitive projects, basic projects and public welfare projects influencing
revenue of construction entities, main risks that construction entities face in three projects,
main difference of three projects in project construction; 3) views on influencing factors. For
views on influencing factors of competitive projects, basic projects and public welfare
projects on revenue of construction entities, design survey was made with 19 questions in
terms of government, design unit, supervision unit, social organization, risk and construction
cost. And design of questionnaire includes five grades in influence such as strong agree, agree,
does not matter, disagree and strong disagree using Likert five-point scale. Therefore, the first
draft of questionnaire was obtained.
After the initial design of questionnaire, SO JUMP, a kind of questionnaire design software,
was used to investigate questionnaires. 42 valid questionnaires were collected. According to
the collected questionnaires, two experts specializing in construction project management
research were invited to analyze them. To guarantee the completeness, logicality and
definition, further adjustments came to questions of the questionnaire, enabling it to be more
scientific and reasonable. Please see Appendix A for the amended questionnaire.

2. Data collection
Data required for the research came basically from main leaders and well-experienced project
managers from organizations such as China Railway Construction Corporation Limited
(“CRCC”)，China Communications Construction Company Limited (“CCCG”)， China State
Construction Engineering (“CSCEC”)，Baoye Group, Metallurgical Corporation of China Ltd
(“MCC Group”), Power Construction Corporation of China (“POWERCHINA”), Jiangsu
Suzhong Construction Group Co., Ltd (“GSCG”), Nantong Construction Group Co., Ltd
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(NCGCL). These organizations always undertake construction projects from the viewpoint of
construction entities.
Data collection mainly was carried out in the form of questionnaire. This research mainly
adopted SO JUMP (questionnaire design software) to send out questionnaires, while the link
(https://sojump.com/jq/9026028.aspx) and QR code (See Figure D-1) of questionnaires, by means
of social tools like WeChat and QQ, were copied and sent to main leaders, experienced
projects managers and part of employees from organizations such as CRCC, CCCG, CSCEC,
Baoye Group, MCC Group, POWERCHINA, GSCG, and NCGCL. 449 questionnaires were
collected (See Figure D-2). After analyzing source channels, it turned out that 99.78% was
filled in on WeChat with the rest achieved in direct interview (See Figure D-3). Tianjing and
Beijing are main regions of questionnaires collected and respondents interviewed, while the
rest include Shandong, Shanxi, Shanghai, Henan, Hebei, Hunan and other places (it is mainly
because the above organizations have construction projects in these provinces and some
project leaders and managers work here. Besides, regions of questionnaires collected and
respondents interviewed include these provinces) (See Figure D-4). The number of people’s
giving valid answers to each question and the total number of interviewee were shown in
Table 3-2. The detailed source and answer time of the last (partial) data were shown in the
excel screenshot (only start part and end part shown, while the middle part is omitted) from
SO JUMP (Figure D-5, and Figure D-6).
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Table 3-2 Number of people giving valid answers to each question and the total number
of interviewees
Question

Number of people giving valid

Total

No.

answers to the question

1

448

449

2

448

449

3

448

449

4

449

449

5

449

449

6

449

449

7

449

449

8

449

449

9

449

449

10

449

449

11 (Gap

152

449

III. 1

449

449

III. 2

449

449

III. 3

449

449

filling)

In addition, in order to ensure the reliability and validity of the questionnaire, this research
finally defined 200s as the time-consuming threshold through conducting telephone return
visit to answers and the time required to complete the questionnaire and the time spent on
collecting the majority of filled questionnaires. Questionnaires spending less than 200s were
eliminated as filled with greater randomness and their findings were not taken into
consideration therefore. After the elimination, findings of other questionnaires with a total of
307 were considered valid as more detailed in Table 3-3.
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Table 3-3 Number of people giving valid answers to each question after eliminating
questionnaires spending less than 200s
Question No.

Number of people giving valid

Total

answers after elimination
1

307

449

2

307

449

3

307

449

4

307

449

5

307

449

6

307

449

7

307

449

8

307

449

9

307

449

10

307

449

11 (Gap filling)

128

449

III. 1

307

449

III. 2

307

449

III. 3

307

449

3.3.4 The empirical process and findings
1. Descriptive statistical analysis
(1) Basic condition of questionnaire
According to the results of the finally valid 307 questionnaires, there are 307 people giving
effective answers to the first question, in which 143 are females, accounting for 46.58% of the
total, while 164 males, accounting for 46.58% of the total.
The second question is the attribute of the employer. More than half people give the answer of
the development unit, following by the construction unit, survey and design unit, and
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supervision unit. See Table 3-4 for the detailed number of people and proportion.

Table 3-4 Number of people and proportion by the employer

Options

Subtotal

Proportion

A. Development unit

169

55.05%

B. Construction entity

63

20.52%

C. Supervision unit

32

10.42%

D. Survey and design unit

43

14.01%

Number of people giving a
valid

answer

to

307

this

question

The third question is years of working in the current employment unit. 165 people give the
answer of less than 5 years, accounting for 53.75% of the total; 70 people 5-10 years,
accounting for 22.8% of the total; 37 people 11-20 years, accounting for 12.05% of the total;
some senior staff work for more than 20 years, with rich experience. See Table 3-5 for the
detailed number of people and proportion.

Table 3-5 Number of people and proportion by years of working in the current
employment unit

Options

Subtotal

Proportion

A.<5 years

165

53.75%

B.5-10 years

70

22.8%

C.11-20 years

37

12.05%

D.>20 years

35

11.4%

Number of people giving a

307
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valid

answer

to

this

question

The fourth question is the type of project often undertaken by the current employment unit.
Most answers are basic projects, following by competitive projects, and least are public
welfare projects. See Table 3-6 for the detailed number of people and proportion.

Table 3-6 Total number and proportion by projects often undertaken by the current
employment unit

Options (MCQ)

Subtotal

Proportion

A. Competitive projects

142

46.25%

B. Basic projects

182

59.28%

C. Public welfare projects

83

27.04%

Number of people giving a
valid

answer

to

307

this

question
Total number of projects

407 (MCQ)

(2) Influence factors
The fifth question is about the major influencing factors of revenue of construction entities
engaged in the construction of competitive projects (MCQ). After data analysis, it is obtained
that more than half of the interviewees select construction cost, construction contract price,
construction cycle and local policy; more than one-third of interviewees select contract
change, risk, capacity of government support, development unit and taxes and dues (ordered
by proportion); except for the given factors, some believe latter service, terms of payment,
occupation of funds, financing cost and project management as major influencing factors. See
Figure 3-5 for the detailed number of people and proportion.
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Options

Subtotal

C. Construction cost

244

79.48%

229

74.59%

L. Construction cycle

199

64.82%

I. Local policy

165

53.75%

B. Contract change

148

48.21%

J. Risk

138

44.95%

116

37.79%

E. Development unit

112

36.48%

H. Taxes and dues

103

33.55%

K. Contract form

67

21.82%

F. Supervision unit

64

20.85%

G. Survey and design unit

60

19.54%

D. Social group

40

13.03%

N. Others

23

7.49%

A.

Construction

contract

price

M. Capacity of government
support

Number of people giving a
valid answer to this question

Proportion

307

Figure 3-5Proportion
Proportion of major influencing factors of revenue of construction entities
engaged in the construction of competitive projects

The sixth question is about the major influencing factors of revenue of construction entities
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engaged in the construction of basic projects (MCQ). After data analysis, it is obta
obtained that
almost half of the interviewees select local policy, construction cost, capacity of government
support, construction contract price, and construction cycle; more than one
one-third of
interviewees select development unit, contract change, social group,
group, risk, supervision unit,
and survey and design unit (ordered by proportion); except for the given factors, some believe
relation and engineering accident as major influencing factors. See Figure 33-6 for the detailed
number of people and proportion.

Subtotal

Options

Proportion

I. Local policy

187

60.91%

C. Construction cost

184

59.93%

173

56.35%

165

53.75%

L. Construction cycle

165

53.75%

E. Development unit

149

48.53%

B. Contract change

136

44.3%

D. Social group

94

30.62%

J. Risk

94

30.62%

F. Supervision unit

83

27.04%

G. Survey and design unit

77

25.08%

H. Taxes and dues

69

22.48%

K. Contract form

57

18.57%

N. Others

21

6.84%

M. Capacity of government
support
A.

Construction

contract

price

Number of people giving a
valid answer to this question

307

Figure 3-6 Proportion of major influencing factors of revenue of construction entities
engaged in the construction of basic projects
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The seventh question is about the major influencing factors of revenue of construction entities
engaged in the construction of public welfare projects (MCQ). After data analysis, it is
obtained that more than half of the interviewees select capacity of government support and
local policy; more than one-fourth
fourth of interviewees select
select construction cost, construction cycle,
social group, construction contract price, development unit, contract change, and risk (ordered
by proportion). See Figure 3-77 for the detailed number of people and proportion.

Options
M.

Subtotal

Capacity

of

government

Proportion

202

65.8%

Local policy

190

61.89%

C. Construction cost

151

49.19%

L. Construction cycle

146

47.56%

D. Social group

139

45.28%

A. Construction contract price

133

43.32%

E. Development unit

120

39.09%

B. Contract change

98

31.92%

J. Risk

79

25.73%

K. Contract form

67

21.82%

H. Taxes and dues

65

21.17%

G. Survey and design unit

61

19.87%

F. Supervision unit

54

17.59%

N. Others

18

5.86%

support
I.

Number of people giving a valid
answer to this question

307

Figure 3-7 Proportion of major influencing factors of revenue of construction entities
engaged in the construction of public welfare projects
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The eighth question is about the major risks faced by construction entities engaged in the
construction of competitive
itive projects (MCQ). More than half of the interviewees select market
risk, contract change risk, policy change risk, and force majeure risk; the proportion of social
risk and tax rate change risk was not small. See Figure 3-8
3 for the detailed number of ppeople
and proportion.

Subtotal

Options

Proportion

B. Market risk

245

79.8%

A. Contract change risk

210

68.4%

E. Policy change risk

196

63.84%

D. Force majeure risk

174

56.68%

C. Social risk

122

39.74%

F. Tax rate change risk

117

38.11%

G. Others

21

6.84%

Number of people giving a
valid answer to this question

307

Figure 3-8 Proportion of major risks faced by construction entities engaged in the
construction of competitive projects

The ninth question is about the major risks faced by construction entities engaged in the
construction of basic projects (MCQ). More than half of the interviewees select policy change
risk, force majeure risk and contract change risk; more than one-fourth
one fourth of the interviewees
select social risk, market risk,
k, and tax rate change risk. See Figure 3-9
3 for the detailed number
of people and proportion.
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Options

Subtotal

Proportion

E. Policy change risk

217

70.68%

D. Force majeure risk

183

59.61%

A. Contract change risk

164

53.42%

C. Social risk

160

52.12%

B. Market risk

135

43.97%

F. Tax rate change risk

82

26.71%

G. Others

22

7.17%

Number of people giving a
valid answer to this question

307

Figure 3-9 Proportion of major risks faced by construction entities engaged in the
construction of basic projects
The tenth question is about the major risks faced by construction entities engaged in the
construction of public welfare projects (MCQ). More than half of the interviewees select
policy change risk, social risk, and force majeure risk; more than one-third
one third of the interviewees
select contract change risk. See Figure 3-10
3
for the detailed number of people and proportion.

Options

Subtotal

Proportion

E. Policy change risk

224

72.96%

C. Social risk

186

60.59%

D. Force majeure risk

169

55.05%

A. Contract change risk

114

37.13%

B. Market risk

103

33.55%

F. Tax rate change risk

74

24.1%
74

G. Others

22

Number of people giving a
valid answer to this question

7.17%

307

Figure 3-10 Proportion of major risks faced by construction entities engaged in the
construction of public welfare projects

The eleventh question is about the major differences of construction entities respectively
engaged in the construction of competitive, basic and public welfare projects (gap filling).
Except for answers of “None, Not sure and Do not know”, after analysis aand summary of the
obtained data, there are mainly five kinds of answers as follows: 1) Different objective. The
development unit of competitive projects completely focuses on cost; that of basic projects
focuses on revenue and social benefit; that of public
public welfare projects focuses on social effect
and public service. 2) Different investment benefits of projects. The investment benefit of
competitive projects is higher, with stronger competitiveness; that of basic projects is
relatively low; public welfare projects are of non-profit
profit but high social benefit. 3) Different
emphasis. The emphasis of competitive projects is market effect; that of basic projects is later
revenue; that of public welfare projects is social response and local reputation and position. 4)
Different key requirement. Competitive projects have high requirement on cost control; basic
ones on technical management; public welfare ones on project schedule. 5) Other differences.
Different supportive policies from the government; different social
social organizations related;
different risks; different investors; different social influences; different construction standards;
different construction costs; different development units; different revenues; and different
ways of revenue collection, etc. See details in Table 3-7 as follows.
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Table 3-7 Major differences in the construction of competitive, basic and public welfare
projects

Differences

Competitive projects

Basic projects

Public welfare
projects
Social effect

Objective

Cost

Revenue and social benefit

and public
service

Investment

Higher investment

benefits of

benefit, stronger

projects

competitiveness

Relatively low investment
benefit

Non-profit but
high social
benefit
Social
response and

Emphasis

Market effect

Later revenue

local
reputation and
position
High

Key

High requirement on cost

High requirement on

requirement

requirement

control

technical management

on project
schedule

Different supportive policies from the government; different social
organizations related; different risks; different investors; different social
Others

influences; different construction standards; different construction costs;
different development units; different revenues; and different ways of
revenue collection; different project nature; different profits; different
requirements from the owner, etc.
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eryagree

（5point）

Agree

（4point）

Nomatter

（3point）

Disagree

（2point）
V

Verydisagre

e（1point）
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Q19. Guarantee of the normal proceed of projects due to the convenience provided by the

Q18. Great influence of the legal awareness of construction entities on their revenue

Q17. Great influence of the contract change on the revenue of construction entities

Q16. Great influence of the contract form on the revenue of construction entities

Q15. Great influence of the survey and design unit on the revenue of construction entities

development unit, the construction unit and the supervision unit

Q14. Maximization of revenue of construction entities due to mutual cooperation among the

Q13. Great influence of the management level of construction entities on their revenue

Q12. Great influence of the force majeure factors on the revenue of construction entities

Q11. Influence of the behavior of the social group on the cost of project construction

Q10. Influence of the behavior of the social group on the schedule of project construction

Q9. Great influence of the social group on the revenue of construction entities

unit

Q8. Improvement of revenue of the development unit due to the existence of the supervision

Q7. Reduction of revenue of construction entities due to the existence of the supervision unit

entities

Q6. Great influence of the nature of the development unit on the revenue of construction

entities

Q5. Great influence of the influence of the development unit on the revenue of construction

entities

Q4. Great influence of the market price of raw materials on the revenue of construction

Q3. Preferential tax rate provided by the government

Q2. Strict supervision of the government department to construction entities

Q1. Great influence of the government department on the revenue of construction entities

2. Quantitative analysis on the influencing factors of revenue of construction entities engaged

in the construction of competitive projects

First, the data regarding competitive projects (Q1-Q19)
(Q1 Q19) were exported from 307 valid

questionnaire data determined finally. Then, through selection and statistics of questionnaires,

results about influencing factors of revenue of construction entities engaged in competitive

projects were obtained, which are represented in percentage as shown in Figure 33-11. On this

basis, exploratory factor analysis and confirmatory factor analysis are made in accordance

with the principle
le of structural equation.

Figure 3-11 Statistic data of questionnaires of competitive projects
（Q1-Q19isshow in Table 3-9 Common factor variance）

(1) Exploratory factor analysis.
Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) is a technique whose overarching goal is to identify the
underlying structure of a relatively large set of measured variables and deal with dimension
reduction.
In this paper, SPSS 17.0 software is used for EFA of data of 307 collected samples, which
focuses on the validity and reliability of the questionnaire, and the correlation between
various influencing factors. By this, the number of variables involved in data modeling can be
explored and then will be greatly reduced, which won't cause the loss of information, but will
highly facilitate to statistical study and be advantageous to the subsequent confirmatory factor
analysis.
KMO and Bartlett’s test
KMO (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin) test measures sampling adequacy. The measure value of KMO
close to 1.0 indicates that there are more common factors between variables; factor analysis is
suited to study data. The measure value of KMO less than 0.5 indicates a smaller number of
samples and the need of more samples. Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity aims to verify whether the
correlation matrix is or not the identity matrix. If it is the identity matrix, the factor model is
not appropriate. Generally the significance level < 0.05 suggests that the more likely a certain
relationship exists between the original variables; the significance level ＞ 0.10 may indicate
that factor analysis does not fit for the data. The results of KMO and Bartlett’s in this study
are shown in Table 3-8.

Table 3-8 KMO and Bartlett’s test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling
adequacy.

.893

Appreciate
value of
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity

2246.440

Chi-square
Df
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Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling

.893

adequacy.
Appreciate
value of
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity

2246.440

Chi-square
Df

171

Sig.

.000

As you can see, the KMO value of this questionnaire is 0.893 (0.893 > 0.5), which indicates
that it is appropriate for factor analysis. The significance level after this survey is 0.000 < 0.05,
which indicates that it is suitable for factor analysis.

1) Common factor variance
The common factor variance indicates the explained variance of each variable. Extracting
common factor variance is a method to determine the variance estimator for each variable
explained by factor or component in the factor solution. The common factor variance is the
squared multiple correlation used to predict the variable of the factor. A small numerical value
indicates that it is not suitable to use the variable as the factor, which can be excluded in the
analysis. The analysis results of this questionnaire are shown in Table 3-9.
It can be seen from Table 3-9 that, Q2 = 0.432, Q7 = 0.381, Q12 = 0.341, Q19 = 0.451. All of
the extracted component values of these factors less than 0.5, indicates that they cannot be
used as factors, so they are excluded and factor analysis restarts. Through calculation, all of
the extracted component values of the remaining 15 factors (factor load) are greater than 0.5,
which means the common factor variance analysis can be carried out.

1) Total variance explained (amended)
The amended total variance, i.e. the total variance explained, is shown in Table 3-10.

Table 3-9 Common factor variance
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Original Extracted
Q1. Great influence of the government department on the revenue of

1.000

.698

1.000

.432

Q3. Preferential tax rate provided by the government

1.000

.516

Q4. Great influence of the market price of raw materials on the

1.000

.627

1.000

.615

1.000

.592

1.000

.381

1.000

.570

1.000

.663

1.000

.698

1.000

.743

1.000

.341

1.000

.705

1.000

.571

construction entities
Q2. Strict supervision of the government department to construction
entities

revenue of construction entities
Q5. Great influence of the influence of the development unit on the
revenue of construction entities
Q6. Great influence of the nature of the development unit on the
revenue of construction entities
Q7. Reduction of revenue of construction entities due to the existence
of the supervision unit
Q8. Improvement of revenue of the development unit due to the
existence of the supervision unit
Q9. Great influence of the social group on the revenue of construction
entities
Q10. Influence of the behavior of the social group on the schedule of
project construction
Q11. Influence of the behavior of the social group on the cost of
project construction
Q12. Great influence of the force majeure factors on the revenue of
construction entities
Q13. Great influence of the management level of construction entities
on their revenue
Q14. Maximization of revenue of construction entities due to mutual
cooperation among the development unit, the construction unit and the
supervision unit
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Q15. Great influence of the survey and design unit on the revenue of

1.000

.536

1.000

.636

1.000

.652

1.000

.582

1.000

.451

construction entities
Q16. Great influence of the contract form on the revenue of
construction entities
Q17. Great influence of the contract change on the revenue of
construction entities
Q18. Great influence of the legal awareness of construction entities on
their revenue
Q19. Guarantee of the normal proceed of projects due to the
convenience provided by the government to construction entities
Extraction method: principal component analysis.
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Table 3-10 Total variance explained

Initial eigenvalues
Com

Rotation sums of

squared loadings

squared loadings

% of

pone
nt

Extraction sums of

Cumu

varianc Cumula
Total

e

% of

lative

tive % Total variance

1

5.622 37.479 37.479 5.622

37.479

2

1.803 12.023 49.503 1.803

12.023

3

1.289

8.594

58.097 1.289

8.594

4

1.020

6.799

64.896 1.020

6.799

5

.708

4.721

69.617

6

.668

4.453

74.070

7

.642

4.277

78.347

8

.564

3.761

82.108

9

.524

3.495

85.603

10

.437

2.915

88.518

11

.406

2.709

91.227

12

.369

2.461

93.688

13

.351

2.343

96.031

14

.314

2.092

98.123

15

.282

1.877 100.000

%
37.47
9
49.50
3
58.09
7
64.89

Extraction method: principal component analysis.
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% of

6

varianc Cumula
Total

e

tive %

3.691 24.606 24.606

2.163 14.419 39.025

2.066 13.776 52.801

1.814 12.095 64.896

The first column shows the number of components in Table “Total variance explained”. It can
be seen that after filtering, there remains 15 components. The second column shows the initial
eigenvalues. In the column of “Total”, the eigenvalues of four components surpass 1, and
those of the rest are less than 1, and the percentage of variance of such components decreases
gradually. The cumulative factor contribution rate calculated by summing the percentage of
variance of the four components whose eigenvalue is more than 1 in Column “Extraction
sums of squared loadings” and Column “Rotation sums of squared loadings” is 64.896%,
which is more than 60% and indicates than the total eigenvalue before and after rotation does
not change, so does the final cumulative percentage of variance. It can be seen that the
reliability and validity of the sample data collected this time is relatively high, so
confirmatory factor analysis can be performed.

(2) Confirmatory factor analysis
Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is a kind of statistical analysis on social survey data and is
used to test whether the relation between a factor and its corresponding measure item
conforms to the theoretical relation designed by the researcher or not by setting up the
structural equation model. In this paper, Amos17.0 software is used to analyze the measure
model-fitting degree of the findings. Finally, statistical analysis is performed to get major
influencing factors of revenue of construction entities engaged in competitive projects and
how they influence. The analysis process is as follows:

1) Establish a diagram of structural equation. Through analysis, it is found that there are 5
potential variables in this paper, i.e. design unit, development unit, supervision unit,
government and construction entity, etc. Fill them in the ellipse and connect them with the
double-headed arrow, and then fill the corresponding measured variables in the related
rectangle, noted with residual. See Figure 3-12 for details (The meaning of Q1-Q18 is shown
in Table 3-9).
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Design unit

Developm
ent unit

Supervision
unit

Construction
entity

Government

Other factors

Figure 3-12Figure of structural equation

2） Import the selected 307 pieces of data and 15 measured variables into the diagram. The
results of the influence coefficient of each factor calculated according to the route in the
diagram by the software are shown in Figure 3-13 (The meaning of Q1-Q18 is shown in Table
3-9).
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Design unit

Developme
-nt unit

Supervision
unit

Construction
entity

Government

Other factors

Figure 3-13 Calculation results

3) For the analysis of fitting degree, the specific indexes, judging criteria and calculation
results of this study are shown in Table 3-11.
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Table 3-11 Analysis of fitting degree

Fit indexes

Judging criteria

Calculation
results

Absolute fit index
GFI

0-1; >0.90, good fit

0.931

<0.05, good fit
RMSEA

0.08-0.10, general fit

0.071

>0.10, poor fit
RMR

The smaller, the better fit between 0
and 1; ＜0.05, good fit

0.048

Relative fit index
CFI

0-1; >0.90, good fit

0.945

NFI

0-1; >0.90, good fit

0.923

Information criteria index
AIC

CAIC

The smaller, the better fit, without
accurate limit
The smaller, the better fit, without
accurate limit

336.031

565.747

The analysis results (Table 3-11) show that all the specific values are within the scope of the
fitting index, and the fitting are good, so it is considered that the model is very good, and this
research is credible.
Therefore, according to the calculation results of this study (Figure 3-18), in competitive
projects, the influence coefficient of the design unit on the revenue of the construction entity
is 0.93, that of the development unit is 0.91, that of the supervision unit is 0.55, that of the
government is 0.49, and that of other factors is 0.69. On this basis, the design unit is the most
important influencing factor, and followed by the development unit, other factors, the
government, and the supervision unit.
In the design unit, the measured variable that has the greatest influence on it is Q17 (Great
influence of the contract change on the revenue of construction entities), and the influence
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coefficient is 0.81. The contract change may influence the cost, quality and construction
schedule of construction entities, and is likely to cause project rework and delay, which will
affect the construction quality and construction schedule, and greatly reduce the revenue of
construction entities.
In the construction unit, the measured variable that has the greatest influence on it is Q5
(Great influence of the influence of the development unit on the revenue of construction
entities), and the influence coefficient is 0.77. The influence of the development unit is the
guarantee factor of projects. A development unit that has great influence and high credibility
will bring great convenience and security to raise funds and supply, which will greatly
improve the construction efficiency and quality of construction entities, and reduce the cost,
and thus greatly increase the revenue of construction entities.
In the supervision unit, the measured variable that has the greatest influence on it is Q7
(Reduction of revenue of construction entities due to the existence of the supervision unit),
and the influence coefficient is 0.69. The supervision unit serves the owner and has the
responsibility to provide the biggest revenue for the owner. It supervises the cost and quality
of construction entities in construction process and puts forward reasonable construction
requirements, which will undoubtedly increase the cost of construction entities and thus affect
the revenue of construction entities.
In the government, the measured variable that has the greatest influence on it is Q3
(Preferential tax rate provided by the government), and the influence coefficient is 0.70. Tax
rate fluctuations will have a big impact on the cost of construction entities, such as “change of
the business tax to value added tax” proposed recently by the 12th Five-year Plan. The
settlement and invoice issuing and payment of the project under and after construction will
affect the revenue of construction entities.
In other factors, the measured variable that has the greatest influence on them is Q10
(Influence of the behavior of the social group on the schedule of project construction), and the
influence coefficient is 0.80. Construction projects ultimately serve the social groups. Their
feedback and behavior will in a certain extent affect the construction schedule of construction
entities, and thus affect the cost of construction entities and reduce the revenue of construction
entities.
In the construction entity, the measured variable that has the greatest influence on it is Q13
(Great influence of the management level of construction entities on their revenue), and the
influence coefficient is 0.77. In the complex construction process, the management level and
the effective management method of construction entities are particularly important, and a set
of reasonable, scientific and efficient management method can improve labor productivity and
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quality, shorten the construction schedule, reduce cost, etc., and will greatly improve the
revenue of construction entities.

4) Analysis of research hypothesis
According to the results of EFA and CFA on the survey data above, research hypothesis H1a
and H1b that are made for the influencing factors of revenue management of construction
entities engaged in competitive projects were verified, which indicates that the supervision
force and change of tax policies of the government department, especially change of the
business tax to value added tax, has a bigger influence on the revenue of construction entities,
and the influence coefficient is about 0.7; Hypothesis H2a and H2b were verified, which
indicates that the influence and nature of the development unit have a bigger influence on the
revenue of construction entities, and the influence coefficient is about 0.75; Hypothesis H3a
and H3b were also verified, which indicates that the existence of the supervision unit really
has negative influence on the revenue of construction entities, and the influence coefficient is
about 0.68, which in a certain extent will increase the cost of construction entities and further
improve the revenue of the development unit; Hypothesis H4a and H4b were verified, which
indicates that the change of construction cost such as the price fluctuation of raw materials
and increase of labor cost has a bigger influence on the revenue of construction entities, and
the influence coefficient is about 0.75; Hypothesis H5a and H5b were also verified, which
indicates that the construction entity’s own factors have a bigger influence on its revenue, for
example, its management level and high legal awareness can indirectly reduce its cost and
increase its revenue, and the influence coefficient is more than 0.75; Hypothesis H5c and H5d
were also verified, which indicates that the contract form and contract change can influence
the revenue of construction entities, and may cause rework and delay of construction and thus
postpone the construction schedule and increase the cost and reduce the revenue of
construction entities, and the influence coefficient is about 0.8; Hypothesis H5h was also
verified, which indicates that the behavior of the social group has certain influence on the
revenue of construction entities; Hypothesis H5i was verified, which indicates that the
existence of the survey and design unit has certain influence on the revenue of construction
entities, and the influence coefficient is 0.7.
Hypothesis H5e was not verified, and data indicate that force majeure risks have little
influence on the revenue of construction entities, which is inconsistent with the hypothesis
since during the EFA this factor was excluded due to its small load and inadequacy for the
factor analysis.
3. Quantitative analysis on the influencing factors of revenue of construction entities engaged
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（Q1-Q19isshow
Q19isshow in Table 3-13 Common factor variance）
）

Figure 3-114 Statistic data of questionnaires of basic projects
Q19. Guarantee of the normal proceed of projects due to the convenience provided by the

Q18. Great influence of the legal awareness of construction entities on their revenue

Q17. Great influence of the contract change on the revenue of construction entities

Q16. Great influence of the contract form on the revenue of construction entities

Q15. Great influence of the survey and design unit on the revenue of construction entities

development unit, the construction unit and the supervision unit

Q14. Maximization of revenue of construction entities due to mutual cooperation among the

Q13. Great influence of the management level of construction entities on their revenue

Q12. Great influence of the force majeure factors on the revenue of construction entities

Q11. Influence of the behavior of the social group on the cost of project construction

Q10. Influence of the behavior of the social group on the schedule of project construction

Q9. Great influence of the social group on the revenue of construction entities

unit

Q8. Improvement of revenue of the development unit due to the existence of the supervision

Q7. Reduction of revenue of construction entities due to the existence of the supervision unit

entities

Q6. Great influence of the nature of the development unit on the revenue of construction

entities

Q5. Great influence of the influence of the development unit on the revenue of construction

entities

Q4. Great influence of the market price of raw materials on the revenue of construction

Q3. Preferential tax rate provided by the government

Q2. Strict supervision of the government department to construction entities

Q1. Great influence of the government department on the revenue of construction entities

in the construction of basic projects

First, the data regarding basic projects (Q1-Q19,
(Q1
and their meanings are shown in Table 33-9)

were exported from 307 valid questionnaire data determined finally. Then, through selection

and statistics of questionnaires, results about influencing factors of revenue of construction

entities engaged in basic projects were obtained, which are represented in percentage as

shown in Figure 3-14.. On this basis, exploratory factor analysis and co
confirmatory factor

analysis are made in accordance with the principle of structural equation.

(1) Exploratory factor analysis.
As the research method of competitive projects, SPSS 17.0 software is used for EFA of data
of 307 collected samples, which focuses on the validity and reliability of the questionnaire,
and the correlation between various influencing factors.

1) KMO and Bartlett’s test.
The results of KMO and Bartlett’s in this study are shown in Table 3-12.

Table 3-12 KMO and Bartlett’s test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling
adequacy.
Appreciate value of
Chi-square
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity

.942

3103.725

df

171

Sig.

.000

As you can see, the KMO value of this questionnaire is 0.942 (0.942>0.5), which indicates
that it is appropriate for factor analysis. The significance level after this survey is 0.000 < 0.05,
which indicates that it is suitable for factor analysis.

2) Common factor variance
Factor analysis method is used to analyze factors. The analysis results of this questionnaire
are shown in Table 3-13.
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Table 3-13 Common factor variance

Origina
l

Extracted

1.000

.618

1.000

.511

Q3. Preferential tax rate provided by the government

1.000

.498

Q4. Great influence of the market price of raw materials on the

1.000

.567

1.000

.621

1.000

.604

1.000

.649

1.000

.463

1.000

.729

1.000

.796

1.000

.743

1.000

.487

Q1. Great influence of the government department on the revenue of
construction entities
Q2. Strict supervision of the government department to construction
entities

revenue of construction entities
Q5. Great influence of the influence of the development unit on the
revenue of construction entities
Q6. Great influence of the nature of the development unit on the
revenue of construction entities
Q7. Reduction of revenue of construction entities due to the
existence of the supervision unit
Q8. Improvement of revenue of the development unit due to the
existence of the supervision unit
Q9. Great influence of the social group on the revenue of
construction entities
Q10. Influence of the behavior of the social group on the schedule of
project construction
Q11. Influence of the behavior of the social group on the cost of
project construction
Q12. Great influence of the force majeure factors on the revenue of
construction entities
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Q13. Great influence of the management level of construction

1.000

.677

1.000

.552

1.000

.500

1.000

.622

1.000

.643

1.000

.592

1.000

.418

entities on their revenue
Q14. Maximization of revenue of construction entities due to mutual
cooperation among the development unit, the construction unit and
the supervision unit
Q15. Great influence of the survey and design unit on the revenue of
construction entities
Q16. Great influence of the contract form on the revenue of
construction entities
Q17. Great influence of the contract change on the revenue of
construction entities
Q18. Great influence of the legal awareness of construction entities
on their revenue
Q19. Guarantee of the normal proceed of projects due to the
convenience provided by the government to construction entities

It can be seen from Table 3-13 that, Q3=0.498，Q8=0.463，Q12=0.487，Q15=0.50，Q19=0.418.
All of the extracted component values of these factors less than 0.5, indicates that they cannot
be used as factors, so Q8, Q12 and Q15 are excluded through subsequent analysis and factor
analysis restarts. Through calculation, all of the extracted component values of the remaining
16 factors (factor load) are greater than 0.5, which means the common factor variance
analysis can be carried out.

3) Total variance explained
The amended total variance, i.e. the total variance explained, is shown in Table 3-14.
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Table 3-14 Total variance explained

Initial eigenvalues

Extraction sums of

Rotation sums of squared

squared loadings

loadings

Com

% of Cumu

pone
nt

% of

Cumula

Total variance tive %
1

2

3

7.61
3
1.41
7
1.04
8

varian lative
Total

47.581

47.581 7.613

47.581

8.858

56.439 1.417

8.858

6.550

62.989 1.048

6.550

4

.793

4.953

67.942

5

.740

4.624

72.566

6

.623

3.897

76.462

7

.609

3.804

80.267

8

.519

3.241

83.508

9

.456

2.850

86.358

10 .428

2.672

89.030

11

.385

2.405

91.435

12 .322

2.013

93.448

13 .310

1.935

95.383

14 .276

1.728

97.110

15 .237

1.482

98.592

16 .225

1.408

100.000
93

ce
47.58
1
56.43
9
62.98
9

%

Total

5.307

33.169

33.169

2.982

18.638

51.807

1.789

11.182

62.989

Initial eigenvalues

Extraction sums of

Rotation sums of squared

squared loadings

loadings

Com

% of Cumu

pone
nt

% of

Cumula

Total variance tive %
1

2

3

7.61
3
1.41
7
1.04
8

varian lative
Total

47.581

47.581 7.613

47.581

8.858

56.439 1.417

8.858

6.550

62.989 1.048

6.550

4

.793

4.953

67.942

5

.740

4.624

72.566

6

.623

3.897

76.462

7

.609

3.804

80.267

8

.519

3.241

83.508

9

.456

2.850

86.358

10 .428

2.672

89.030

11

.385

2.405

91.435

12 .322

2.013

93.448

13 .310

1.935

95.383

14 .276

1.728

97.110

15 .237

1.482

98.592

16 .225

1.408

100.000

ce
47.58
1
56.43
9
62.98
9

%

Total

5.307

33.169

33.169

2.982

18.638

51.807

1.789

11.182

62.989

Extraction method: principal component analysis.

The first column shows the number of components in Table “Total variance explained”. It can
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be seen that after filtering, there remains 16 components. The second column shows the initial
eigenvalues. In the column of “Total”, the eigenvalues of three components surpass 1, and
those of the rest are less than 1, and the percentage of variance of such components decreases
gradually. The cumulative factor contribution rate calculated by summing the percentage of
variance of the four components whose eigenvalue is more than 1 in Column “Extraction
sums of squared loadings” and Column “Rotation sums of squared loadings” is 62.989%,
which is more than 60% and indicates than the total eigenvalue before and after rotation does
not change, so does the final cumulative percentage of variance. It can be seen that the
reliability and validity of the sample data collected this time is relatively high, so
confirmatory factor analysis can be performed.

(2) Confirmatory factor analysis
As the research method of competitive projects, Amos17.0 software is used to analyze the
measure model-fitting degree of the findings. Finally, statistical analysis is performed to get
major influencing factors of revenue of construction entities engaged in basic projects and
how they influence. The analysis process is as follows:

1) Establish a diagram of structural equation. Through analysis, it is found that there are 5
potential variables in this paper, i.e. design unit, development unit, supervision unit,
government and construction entity, etc. Fill them in the ellipse and connect them with the
double-headed arrow, and then fill the corresponding measured variables in the related
rectangle, noted with residual. See Figure 3-15 for details (The meaning of Q1-Q19 is shown
in Table 3-13).
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Figure 3-15Figure of structural equation

2） Import the selected 307 pieces of data and 16 measured variables into the diagram. The
results of the influence coefficient of each factor calculated according to the route in the
diagram by the software are shown in Figure 3-16

Design unit

Development
unit

Supervision
unit
Constructio
-n entity

Government

Other factors
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Figure 3-16 Calculation results

3) For the analysis of fitting degree, the specific indexes, judging criteria and calculation
results of this study are shown in Table 3-15.

Table 3-15 Analysis of fitting degree

Fit indexes

Judging criteria

Calculation
results

Absolute fit index
GFI

0-1; >0.90, good fit

0.921

<0.05, good fit
RMSEA

0.08-0.10, general fit

0.073

>0.10, poor fit
RMR

The smaller, the better fit between 0
and 1; ＜0.05, good fit

0.035

Relative fit index
CFI

0-1; >0.90, good fit

0.952

NFI

0-1; >0.90, good fit

0.934

Information criteria index
AIC

CAIC

The smaller, the better fit, without
accurate limit
The smaller, the better fit, without
accurate limit

395.397

635.322

The analysis results (Table 3-15) show that all the specific values are within the scope of the
fitting index, and the fitting are good, so it is considered that the model is very good, and this
research is credible.
Therefore, according to the calculation results of this study (Figure 3-21), in competitive
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projects, the influence coefficient of the government on the revenue of the construction entity
is 0.96, that of the design unit is 0.94, that of the development unit is 0.91, that of the
supervision unit is 0.75, and that of other factors is 0.78. On this basis, the government is the
most important influencing factor, and followed by the design unit, the development unit, the
supervision unit and other factors.
In the government, the measured variable that has the greatest influence on it is Q1 (Great
influence of the government department on the revenue of construction entities), and the
influence coefficient is 0.75. The government department influences construction entities in
such many aspects as local policies, “change of the business tax to value added tax”, and
supervision, which may cause cost increase and delay of construction schedule and further
affect the revenue of construction entities.
In the design unit, the measured variable that has the greatest influence on it is Q17 (Great
influence of the contract change on the revenue of construction entities), and the influence
coefficient is 0.86. The contract change may influence the cost, quality and construction
schedule of construction entities, and is likely to cause project rework and delay, which will
affect the construction quality and construction schedule, and greatly reduce the revenue of
construction entities.
In the construction unit, the measured variable that has the greatest influence on it is Q5
(Great influence of the influence of the development unit on the revenue of construction
entities) and Q6 (Great influence of the nature of the development unit on the revenue of
construction entities), and the influence coefficient is 0.84. The influence of the development
unit is the guarantee factor of projects. A development unit that has great influence and high
credibility will bring great convenience and security to raise funds and supply, which will
greatly improve the construction efficiency and quality of construction entities, and reduce the
cost, and thus greatly increase the revenue of construction entities; development units with
different nature have different constraint rules for construction entities of projects and also
different influence on the revenue of construction entities.
In the supervision unit, the measured variable that has the greatest influence on it is Q8, and
the influence coefficient is 0.74. The supervision unit is employed by the development unit to
supervise the work of construction entities and has the responsibility to provide the biggest
revenue for the owner. It supervises the cost and quality of construction entities in
construction process and puts forward reasonable construction requirements to maximize the
use ratio of funds, that is, to deliver a high quality project efficiently with minimum funds
consumed within the construction specifications, which will largely increase the revenue of
the development unit and thus decrease the revenue of construction entities.
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In other factors, the measured variable that has the greatest influence on them is Q10
(Influence of the behavior of the social group on the schedule of project construction), and the
influence coefficient is 0.87. For basic projects, they ultimately serve the social groups. Their
feedback and behavior will be adopted reasonably and then projects will be improved, which
in a certain extent affect the construction schedule of construction entities, and thus affect the
cost of construction entities and reduce the revenue of construction entities.
In the construction entity, the measured variable that has the greatest influence on it is Q13
(Great influence of the management level of construction entities on their revenue), and the
influence coefficient is 0.80. During the project management process, the management level
and the effective management method of construction entities are particularly important, and a
set of reasonable, scientific and efficient management method can improve labor productivity
and quality, shorten the construction schedule, reduce cost, etc., and will greatly improve the
revenue of construction entities.

4) Analysis of research hypothesis
According to the results of EFA and CFA on the survey data above, research hypothesis H6a
and H6a that are made for the influencing factors of revenue management of construction
entities engaged in basic projects were verified, which indicates that the convenience provided
and the lower tax levied by the government department, has a bigger influence on the revenue
of construction entities, and the influence coefficient is respectively 0.58 and 0.69; Hypothesis
H7a, H7b and H7c were verified, which indicates that the social group has a bigger influence
on the revenue of construction entities, that is, the behavior of the social group can influence
the schedule and cost of construction and thus the revenue, and the influence coefficient is
about 0.82; Hypothesis H8a and H8b were also verified, which indicates that the existence of
the supervision unit really has negative influence on the revenue of construction entities, and
the influence coefficient is about 0.70, which in a certain extent will increase the cost of
construction entities and further improve the revenue of the development unit; Hypothesis
H8c and H8d were verified, which indicates that the change of construction cost such as the
price fluctuation of raw materials and increase of labor cost has a bigger influence on the
revenue of construction entities, and the influence coefficient is about 0.75; Hypothesis H8e
and H8f were also verified, which indicates that the influence and nature of the development
unit have a bigger influence on the revenue of construction entities, and the influence
coefficient is about 0.84; Hypothesis H8g and H8h were also verified, which indicates that the
construction entity’s own factors have a bigger influence on its revenue, for example, its
management level and high legal awareness can indirectly reduce its cost and increase its
revenue, and the influence coefficient is more than 0.80; Hypothesis H8i and H8j were
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unit

Q8. Improvement of revenue of the development unit due to the existence of the supervision

Q7. Reduction of revenue of construction entities due to the existence of the supervision unit

entities

Q6. Great influence of the nature of the development unit on the revenue of construction

entities

Q5. Great influence of the influence of the development unit on the revenue of construction

entities

Q4. Great influence of the market price of raw materials on the revenue of construction

Q3. Preferential tax rate provided by the government

Q2. Strict supervision of the government department to construction entities

Q1. Great influence of the government department on the revenue of construction entities
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Q19. Guarantee of the normal proceed of projects due to the convenience provided by the

Q18. Great influence of the legal awareness of construction entities on their revenue

Q17. Great influence of the contract change on the revenue of construction entities

Q16. Great influence of the contract form on the revenue of construction entities

Q15. Great influence of the survey and design unit on the revenue of construction entities

development unit, the construction unit and the supervision unit

Q14. Maximization of revenue of construction entities due to mutual cooperation among the

Q13. Great influence of the management level of construction entities on their revenue

Q12. Great influence of the force majeure factors on the revenue of construction entities

Q11. Influence of the behavior of the social group on the cost of project construction

Q10. Influence of the behavior of the social group on the schedule of project construction

Q9. Great influence of the social group on the revenue of construction entities

verified, which indicates that the contract form and contract change can influence the revenue

of construction entities, and may cause rework and delay of construction and thus postpone

the construction schedule and increase the cost and reduce the revenue of construction entities,

and the influence coefficient is about 0.8.

Hypothesis H8k was not verified, and data indicate that force majeure risks have little

influence on the revenue of construction entities, which is inconsistent with the hypothesis;

Hypothesis H8i was also not verified, which indicates that the existence of the surve
survey and

design unit has little influence on the revenue of construction entities since during the EFA

such factors were excluded due to their small load and inadequacy for the factor analysis.

4. Quantitative analysis on the influencing factors of revenue of
of construction entities engaged

in the construction of public welfare projects

First, the data regarding competitive projects (Q1-Q19,
(Q1
see Table 3-9)
9) were exported from

307 valid questionnaire data determined finally. Then, through selection and statistics of

questionnaires, results
esults about influencing factors of revenue of construction entities engaged in

competitive projects were obtained, which are represented in percentage as shown in Figure

3-17.. On this basis, exploratory factor analysis and confirmatory factor analysis are made in

accordance with the principle of structural equation.

Agree (4 points)

Totally Agree (5 points)

Not care (3 points)

Disagree (2 points)

Totally Disagree (1 points)

Figure 3-17 Statistic data of questionnaires of public welfare projects
(1) Exploratory factor analysis.
As the research method of competitive projects, SPSS 17.0 software is used for EFA of data
of 307 collected samples, which focuses on the validity and reliability of the questionnaire,
and the correlation between various influencing factors.

1) KMO and Bartlett’s test.
The results of KMO and Bartlett’s in this study are shown in Table 3-16.
Table 3-16 KMO and Bartlett’s test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin

measure

of

sampling .924

adequacy.
Appreciate value of 3153.138
Bartlett’s Test of
Sphericity

Chi-square
df

171

Sig.

.000

As you can see, the KMO value of this questionnaire is 0.924 (0.924>0.5), which indicates
that it is appropriate for factor analysis. The significance level after this survey is 0.000 < 0.05,
which indicates that it is suitable for factor analysis.

2) Common factor variance
Factor analysis method is used to analyze factors. The analysis results of this questionnaire
are shown in Table 3-17.
Table 3-17 Common factor variance
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Original Extracted
Q1. Great influence of the government department on the revenue of
construction entities
Q2. Strict supervision of the government department to construction
entities
Q3. Preferential tax rate provided by the government
Q4. Great influence of the market price of raw materials on the
revenue of construction entities
Q5. Great influence of the influence of the development unit on the
revenue of construction entities
Q6. Great influence of the nature of the development unit on the
revenue of construction entities
Q7. Reduction of revenue of construction entities due to the
existence of the supervision unit
Q8. Improvement of revenue of the development unit due to the
existence of the supervision unit
Q9. Great influence of the social group on the revenue of
construction entities
Q10. Influence of the behavior of the social group on the schedule of
project construction
Q11. Influence of the behavior of the social group on the cost of
project construction
Q12. Great influence of the force majeure factors on the revenue of
construction entities
Q13. Great influence of the management level of construction
entities on their revenue

1.000

.553

1.000

.446

1.000

.490

1.000

.632

1.000

.617

1.000

.539

1.000

.623

1.000

.606

1.000

.741

1.000

.736

1.000

.757

1.000

.530

1.000

.697

1.000

.558

Q14. Maximization of revenue of construction entities due to mutual
cooperation among the development unit, the construction unit and
the supervision unit
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Q15. Great influence of the survey and design unit on the revenue of
construction entities
Q16. Great influence of the contract form on the revenue of
construction entities
Q17. Great influence of the contract change on the revenue of
construction entities
Q18. Great influence of the legal awareness of construction entities
on their revenue
Q19. Guarantee of the normal proceed of projects due to the
convenience provided by the government to construction entities

1.000

.499

1.000

.586

1.000

.676

1.000

.569

1.000

.463

It can be seen from Table 3-17 that, Q2=0.446，Q3=0.490，Q15=0.463. All of the extracted
component values of these factors less than 0.5, indicates that they cannot be used as factors,
so Q15 is excluded through subsequent analysis and factor analysis restarts. Through
calculation, all of the extracted component values of the remaining 18 factors (factor load) are
greater than 0.5, which means the common factor variance analysis can be carried out.

1) Total variance explained
The amended total variance, i.e. the total variance explained, is shown in Table 3-18.
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Table 3-18 Total variance explained

Initial eigenvalues
Com

%

pone

varianc Cumula

nt

Extraction sums of

Rotation sums of squared

squared loadings

loadings

of

Total e

% of
tive %

Cumu

varianc lative
Total

e

%

Total

1

8.168 45.376 45.376 8.168

45.376

45.376 5.281

29.339

29.339

2

1.409

7.829

53.205 1.409

7.829

53.205 3.456

19.201

48.540

3

1.311

7.283

60.488 1.311

7.283

60.488 2.151

11.948

60.488

4

.885

4.916

65.404

5

.818

4.543

69.947

6

.715

3.970

73.917

7

.589

3.270

77.187

8

.539

2.993

80.180

9

.511

2.839

83.020

10

.495

2.748

85.767

11

.475

2.640

88.408

12

.430

2.390

90.798

13

.372

2.067

92.864

14

.337

1.873

94.738

15

.297

1.653

96.390

16

.252

1.401

97.791

17

.207

1.151

98.942

18

.190

1.058 100.000

Extraction method: principal component analysis.
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The first column shows the number of components in Table “Total variance explained”. It can
be seen that after filtering, there remains 18 components. The second column shows the initial
eigenvalues. In the column of “Total”, the eigenvalues of three components surpass 1, and
those of the rest are less than 1, and the percentage of variance of such components decreases
gradually. The cumulative factor contribution rate calculated by summing the percentage of
variance of the four components whose eigenvalue is more than 1 in Column “Extraction
sums of squared loadings” and Column “Rotation sums of squared loadings” is 60.488%,
which is more than 60% and indicates than the total eigenvalue before and after rotation does
not change, so does the final cumulative percentage of variance. It can be seen that the
reliability and validity of the sample data collected this time is relatively high, so
confirmatory factor analysis can be performed.

(2) Confirmatory factor analysis
As the research method of competitive and basic projects, Amos17.0 software is used to
analyze the measure model-fitting degree of the findings. Finally, statistical analysis is
performed to get major influencing factors of revenue of construction entities engaged in
basic projects and how they influence. The analysis process is as follows:

1) Establish a diagram of structural equation. Through analysis, it is found that there are 5
potential variables in this paper, i.e. design unit, development unit, supervision unit,
government and construction entity, etc. Fill them in the ellipse and connect them with the
double-headed arrow, and then fill the corresponding measured variables in the related
rectangle, noted with residual. See Figure 3-17 for details (The meaning of Q1-Q19 is shown
in Table 3-9 and Table 3-18).
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Design unit

Development unit

Supervision
unit

Construction
entity

Government

Other factors

Figure 3-18Figure of structural equation

2) Import the selected 307 pieces of data and 18 measured variables into the diagram. The
results of the influence coefficient of each factor calculated according to the route in the
diagram by the software are shown in Figure 3-19 (The meaning of Q1-Q19 is shown in Table
3-9).
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Design unit

Development
unit

Supervision
unit

Construction
entity

Government

Other factors

Figure 3-19 Calculation results

3) For the analysis of fitting degree, the specific indexes, judging criteria and calculation
results of this study are shown in Table 3-19.
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Table 3-19 Analysis of fitting degree

Fit indexes

Judging criteria

Calculatio
n results

Absolute fit index
GFI

0-1; >0.90, good fit

0.908

<0.05, good fit
RMSEA

0.08-0.10, general fit

0.078

>0.10, poor fit
RMR

The smaller, the better fit between
0 and 1; ＜0.05, good fit

0.046

Relative fit index
CFI

0-1; >0.90, good fit

0.940

NFI

0-1; >0.90, good fit

0.920

Information criteria index
AIC

CAIC

The smaller, the better fit, without
accurate limit
The smaller, the better fit, without
accurate limit

482.892

733.028

The analysis results (Table 3-19) show that all the specific values are within the scope of the
fitting index, and the fitting are good, so it is considered that the model is very good, and this
research is credible.
Therefore, according to the calculation results of this study (Figure 3-18), in public welfare
projects, the influence coefficient of the design unit on the revenue of the construction entity
is 0.94, that of the government is 0.91, that of the development unit is 0.89, that of other
factors is 0.83, and that of the supervision unit is 0.66. On this basis, the design unit and the
government are the most important influencing factors, and followed by the development unit,
other factors and the supervision unit.
In the design unit, the measured variable that has the greatest influence on it is Q17 (Great
influence of the contract change on the revenue of construction entities) and Q16 (Great
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influence of the contract form on the revenue of construction entities), and the influence
coefficient is 0.80. The contract change may influence the cost, quality and construction
schedule of construction entities, and is likely to cause project rework and delay, which will
affect the construction quality and construction schedule, and greatly reduce the revenue of
construction entities; in addition, the contract form also has a bigger influence on construction
entities since it influences the audit of construction quality and the settlement of funds and
thus indirectly influences the revenue of construction entities.
In the government, the measured variable that has the greatest influence on it is Q1 (Great
influence of the government department on the revenue of construction entities) and Q2
(Strict supervision of the government department to construction entities), and the influence
coefficient is 0.71. The government department influences construction entities in such many
aspects as local policies, “change of the business tax to value added tax”, and supervision,
which may cause cost increase and delay of construction schedule and further affect the
revenue of construction entities. However, due to the particularity of public welfare project,
the government often provides convenience such as tax cut and funds to such projects and
helps them from policies, in a bid to improve the revenue of construction entities.
In the construction unit, the measured variable that has the greatest influence on it is Q5
(Great influence of the influence of the development unit on the revenue of construction
entities), and the influence coefficient is 0.82. The influence of the development unit is the
guarantee factor of projects. A development unit that has great influence and high credibility
will bring great convenience and security to raise funds and supply, which will greatly
improve the construction efficiency and quality of construction entities, and reduce the cost,
and thus greatly increase the revenue of construction entities.
In the supervision unit, the measured variable that has the greatest influence on it is Q8
(Improvement of revenue of the development unit due to the existence of the supervision unit),
and the influence coefficient is 0.76. The supervision unit is employed by the development
unit to supervise the work of construction entities and has the responsibility to provide the
biggest revenue for the owner. It supervises the cost and quality of construction entities in
construction process and puts forward reasonable construction requirements to maximize the
use ratio of funds, that is, to deliver a high quality project efficiently with minimum funds
consumed within the construction specifications, which will largely increase the revenue of
the development unit and thus decrease the revenue of construction entities.
In other factors, the measured variable that has the greatest influence on them is Q11
(Influence of the behavior of the social group on the cost of project construction), and the
influence coefficient is 0.80. For public welfare projects, they are generally non-profit and
ultimately serve the social groups. Their feedback and behavior will be adopted reasonably
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and then projects will be improved or reconstructed, which in a certain extent affect the cost
of construction entities, and thus reduce the revenue of construction entities.
In the construction entity, the measured variable that has the greatest influence on it is Q13
(Great influence of the management level of construction entities on their revenue), and the
influence coefficient is 0.79. The agent-construction system is generally implemented for
public welfare projects. This system has very high requirements to the agent-construction unit.
The effective management, reasonable allocation of tasks and efficient organization of
construction of the agent-construction unit can improve the labor productivity and quality,
shorten the construction schedule, reduce cost, etc., and will greatly improve the revenue of
construction entities.

4) Analysis of research hypothesis
According to the results of EFA and CFA on the survey data above, research hypothesis H9a
and H9b that are made for the influencing factors of revenue management of construction
entities engaged in public welfare projects were verified, which indicates that the convenience
provided and the lower tax levied by the government department due to the particularity of
such projects, has a bigger influence on the revenue of construction entities, and the influence
coefficient is about 0.6; Hypothesis H9c, H9d and H9e were verified, which indicates that the
social group has a bigger influence on the revenue of construction entities, that is, the
behavior of the social group can influence the schedule and cost of construction and thus the
revenue, and the influence coefficient is about 0.78; Hypothesis H10a was also verified,
which indicates that influence the development unit have a bigger influence on the revenue of
construction entities, and the influence coefficient is 0.82; Hypothesis H10b and H10c were
also verified, which indicates that the construction entity’s own factors have a bigger
influence on its revenue, for example, its management level and high legal awareness can
indirectly reduce its cost and increase its revenue, and the influence coefficient is more than
0.73; Hypothesis H11a and H11b were verified, which indicates that the change of
construction cost such as the price fluctuation of raw materials and increase of labor cost has a
bigger influence on the revenue of construction entities, and the influence coefficient is about
0.77; Hypothesis H11c and H11d were verified, which indicates that the contract form and
contract change can influence the revenue of construction entities, and may cause rework and
delay of construction and thus postpone the construction schedule and increase the cost and
reduce the revenue of construction entities, and the influence coefficient is about 0.8;
Hypothesis H11h was also verified, which indicates that the existence of the supervision unit
really has negative influence on the revenue of construction entities, and the influence
coefficient is 0.76, which in a certain extent will increase the cost of construction entities and
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further improve the revenue of the development unit; Hypothesis H11e was also verified,
which indicates that force majeure risks have influence on the quality, safety, cost and
schedule of construction, and thus the revenue of construction entities, and the influence
coefficient is 0.72.
Hypothesis H11i was also not verified, which indicates that the existence of the survey and
design unit has little influence on the revenue of construction entities since during the EFA the
factor was excluded due to their small load and inadequacy for the factor analysis.

3.4 Factors mainly considered for revenue management of construction entities engaged
in construction projects
The influencing factors of revenue of construction entities engaged in competitive, basic and
public welfare projects were respectively researched on the basis of the qualitative analysis of
influencing factors of revenue of construction entities engaged in construction projects in
Section 3.2 and the quantitative analysis of influencing factors of revenue of construction
entities engaged in construction projects in Section 3.3. The research shows that the same
stakeholder has different influence on the revenue of construction entities engaged in different
types of projects (See Table 3-20). The specific influencing factors and influence are shown in
Table 3-21.
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Table 3-20 Influence of the stakeholder on the revenue of construction entities engaged
in different types of projects

Influence
Influence

on the

Influence

on the

revenue

Influence

on the

revenue

of

on the

revenue

of

construct

revenue

of

construct

ion

of

construct

ion

entities

construct

ion

entities

engaged

ion

entities

engaged

in

entities

engaged

in

competiti

engaged

in basic

competiti

ve

in basic

projects

ve

projects

projects

(normali

projects

(normali

zation)

Influence
Influence

on the

on the

revenue

revenue

of

of

construct

construct

ion

ion

entities

entities

engaged

engaged

in public

in public

welfare

welfare

projects

projects

(normali
zation)

zation)
Design
Sta

unit

keh Develop
old
ers

ment unit
Supervisi
on unit
Governm
ent
Other
factors

0.93

0.91

0.55

0.67

0.69

0.1958

0.1916

0.1158

0.1410

0.1453

0.94

0.91

0.75

0.96

0.78

0.1760

0.1704

0.1404

0.1798

0.1461

0.94

0.89

0.66

0.91

0.83

0.1797

0.1702

0.1262

0.1740

0.1587

Construc
tion

1

0.2105

1

0.1873

1

0.1912

entity

According to the results in Table 3-20 and Table 3-21, for different construction projects, the
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construction entity’s own factors have the greatest influence on its revenue, especially its
management level. A set of reasonable construction organization management system can
largely improve its revenue. For competitive projects, design change of the design unit,
influence of the development unit, and the behavior of the social group among other factors
(influencing the construction schedule) are the top three factors that have great influence on
the revenue of construction entities; for basic projects, supervision of the government
department to construction entities, design change of the design unit, and influence and nature
of the development unit are the top three factors that have great influence on the revenue of
construction entities; for public welfare projects, contract form and design change of the
design unit, supervision of the government department to construction entities, and influence
of the development unit are the top three factors that have great influence on the revenue of
construction entities.

Table 3-21 Specific influencing factors and influence on the revenue of construction
entities engaged in different types of projects

Projects

Com

Compet Basi

Basic

Publ

Public

petit

itive

projec

ic

welfar

ive

projects proj

ts

welf

e

proj

(normal ects

(norm

are

projec

ects

ization)

alizati

proj

ts

on)

ects

(norm

c

alizati
on)
Contract form

0.77

0.0856

0.79

Design change

0.81

0.0900

0.86

0.77

0.0856

0.84

0.72

0.0800

0.84

0.69

0.0767

0.70

0.072
6

0.80

0.071
5

Design unit

Influence of the
Developme

development unit

nt unit

Nature of the
development unit

Sta
keh

Supervision

Supervision of the

unit

supervision unit
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0.079
0
0.077
2
0.077
2
0.064
3

0.80

0.82

0.79

0.72

0.071
5
0.073
3
0.070
6
0.064
3

old

Supervision to

ers

construction

0.74

entities
Preferential tax
Government

rate

0.70

0.0778

0.58

0.068
0
0.053
3

0.71

0.54

0.063
4
0.048
3

Convenience
provided to

0.69

construction

0.063
4

0.64

0.057
2

entities
Existence of the
social group

0.75

0.0833

0.82

0.80

0.0889

0.87

0.77

0.0856

0.83

0.075
4

0.77

0.068
8

Behavior of the
social group
Other

(influencing the

factors

construction

(social

schedule)

group, risk,

Behavior of the

etc.)

social group
(influencing the

0.080
0

0.076
3

0.79

0.80

0.070
6

0.071
5

cost)
Force majeure

0.72

factors
Market price of
raw materials

0.70

0.0778

0.73

0.77

0.0856

0.80

0.75

0.0833

0.79

0.067
1

0.77

0.064
3
0.068
8

Management
level of
Constructio

construction

n entity

entities
Legal awareness
of construction
entities
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0.073
5

0.072
6

0.79

0.73

0.070
6

0.065
2

3.5 Brief summary
Qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis on the influencing factors of revenue of
construction entities engaged in construction projects are the main content in the Chapter.
During the qualitative analysis, the preliminary judgment about the influencing factors was
made based on the existing literature and experience, and then hypothesis was performed
respectively for competitive, basic and public welfare projects on the basis of the existing
research. After that, the questionnaire was designed, and relevant results were collected,
filtered and sorted out. Finally, SPSS was used to carry out the EFA and SEM was utilized for
the CFA to deeply analyze the common and characteristic factors of different construction
projects and the specific influence on the revenue of construction entities engaged in various
projects. The greatest influence factor of revenue of construction entities was achieved for
different projects at last, which lays foundation for subsequent research on the revenue
management model of construction entities.
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Chapter IV Revenue Management Models of Construction
Entities Engaged in Construction Projects

4.1 Introduction
It is known from the definition of stakeholders of construction projects that the core
stakeholders related directly to the projects include the development unit, the supervision unit,
the government and the construction entity, whose decision-making relates to and affect the
revenue of construction entities, to some extent, they cooperate and compete with each other.
The key is how do construction entities manage their revenue scientifically to achieve greater
economic and social benefits on the premise of guaranteeing quality in the process of project
construction. Revenue management models of construction entities engaged in construction
projects are the foundation for managing the revenue of construction entities engaged in
construction projects scientifically.
On the basis of the common and characteristic influencing factors of the revenue management
of construction entities engaged in construction projects clarified in Chapter 3, in this chapter,
the revenue management models are built respectively for construction entities engaged in
competitive projects, basic projects and public welfare projects by applying theories and
methods of enterprise modeling and mathematical modeling, under the guidance of the model
building principle of the revenue management of construction entities, and the relevant data
analysis of the models are conducted, providing references for the revenue management of the
construction entities engaged in construction projects and solving the value issues of the
research.

4.2 Model building principles of revenue management of construction entities
1. Comprehensiveness
The model building of revenue management should run through the entire process of
decisions-making, implementation and construction of construction entities, and cover the
measures and interests of stakeholders (the development unit, the supervision unit, the design
unit, the government and the construction entity) of the construction projects. It shall be able
to reflect completely the management and revenue of the construction entities, guaranteeing
the scientific nature of the decision-making of construction entities.
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2. Scientificity
Reflecting the nature and inherent laws of things, that is whether the concept, definition and
thesis are correct, arguments are sufficient, and experimental materials, data and results are
reliable, etc. Based on the objective facts, this dissertation builds a mathematical model of
revenue management of construction entities by using the real data of questionnaires from
construction companies, providing a scientific management theory for construction entities
engaged in construction projects.

3. Dynamics
Under the circumstances of internal complex interactions and external diversified
environment, the model building should follow the principle of dynamics by learning the
changes of every stakeholder and controlling the nature and orientation of changes, and hence
a dynamic model will be built, so that construction entities can effectively control the cost,
schedule and quality with the fluctuation of social environment and improve its management,
which will help to realize the maximization of economic benefit.

4. Practicability (namely operability)
From the perspective of practical application, the model building of revenue management
should fully consider the practicability of programs in management of each sector of
construction projects by each stakeholder, which means the principles, methods and standards
put forward, can be achieved in production and should be easy to operate.

5. Association
The model building, based on the association of the development unit, the supervision unit,
the design unit, the government and the construction entity, is to achieve the maximization of
revenue of the construction projects, to involve every staff in and enable participants to
cooperate actively in this dissertation.

4.3 Revenue management models of construction entities engaged in competitive
projects
Generally, the major participants of competitive projects during the construction process
include the development unit, the supervision unit, the government and the construction entity.
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According to the analysis of influencing factors of construction entities engaged in
competitive projects in Section 3.3, the influence of different participants on the revenue of
construction entities is obtained and shown in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1 Influencing factors and their influence of stakeholders on the revenue of
construction entities

Stakeholders

Influencing factors of

(influence)

stakeholders

Influence
Influence (normali
zation)

Influence of the

0.77

development unit
Development unit
(0.91)

Nature of the development
unit
Contract change

Co
mp

Supervision unit

Supervision by the

etit

(0.55)

supervision unit

ive
pro

Supervision
Government (0.67)

ject

to

0.81
0.69
the

construction entity
Preferential tax rate

s

Market price of raw
materials
Construction entity

Management level of the

(1)

construction entity
Legal consciousness of the
construction entity

0.72

0.68
0.70
0.70

0.77

0.75

0.1168

0.1093

0.1229
0.1047

0.1032

0.1062
0.1062

0.1168

0.1138

According to Table 4-1, it is analyzed that the construction entity is the biggest influencing
factor on its revenue, following by the development unit and the government at last. Based on
this, this section discusses the management models of the construction entity, the development
unit and the government, under the condition of taking the revenue of construction entities as
the core.
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4.3.1 Model building
The key of success of the revenue management of construction entities engaged in
construction projects is the joint efforts of development units and construction entities. The
maximization of the revenue of construction projects (including competitive projects) can’t be
accomplished in case of lack of any party’s efforts, and hence the implementation effect r of
the revenue management of construction entities engaged in competitive projects, has a
positive correlation with the product of the management effort level r1 of development units
and the effort level r2 of construction entities, that is:

r  r1 r2 （4-1）
1. For government departments
The revenue that the competitive projects contribute to the government departments is mainly
reflected in the economic benefit (the part can be measured in money is called the economic
benefit), including the government tax and the fees for competitive projects (civilized
construction fees and fees like “five types of social insurance and housing fund”). Hence the
benefit U 1 of government departments engaged in competitive projects mainly consists of
the government tax revenue U F 1 , the government fees revenue U S1 , the revenue of
supervision and management on competitive projects by government departments C 1 , and
the risks born for construction projects S 1 , among which 1 stands for the residual item.
The equation is as follows:
The benefit of government departments:
U1  U F 1  U S 1  C1  S 1  1 （4-2）

Among which, the government tax revenue U F 1 and the construction cost ( P is the contract
price of the development unit and the construction entity, P1 is the alteration of the
construction price, and F 1 is the sales revenue of buildings of the development unit) relate to
the revenue, namely, under the circumstance of a fixed tax rate  , the initial tax of
government B0 relates to the value generated by the construction entity engaged in
competitive projects and the development unit, with positive correlation, and the government
tax revenue is as follows:
U F 1  B0  B1r1r2   ( P  P1  F 1 )  B1r1r2 （4-3）

The revenue of supervision and management on competitive projects by government
departments C 1 includes: that of the state security department C1 , that of the fire
department C 2 , that of the audit department C3 and that of the urban planning department
C 4 , etc., namely:
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n
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1

 C1  C
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n





C

i

（4-4）

i1

The Loss of construction risk is mainly resulted from force majeure, recorded as S1, and
partly from the management of government departments, recorded as S2, therefore, the benefit
function of government departments engaged in competitive projects is:
n

U

1

 （ P  P 1  F 1 )  B 1 r1 r 2   U

s1





C i  (S1  S 2 )  1

i1

（4-5）

2. For development units
The development unit is the investor and organizer in the competitive projects and the subject
of construction project management. It is mainly responsible to propose the construction plan,
provide construction land and funds, and define duties of the project implementation model.
Besides, its revenue is mainly from the sales revenue of the buildings constructed and the
financing from different channels. Hence the revenue of construction units engaged in
competitive projects U 2 is made up of the value produced by development units A , the
sales revenue of buildings F 1 , the financing revenue M 1 , the investment in the contract
price of construction entities P , the payment due to contract change P1 (the price
adjustment of main materials, and the adjustment of engineering quantity), and the Loss of
construction risk S 2 , among which  2 stands for the residual item. The equation is as
follows:
The revenue of development units:
U 2  A  F  M 1  D  E  S 2   2 （4-6）

There is a positive correlation between the value produced and the effect improved by the
development units, which is expressed as follows: A  Kr1r2 , in which K is the recognition
degree of the implementation effect of construction projects by development units; among
which the effort cost of development units usually relates to the effort level of development
units r1 , showing a regularity of marginal increase, hence the effort cost of the development

1 2 2
b1 r1 . While the effort level of development units r1 relates
2
to the scale of construction projects  , the larger scale of the construction project, the greater
the efforts that construction units will pay, namely r1 = r10 , among which r10 stands for the
units can be expressed as E 

effort level of the construction units in total freedom.
The sales revenue of buildings F 1 relates to the scale of construction projects and the effort
level of development units r1 . The greater the efforts that development units pay, the larger
the sales revenue is, namely:
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F 1  F0  F1r1 （4-7）

F0 stands for the sales revenue of development units in a certain scale, and F1 is the effort
effort coefficient development units.
The financing revenue M 1 mainly includes the financing M 1 from society, bank loans M 2 ,
loan at call between development units M 3 , and the revenue of issuing bonds and stocks M 4 ,
etc. That is:
n

M 1  M 1  M 2    M n   M i (4-8)
i 1

The investment in construction capitals of construction entities by development units D
mainly relates to the contract price signed by two sides P , the altered contract price P1 , the
expected goal of efforts by development units r0 and the revenue effect of construction
entities engaged in competitive projects r1r2 , that is,
D  ( P  P1 )  m(r1r2  r0 ) （4-9）

The contract price P  P2  p2 r1 , among which P2 is the contract between the development
unit and the construction entity in the tendering and bidding process, p2 r1 is the decreased
contract price after the negotiation between the development unit and the construction entity
and p2 is the increase coefficient of contract.
The Loss of construction risk S 2 includes the risks of force majeure, recorded as S3 and the
loss of major safety accident, S4 .
Therefore, the revenue function of development units engaged in competitive projects is:
n
1
U 2  Kr1r2  ( F0  F1r1 )   M i  ( P2  p2 r1  P1 )  m( r1r2  r0 )   b1r12  ( S3  S 4 )   2
2
i 1

（4-10）
n
1
U 2  K r10 r2  ( F0  F1 r10 )   M i  ( P2  p2 r10  P1 )  m( r10 r2  r0 )   b1 2 r10 2  ( S3  S 4 )   2
2
i 1

（4-11）

3. For construction entities
As the major participant of competitive projects, the main revenue of construction entities
mainly comes from the revenue of the construction contract price, construction cost and the
contract change, etc., with the development units. Therefore, the construction entities engaged
in construction projects need to organize and manage the construction projects efficiently and
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control the safety, quality, progress and costs to achieve the maximization of the revenue of
the construction entities. The revenue of construction entities engaged in competitive projects
U 3 is made up of the value generated by the construction entities E , the construction
contract price P , the construction cost C , the revenue of the contract change P1 , the
awards of the completion of projects in advance G , the construction risks loss S 3 and  3
which stands for residual items. The equation is:
The revenue of construction entities:
U 3  E  P  P1  G  C  S 3   3 （4-12）

The value produced by the construction entities E relates to the effort level by construction
entities r2 , presenting a regularity of marginal increase, hence the effort cost of construction

1
2
entities can be expressed as E  b2 r2 ; the construction contract price P is the total contract
2
price signed by construction entities and development entities, as the contract has the total
price contract and the unit price contract, the construction contract price in this research
mainly refers to the total price contract, in practical terms, and the unit price is analyzed by
converting into the total price.
The construction cost C mainly relates to the labor cost R, the materials fee L, the cost of
construction machinery J, the business management expense M, the fees U S 1 and the tax
U F 1 , that is:
C  R  L  J  M  U F 1   U S 1  R  L  J  M   ( P  P1 )  B1r1r2    U S 1

（4-13）
The revenue produced by the contract change P1 includes the revenue which is resulted from
the price fluctuation of main raw materials exceeding the scope of the contract, the revenue
increase caused by the change of engineering quantity, the compensation given to construction
entities for the contract change due to development units, etc., namely:

P1  P0  p1r2 （4-14）
The basic revenue of the contract change is P0 , p1r2 is the increased revenue of the contract
change according to the effort level r2 of construction entities during the revenue
management, and p1 is the coefficient of the altered price.
The awards of the completion of projects in advance G refers to the awards given monthly or
weekly to the construction units, under the premise that the completion of projects ahead of
the agreed construction period stipulated in the contract between the development unit and the
construction unit, which relates to the effort level r2 of construction entities, namely:
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G  G0   r2 （4-15）
G0 is the initial awards offered to the construction entities by the development unit and  is
the award coefficient of the development unit.
The Loss of construction risk S 3 refers to the loss incurred in the construction, which is
caused by the force majeure, recorded as S5 , and the poor management of construction
entities S6 , namely:
S 3  S 5  S 6 （4-16）

Therefore, the benefit coefficient of construction entities engaged in competitive projects is:
1
U 3  P  ( P0  p1r2 )  (G0   r2 )  b2 r2 2   R  L  J  M   ( P  P0  p1r2 )  B1 r10 r2    U S 1  ( S5  S 6 )   3
2

（4-17）

4.3.2 Equilibrium analysis
1. Model solution
The revenue of stakeholders of the construction projects is gotten from the building of
models:

(1) For the revenue of government departments, see Equation (4-5).

(2) For the revenue of development units, see Equation (4-11).

(3) For the revenue of construction units, see Equation (4-17).

Step 1: Solution of partial derivatives to the effort level of construction entities, namely:

U 3
 p1    b2 r2   p1  B1 r10 （4-18）
r2
Make

U 3
 0 , obtaining:
r2

r2* 

p1     p1  B1 r10
（4-19）
b2

 2U 3
Through verification, 2  b2  0 is always true, therefore r2* meets the requirement of
 r2
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the optimal decisions of the revenue management of construction entities.
Step 2: Solution to the decision-making management by development units. That is:

U 2
 K r2  F1  p2  m r2  b 2 2 r10 （4-20）
r10
r2* 

p1    b2 r2   p1  B1 r10
（4-21）
b2

Substitute the optimal decision-making of the revenue management by construction entities to
the value revenue of the development units for solution. Obtaining:
p    b2 r2   p1  B1 r10
p    b2 r2   p1  B1 r10
U 2
 K 1
 p2  F1  m 1
 b 2 2 r10
r10
b2
b2

（4-22）
Make

U 2
 0 , obtaining:
r10

r10* 

( p1    b2 r2   p1 )( K  m)  b1 ( p2  F1 )
（4-23）
K B1  m B1  b 2

Through verification,

 2U 2
K 2 B1 m 2 B1



 b 2 2  0 is always true, therefore r10* meets
 2 r10
b2
b2

the requirement of the optimal decisions by development units.
Step 3: As the government is the supervisor in the dynamic game phase, it needs to substitute
the optimal decision-making of revenue management by development units and by
construction entities, r2* and r10* , to the revenue function of government for solution.
n

U1  （P2  p2 r10  P0  p1r2 )  B1 r10 r2  U s1   Ci  ( S1  S2 )  1
i 1

（4-24）
n

U1  （P2  P0  p1r2 )  ( p2  B1 r2 )r10   U s1   Ci  ( S1  S 2 )   1  p2   1
i 1

（4-25）
① Solution of partial derivatives to p1 (the coefficient of the altered contract price) is
performed with the government revenue U 1 .

U1
'
'
'
  (r2  Pr
1 2 )   B1 (r2 r10  r2 r10 ) （4-26）
p1
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r *
r *2 1    B1 r10 '
(1   )( K  m)

， 10 
（4-27）
p1
b2
p1 K B1  m B1  b 2

Substitute Equation (4-27) to Equation (4-26), obtaining:
U 1
(1   )( KB1  mB1  b 2)  B1 (1   )( K  m) 
(1   )( K  m) 
 ( P1   B1r10 )
    B1 (
)  r2 （4-28）
p1
( KB1  mB1  b 2)b 2
K  m B1  b 2 


Make

U1
 0 , obtaining:
p1

r2* 

B1 ( p2  F1 )  ( p1     p1 )
（4-29）
( KB1  mB1  b2 )b2

r10* 

( p1     p1 )( K  m)  b1 ( p2  F1 )
（4-30）
K B1  m B1  b 2

U1
( p    p1)(K  m)  b2 ( p2  F1) (1 )(KB1  mB1  b2)  B1(1 )(K  m)
 ( P1  B1 1
)
p1
KB1  mB1  b2
(KB1  mB1  b2)b2

(1 )(K  m)  B1 b2 ( p2  F1)  ( p1    p1)b2
   B1(
)
K  m B1  b2 
(KB1  mB1  b2 )b2

（4-31）

p1 

B1 ( p2  F1 )  
（4-32）
1

② Solution of partial derivatives to p2 (the decreased coefficient of the altered contract
price) is performed with the government revenue U 1 .

U1
     (  B1 r2' )r10  ( p2  B1 r2 )r10 '  （4-33）
p2
r10*
r *2  B1 r10*'
B1
b2



，
（4-34）
p2
b2
KB1  mB1  b 2
p2 K B1  m B1  b 2

Substitute Equation (4-27) to Equation (4-26), obtaining:

U 1
B 2 r  b ( p2  B1r2 ) 
      r10  1 10 2
 （4-35）
p2
KB1  mB1  b 2



Substitute Equation (4-33)*(4-34) to Equation (4-35), obtaining:
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 ( p1     p1 )( K  m)  b2 ( p2  F1 )

 B12  ( p1     p1 )( K  m)  b2 ( p2  F1 )
U1

KB1  mB1  b 2
    
（4-39）
p2
  p2b2 ( KB1  mB1  b2 )  B1  B1 ( p2  F1 )  ( p1     p1 )


Make

U1
 0 , obtaining:
p2

p2 

( K  m)( p1     p1 )( B12  B1   )  B12 F1 (1  b2 )
（4-40）
B12b2   b2 ( KB1  mB1  b2  1)

Jointing Equation (4-32) and Equation (4-40), p1 and p2 are calculated as follows:
2
1

2
1 1

( K  m) ( B  B1   )  B F (1  b2 ) 
*
1

p 

  B12b2   b2 ( KB1  mB1  b2  1) 
B1

2

(1   )  B1 b2   b2 ( KB1  mB1  b2  1) 
B1

 ( K  m)(1   )( B12  B1   )


  B12b2   b2 ( KB1  mB1  b2  1)   2
( K  m)(  (1   ) ( K  m) ( B12  B1   )  B12 F1 (1  b2 )  
 )( B1  B1   )
B1



p2* 
2
 (1   )  B1 b2   b2 ( KB1  mB1  b2  1) 


  ( K  m)(1   )( B 2  B   ) 
B12b2   b2 ( KB1  mB1  b2  1) 
1
1
B1




B12 F1 (1  b2 )
B1 b2   b2 ( KB1  mB1  b2  1)
2

2. Equilibrium analysis of the government, the development unit and the construction entity
*
(1) It is known from r2 

p1     p1  B1 r10
, in the construction of competitive projects,
b2

the effort level of construction entities r2 is inversely proportional to the effort cost
coefficient of construction entities b 2 and the government tax rate  , and is directly
proportional to the alteration coefficient of the price contract of construction entities p1 . The
effort level of construction entities relates to its organization management, the scientific
management of labor, materials, machinery cost, construction period, and quality will largely
decrease the costs of construction entities; the construction entities manage the contract
change and design scientifically as far as possible, increasing the alteration coefficient of the
contract price and the effort level of construction entities. Therefore, during the construction
of competitive projects, the construction entities need arrange the resource allocation
reasonably, and increase the record and processing of the contract changes.

*
(2) It is known from r10 

( p1     p1 )( K  m)  b1 ( p2  F1 )
, the scale of construction
K B1  m B1  b 2
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projects  has a negative correlation with the effort level of the construction entities r10 in
total freedom. The larger the scale of the construction projects, the more the capital funds the
development units will invest in, but in total freedom, as the scale expands, there are many
sub-projects, the sporadic projects are cumbersome, and the contractor will also increase,
hence the development units will lower their effort level. However the effort level of the
( p1     p1 )( K  m)  b1 ( p2  F1 )
development units r1 = r10 =
has no relation with the scale
KB1  mB1  b2
of the construction projects  , which indicates that the levels of efforts of a qualified
development unit are basically the same, so they can be neglected in the actual calculation.
The recognition degree of the effects of the construction projects by the development units K
are directly proportional to the effort level of the development units; and inversely
proportional to the effort cost coefficient of development units b1 , and the increase coefficient
of the contract of the development units p2 . The development units need, bound by the
contract, to actively communicate with the construction entities and strengthen the
supervision, regulating and rationalizing the alteration procedure of the construction entities.

(3) It is known from p1* and p2* , the alteration coefficient of the contract price relates to the
increase coefficient of the contract. Therefore, during the construction process of construction
entities engaged in competitive projects, the contract price and the contract change will
influence the revenue of the entire project; the construction entities will decrease the contract
price by their reasonable tending and bidding skills of the competitive projects. The award
coefficient to the construction entities by the development units  , the efforts degree of the
construction entities r2 , the value coefficient B1 caused by the construction entities and
development units engaged in competitive projects has a close relation to the revenue of the
construction entities, which will keep changes as the construction of the projects. Therefore,
during the implementation, the construction entities adjust the alteration coefficient of the
contract price and the increase coefficient of the contract continuously, achieving the
maximization of the revenue of the construction entities.

4.3.3 Revenue management model
Through the above analysis, it can get the revenue management model of construction entities
engaged in competitive projects as shown in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1 The revenue management model of construction entities engaged in
competitive projects

4.4 The revenue management model of construction entities engaged in basic projects
The basic projects mainly refer to the infrastructure projects which features natural monopoly,
long construction period, large investment amount and low revenue, some basic industrial
projects which need the government support, and the pillar industry projects strengthening the
national power directly which conforms to the size of the economy. The main participants are
development units, supervision units, governments and construction units. According to the
analysis of influencing factors of the revenue of construction entities engaged in basic
projects in Section 3.3, the influence of different participants on revenue of construction
entities is shown in Table 4-2.

Table 4-2 Influencing factors and influence of stakeholders on the revenue of the construction
entities
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Stakeholders

Influencing factors of

(influence)

stakeholders
Influence of the
development unit

Development

unit

(0.91)

Nature of the development
unit
Contract change

Supervision unit (0.75)

Supervision by the
supervision unit

Bas

Supervision to the

ic

construction entity

pro

Government (0.96)

ject

Preferential tax rate
Convenience to construction
entities
Market price of raw
materials

Construction entity (1)

Management level of the
construction entity
Legal consciousness of the
construction entity

Influence
Influence

(normali
zation)

0.84

0.84
0.86
0.70

0.74
0.58
0.69

0.73

0.80

0.79

0.1110

0.1110

0.1136
0.0925

0.0978

0.0766
0.0911

0.0964

0.1057

0.1044

According to Table 4-2, it is analyzed that the construction entity is the biggest influencing
factor on its revenue, following by the government and the development unit at last. Based on
this, this section discusses the management models of the construction entity, the government
and the development unit, under the condition of taking the revenue of construction entities as
the core.

4.4.1 Model building
The key of success of revenue management of construction entities engaged in basic projects
is the joint efforts of construction entities, governments and development units, the
maximization of the revenue of construction projects can’t be achieved in case of lack of any
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party’s efforts and hence the implementation effect r of the revenue management of
construction entities engaged in basic projects has a positive correlation with the product of
the effort level r1 of development units and the effort level r2 of construction entities and that
of government units r , that is:
3

r  r1r2 r3 （4-41）

In terms of government departments, the basic projects, invested through economic entities by
governments gathering necessary financial and material resources, for the purpose of the
combination of the revenue and social benefit, focus on the later revenue. Therefore, the basic
projects mainly bring about social benefit and economic benefit, tax revenue U , government
F1

investment U , government fees U , supervisory fees of government departments C 1 and
I1
S1
risks of construction projects S 1 . The equation is:
The revenue of government departments:
U 1  U S  U F 1   U S 1  C 1  U I 1  S 1   1 （4-42）

Among which, the social benefit U S of government includes the regional economic benefit

A1 , employment benefit A2 , social stability benefit A3 , indicator of environmental influence
A4 and energy and resource saving benefit A5 ,etc., which need to be further quantified:
n

U S  1 A1   2 A2     n An    i Ai （4-43）
i 1

The government tax revenue U F 1 relates to the revenue of basic industrial projects F 1
which the government supports and the pillar industry projects strengthening the national
power directly which conforms to the size of the economy F 2 . In the case that the tax rate 
is determined, the equation of government tax revenue is:
U F 1   ( F 1  F 2 ) （4-44）

The revenue of supervision and management on basic projects by government departments
C 1 includes: that of the state security department C , that of the audit department C and
1

that of the urban planning department C , namely:
3

n

C 1  C1  C2    C n   Ci （4-45）
i 1
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2

The investment in basic projects by government UI1 mainly includes the contract price P and
the more capital paid due to the contract change P1 , relating to the effort effects of
development units, governments and construction entities, namely:
U I 1  P  P 1  H 1r1r2 r3 （4-46）

The Loss of construction risk S 1 is resulted from force majeure, recorded as S , and the
1
supervision of government departments S . Therefore, the benefit function of government
2
departments engaged in basic projects is:
n

n

U 1    i Ai   ( F 1  F 2 )   U S 1   Ci  ( P  P1  H 1r1r2 r3 )  ( S 1  S 2 )   1
i 1

i 1

（4-47）
1. For development units
The development unit is the organizer and management subject of basic construction projects,
which brings the economic benefits to the development unit mainly, which can be measured in
currency. The revenue relates to the value generated by development units A , the financing
revenue M 1 , the capital investment D , the management cost E and the Loss of construction
risk S 2 . The equation is:
The revenue of development units:
U 2  A  M 1  D  E  S 2   2 （4-48）

Among which there is a positive correlation between the value and the effect produced by the
development units, namely A  Kr r r , in which K is the recognition degree of the
1 2 3

implementation effect of construction projects by development units; the effort level of
development units r relates to its influence  , the greater the influence is, the higher the
1

effort level is, namely r  r , among which r stands for the effort level of the
1
10
10
development units in total freedom.
The capital source of basic projects is not only from the government investment, but also the
investment of social capital, loans, etc. The financing revenue M 1 mainly includes the
government investment M1 , social financing M2 and bank loans M 3 , etc., namely:
n

M 1  M 1  M 2    M n   M i （4-49）
i 1
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The funding to construction entities by development units D includes the contract price both
sides signed P , the contract altered price P1 , the effect of revenue management of construction
entities r , the expected effort goal of development units r0 and the management fee during
construction G , and the contract price concluded is made up of the bidding contract price P2
and the decreased price after negotiation by two sides p1r1 , namely P  P2  p1r1 , p1 is the
contract coefficient. The equation is:
D  P  P1  m(r0  r1r2 r3 )  P2  p1r1  P1  m(r0  r1r2 r3 ) （4-50）

The management cost E relates to the effort level of development units and construction
entities, that is:

E

1 2 2 1
Br1 r2  B 2 r102 r22 （4-51）
2
2

The construction risk S 2 includes the force majeure risk S 3 and the risk resulted from poor
management S 4 .
Therefore, the benefit function of development units engaged in basic projects is:
n

U 2  Kr1r2 r3   M i  P2  p1r1  P1  mr0  r1r2 r3  
i 1

1 2 2
Br1 r2  S 3  S 4    2
2

（4-52）
n

U 2  Kr10 r2 r3   M i  P2  p1r10  P1  mr0  r10 r2 r3  
i 1

1
B 2 r102 r22  S 3  S 4    2
2

（4-53）
2. For construction entities
As a major participant of basic projects, the revenue of construction entities is mainly from
the construction contract price, the construction cost and the revenue generated from contract
change. Therefore, the construction entities should organize and manage the construction
projects scientifically and control the cost, quality, progress and security of the construction to
achieve the maximization of the revenue. The revenue of construction entities engaged in
basic projects U 3 is made up of the contract price P , the revenue of the contract change P1 ,
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the construction cost C , the awards of the completion of projects in advance G 1 , and the Loss
of construction risk S 3 . The equation is:
The revenue of the construction entities:
U 3  E  P  P 1  G 1  C  S 3   3 （4-54）

Among which, E is the revenue increased by the effort effect r2 of construction entities,
showing a regularity of marginal increase, that is:

E

1
k 2 r22 （4-55）
2

The construction contract price P is the total contract price signed by construction entities
and development entities, the construction contract price here refers to the total contract price,
and in practical terms, the unit price is analyzed by converting into the total price.
The revenue produced by the contract change P1 mainly includes the revenue resulted from
the price fluctuation of main raw materials exceeding the scope of the contract, the revenue
increased by the changes of engineering quantity and the compensation for the contract
change due to governments and development units, etc., namely:
P 1  P0  p 2 r2 （4-56）

The basic revenue of the contract alteration is P , and p r is the revenue of the contract
2 2
0
alteration acquired by the efforts of construction entities during the revenue management.
The awards of the completion of projects in advance G 1 refers to the awards to the
construction units, under the premise that the completion of projects ahead of the agreed
construction period stipulated in the contract, which relates to the effort level of construction
entities, namely:
G 1  G 0  r2 （4-57）

G0 is the initial awards, and  is the award coefficient.

The construction cost C is mainly made up of the labor cost R , the material cost L ，the
machinery cost J , the enterprise management fee M , the fees U S 1 and the tax U F 1 ,etc.,
namely:
C  R  L  J  M   U S1  U F 1  R  L  J  M   U S1   ( F 1  F 2 )

（4-58）
The Loss of construction risk S 3 includes the loss resulted from the force majeure and the
poor management of construction entities, S 5 and S 6 , hence the benefit function of
construction entities engaged in basic projects is:
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U3 

1
k 2 r22  P  P0  p2 r2   G0  r2   R  L  J  M   U S 1   F 1  F 2
2
 S 5  S 6    3







（4-59）

4.4.2 Equilibrium analysis
1. Model solution
The revenue of stakeholders of the construction projects is gotten from the building of
models:

(1) For the revenue of government departments, see Equation (4-47).

(2) For the revenue of development units, see Equation (4-53).

(3) For the revenue of construction units, see Equation (4-59).

Step 1: Solution of partial derivatives to the effort level of construction entities, namely:
U 3
 k 2 r2  p2   （4-60）
r2

Make U

, obtaining:
3

r2
r2  

0

p2  
k2

Through verification,

(4-61)

 2U 3
 k2  0
 2 r2

is always true, therefore r  meets the requirement of the
2

optimal decisions of the revenue management of construction entities.
Step 2: Solution to the decision-making management by development units. That is:
U 2
 Kr2  F1  p2  mr2  b2 2 r10 （4-62）
r10

Substitute the optimal decision-making of the revenue management by construction entities
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p2   to the value revenue of the development units for solution. Obtaining:
k2

r2  

U 2
K   p2   
m  p 2   

 F1  p2 
 b2 2 r102
r10
k2
k2

（4-63）
Make U

, obtaining:
2

r10
r10 

0

m  K  p2     F1  p1 k 2

(4-64)

k 2 b2

Through verification,

 2U 2
 b2 2  0
 2 r10

is always true, therefore r  meets the requirement of
10

the optimal decisions by development units.
Step 3: As the government is the supervisor in the dynamic game phase, it needs to substitute
the decision-making of revenue management by development units r  and the optimal
2

decision-making of revenue management by construction entities, r  , to the revenue
10
function of government for solution.
n





n

U 1    i Ai   F 1  F 2   U S 1   Ci  P2  p1r10  P0  p2 r2  H 1r10 r2 r3   S1  S 2    1
i 1

i 1

（4-65）
①Solution of partial derivatives to p (the coefficient of the altered contract price) is
1
performed with the government revenue U .
1

U 1
 r10  p1r10  H 1r3 r2 r10 （4-66）
p1

r10
1

（4-67）
p1 b2
Substitute Equation (4-67) to Equation (4-66), obtaining:
U 1
p Hrr
 r10  1  1 2 3 （4-68）
p1
b2
b2
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Make U

, obtaining:
1

p1

0

p1  r10b2  H 1r2 r3 （4-69）

②Solution of partial derivatives to p (the decreased coefficient of the altered contract price)
2
is performed with the government revenue U .
1

U 1
 p1r10  r2  p2 r2  H 1r3 r2 r10  r10 r2  （4-70）
p 2

r10 m  K

（4-71）
p2 k 2b2
Substitute Equation (4-57) to Equation (4-56), obtaining:

 r m  K  r10 
U1 p1 m  K 
p

 r2  2  H1r3  2

 （4-72）
p2
k 2b2
k2
k2 
 k 2b2
Substitute Equation (4-61) and (4-64) to Equation (4-72), obtaining:

 p   m  K 1  F1  p1 k 2  （4-73）
U 1 p1 m  K  2 p2  


 H 1r3 2
p 2
k 2b2
k2
k 22b2
Make U

, obtaining:
1

p2

0

p2 

p1 k 2 m  K    H1r3 m  K 1  F1  p1 k2   2k 2b2 
2k2b2  H1r3 m  K 1  F1  p1 k2 

（4-74）

Then:
p1   r10 b2  H 1r2 r3 （4-75）

p2 

p1k 2 m  K    H 1r3 m  K 1  F1  p1 k 2   2k 2b2 
2k 2b2  H 1r3 m  K 1  F1  p1 k 2 

（4-76）
2. Equilibrium analysis of the government, the development unit and the construction entity
(1) It is known from Equation (4-61), in the basic projects, the effort level of construction
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entities r2 is inversely proportional to the effort costs coefficient of construction entities k2 ,
and is directly proportional to the alteration coefficient of the contract P2 . The effort cost of
construction entities relates to its organization management, the scientific management of
labor, materials, machinery, progress, and quality will largely decrease the costs of
construction entities; Construction entities may also increase the alteration coefficient of the
contract price and the effort level of construction entities through the scientific management
of contract and alteration. Hence, in the basic projects, the construction entities may optimize
the revenue by the reasonable allocation of resources and strengthening the management of
contract change.

(2) In total freedom,  has a negative correlation with the effort level of construction entities,
and the larger the scale of the construction projects, the more the sub-projects, the more the
contractors, and hence the development units will lower their effort level. According to
r1  r10 

m  K  p2     F1  p2 k 2 , it can be seen that the effort level of the development
k 2b2

units has no relation to the scale of the project  , which can be neglected in the actual
calculation; The effort level of the development units is inversely proportional to the effort
costs coefficient of development units k2 , and is directly proportional to the increase
coefficient of the contract p2 . The development units should, actively communicate with the
construction entities and strengthen the supervision, bound by the contract, rationalizing the
contract and its alteration of the construction entities.

(3) It is known from p1 and p 2 , in the construction of basic projects by construction entities,
the government has a great influence on the alteration coefficient of contract price and the
increase coefficient of contract, the revenue is directly proportional to the effort level of the
government r3 . During the construction, the construction entities should strengthen
communication with development units, especially the government, and adjust the contract
price and contract change, to achieve the maximization of the revenue.

4.4.3 Revenue management model
Through the above analysis, it can get the revenue management model of construction entities
engaged in basic projects as shown in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2 The revenue management model of construction entities engaged in basic
projects

4.5 Revenue management model of construction entities engaged in public welfare
projects
Generally, the major participants of public welfare projects during the construction process
include the development unit, the supervision unit, the government and the construction entity.
According to the analysis of influencing factors of construction entities engaged in public
welfare projects in section 3.4, the influence on the revenue of construction entities by
different participants is obtained and shown in Table 4-3.
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Table 4-3 Influencing factors and their influence of stakeholders on the revenue of
construction entities

Stakeholders

Influencing factors of

(influence)

stakeholders
Influence of the
development unit

Development unit
(0.89)

Nature of the development
unit
Contract change

Influence
Influence

(normaliz
ation)

0.82

0.1095

0.79

0.1055

0.80

0.1068

0.72

0.0961

0.72

0.0961

0.71

0.0948

0.64

0.0854

0.77

0.1028

0.79

0.1055

0.73

0.0975

Pu
bli
c

Supervision unit

Supervision by the

(0.66)

supervision unit

wel

Supervision to the

far

construction entity

e

Government (0.91)

Preferential tax rate

pro
Convenience to

ject

construction entities

s

Market price of raw
materials
Construction entity (1)

Management level of the
construction entity
Legal consciousness of the
construction entity

According to Table 4-3, it is analyzed that the construction entity is the biggest influencing
factor on its revenue, following by the government and the development unit at last. Based on
this, this section discusses the management models of the construction entity, the government
and the development unit, under the condition of taking the revenue of construction entities as
the core.
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4.5.1 Model building
The key of success of the revenue management of construction entities engaged in public
welfare projects is the joint efforts of development units (mostly are governments) and
construction entities. The maximization of the revenue of construction projects can’t be
accomplished in case of lack of any party’s efforts, and hence the implementation effect r of
the revenue management of construction entities engaged in public welfare projects has a
positive correlation with the product of the management effort level r1 of development units
and the effort level r2 of construction entities, that is:
r  r1r2

(4-77)

1. For government departments
The government invests “fiscal capital construction funds” in construction of public welfare
projects which the government invests and supports largely, whose investment objectives are
public infrastructure and services; Generally “the agent-construction system” is carried out by
selecting professional engineering construction units (agent construction units) and
controlling the cost, quality and construction period of projects strictly through tendering and
bidding, after the completion of projects, which will be transferred to the building user, the
government will provide the relevant policy supports to improve the revenue of construction
entities engaged in public welfare entities. According to the theory of welfare economics, the
public welfare projects mainly produce benefit to social groups with respect to the benefit to
the government departments. In the light of the opinion of Welfare Economics by Pigou, the
public welfare projects mainly bring to the society social benefit and economic benefit, and
the parts which can be measured in currency in public welfare projects are called as economic
benefit. Therefore, the benefit of government departments in public welfare projects U 1
mainly includes the economic benefit U F 1 , the social benefit U S1 , the fixed costs for
organizing public welfare projects by the government C1 , the sunk costs decreased by the
preferential policies to the taxes and fees of the construction entities engaged in public
welfare projects C 2 and the Loss of construction risk S1 . The equation is:
The revenue of government departments:
U1  U F1  U S1  C1  C2  S1   1

(4-78)

The economic benefit U F 1 includes employment benefit A1, income distribution benefit A2,
regional balanced development benefit A3, energy and resource conservation benefit A4,
environmental impact indicator A5 and social stability benefit A6, etc. Among which  is
the monetization coefficient, namely:
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n

U F 1  1 A1   2 A2     n An   i Ai

(4-79)

i 1

The quantifying of social benefit is achieved by the evaluation of social groups.
The sunk costs decreased by the preferential policies to the taxes and fees of the construction
entities engaged in public welfare projects C 2 relate to the cost of construction entities C0
and their benefit ( P is the contract price between the development unit and the construction
entity, P1 is the alteration of the contract price and F 1 is the revenue of development unit
engaged in public welfare projects), namely government tax rates and fee rates on public
welfare projects,  and  relate to the values produced by the government (the
development unit), which can be expressed in:
C 2  C0   r1r2  (   )( P  P1  F 1 )   r1r2 （4-80）

The Loss of construction risk S 1 is resulted from force majeure, recorded as S1, and the
management of government departments S2, therefore, the benefit function of government
departments engaged in public welfare projects is:
n

U1   i Ai  U S1  C1   (   )( P  P1  F 1 )   r1r2   ( S1  S 2 )   1
i 1

(4-81)

2. For development units
Currently, the financing of public welfare projects mainly carries out BOT
(build-operate-transfer) mode, which is a way for enterprises participating in the construction
of infrastructure and providing public services to the society, and the development unit is
entrusted by the government, complying with the relevant laws and regulations, responsible
for the investment, financing, construction, maintenance and management. Therefore the
revenue of construction units engaged in public welfare projects U 2 , is made up of the values
produced by development units A , the revenue produced by the public welfare projects F 1 ,
the financing revenue M 1 , the investment in the contract price of construction entities P ,
the payment of contract change P1 (the price adjustment of main materials, and the
adjustment of engineering quantity), the Loss of construction risk S 2 . The equation is:
The revenue of development units:
U 2  A  F 1  M 1  P  P1  S 2   2

(4-82)

There is a positive correlation between the value produced and the effect improved by the
development units, which is expressed as follows: A  Kr1r2 , in which K is the recognition
degree of the implementation effect of construction projects by development units; among
which the effort cost of development units usually relate to the effort level of development
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units r1 , showing a regularity of marginal increase, hence the effort cost of the development

1 2
units can be expressed as E  b1r1 . While the effort level of development units r1 relate to
2
the scale of construction projects  , the larger scale the construction project has, the greater
the efforts that construction units will pay, namely r1 = r10 , among which r10 stands for the
effort level of the construction units in total freedom.
The financing revenue M 1 mainly includes the financing M 1 from society, bank loans M 2 ,
loan at call between development units M 3 , and the revenue of issuing bonds and stocks M 4 ,
etc. That is:
n

M 1  M1  M 2    M n   M i

(4-83)

i 1

The investment in construction capitals of construction entities by development units D
mainly relates to the contract price signed by two sides P , the altered contract price P1 , the
expected goal of efforts by development units r0 and the revenue effect of construction
entities engaged in public welfare projects r1r2 , that is,
D  ( P  P1 )  m ( r1r2  r0 )

(4-84)

The contract price P  P2  p2 r1 , among which P2 is the contract between the development
unit and the construction entity in the tendering and bidding process, p2 r1 is the decreased
contract price after the negotiation between the development unit and the construction entity
and p2 is the increase coefficient of contract.
The Loss of construction risk S 2 includes the risks of force majeure, recorded as S3 and the
loss of major safety accident S4 .
Therefore, the revenue function of development units engaged in public welfare projects is:
n
1
U 2  Kr1r2  F 1   M i  ( P2  p2 r1  P1 )  m(r1r2  r0 )   b1r12  ( S3  S 4 )   2
2
i 1

(4-85)
n
1
U 2  K r10 r2  F 1   M i   ( P2  p2 r10  P1 )  m( r10 r2  r0 )   b1 2 r10 2  ( S3  S 4 )   2
2
i 1

(4-86)

3. For construction entities
The construction entities need to establish a scientific construction management system in
order to improve the revenue during the construction of public welfare projects, managing the
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construction from the quality, progress, costs, contract, information, security management and
the organization and coordination of the projects. The entities also need to communicate with
the development units and supervision units actively, and strengthen the legal consciousness
themselves. The revenue of the entities is mainly from the revenue of the construction
contract price, construction costs and the contract change, etc. The revenue of construction
entities engaged in public welfare projects U 3 is made up of the value generated by the
construction entities E , the construction contract price P , the construction cost C , the
revenue of the contract change P1 , the awards for the completion of projects in advance G ,
and the Loss of construction risk S 3 . The equation is:
The revenue of the construction entities:
U 3  E  P  P1  G  C  S 3   3

(4-87)

The value produced by the construction entities E relates to the effort level by construction
entities r2 , presenting a regularity of marginal increase, hence the effort cost of construction

1 2
entities can be expressed as E  b2 r2 ; The construction contract price P is the total contract
2
price signed by construction entities and development entities, as the contract has the total
price contract and the unit price contract, the construction contract price in this research
mainly refers to the total price contract, in practical terms, and the unit price is analyzed by
converting into the total price.
The construction cost C mainly relates to the labor cost R, the materials expenses L, the cost
of construction machinery J, the business management expense M, the fees U S and the taxes
U F , that is:
C  R  L  J  M  U F  U S  R  L  J  M   ( P  P1 )  B1r1r2    U S（4-88）

The revenue produced by the contract change P1 includes the revenue which is resulted from
the price fluctuation of main raw materials exceeding the scope of the contract, the revenue
increased by the changes of engineering quantity and the compensation to construction
entities for the contract change due to development units, etc., namely: P1  P0  p1r2 , among
which the basic revenue of the contract change is P0 , p1r2 is the increased revenue of the
contract change according to the effort level of construction entities r2 during the revenue
management, and p1 is the coefficient of the altered price.
The awards for the completion of projects in advance, G refer to the awards given monthly
or weekly to the construction units, under the premise that the completion of projects ahead of
the agreed construction period stipulated in the contract between the development units and
the construction units which relates to the effort level of construction entities r2 , namely:
G  G0   r2 , G0 is the initial awards to the construction entities by the development units
and  is the award coefficient of the development units.
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The Loss of construction risk S 3 refers to the loss incurred in the construction, which is
caused by the force majeure, recorded as S5 , and the poor management of construction
entities S6 , namely:
S 3  S5  S6

(4-89)

Therefore, the benefit function of construction entities engaged in public welfare projects is:
1
U 3  P  ( P0  p1r2 )  (G0   r2 )  b2 r2 2   R  L  J  M   ( P  P0  p1r2 )  B1 r10 r2   U S   ( S5  S6 )   3
2

（4-90）

4.5.2 Equilibrium analysis
1. Model solution
The revenue of stakeholders of the public welfare projects is gotten from the building of
models:

(1) For the revenue of government departments, see Equation (4-81).

(2) For the revenue of development units, see Equation (4-86).

(3) For the revenue of construction entities, see Equation (4-90).

Step 1: Solution of partial derivatives to the effort level of construction entities, namely:
U 3
 p1    b2 r2   p1  B1 r10 （4-91）
r2

Make

U 3
 0 , obtaining:
r2

r2* 

p1     p1  B1 r10
（4-92）
b2

 2U 3
Through verification, 2  b2  0 is always true, therefore r2* meets the requirement of
 r2

the optimal decisions of the revenue management of construction entities.
Step 2: Solution to the decision-making management by development units. That is:
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U 2
 K r2  p2  m r2  b 2 2 r10 （4-93）
r10

Substitute the optimal decision-making of the revenue management by construction entities to
p1     p1  B1 r10
*
the value revenue of the development units for solution r2 
. Obtaining:
b2
p     p1  B1 r10
p     p1  B1 r10
U 2
 K 1
 p2  m 1
 b 2 2 r10
r10
b2
b2

（4-94）
Make

U 2
 0 , obtaining:
r10

r10* 

( p1     p1 )( K  m)  b2 p2
（4-95）
m B1  K B1  b 2 2 

 2U 2
K 2 B1 m 2 B1

 b 2 2  0 is always true, therefore r10* meets
Through verification, 2  
 r10
b2
b2
the requirement of the optimal decisions by development units.
Step 3: As the government is the supervisor in the dynamic game phase, it needs to substitute
the optimal decision-making of revenue management by development units and by
construction entities, r2* and r10* , to the revenue function of government for solution.
n

U1   i Ai  U S1  C1   (   )( P2  p2 r10  P0  p1r2  F 1 )   r10 r2   ( S1  S 2 )  1
i 1

（4-96）
①Solution of partial derivatives to p1 (the coefficient of the altered contract price) is
performed with the government revenue U 1 .
U 1
'
'
'
 (   )( r2  Pr
1 2 )   ( r2 r10  r2 r10 )
p1

r10*
r *2 1    B1 r10 '
(1   )( K  m)


，
p1
b2
p1 m B1  K B1  b 2 2 

(4-97)

(4-98)

Substitute Equation (4-78) to Equation (4-77), obtaining:

 1 
U1
1 
B (1   )( K  m) 
B (1   )( K  m)
(1   )( K  m) 
 (   )r2  P1 (
 1
  (
 1
)r10  r2

2 
2
p1
b2
b2 (mB1  KB1  b2 ) 
b2 (mB1  KB1  b2 )
m B1  K B1  b2 2  

 b2

（4-99）
Make

U1
 0 , obtaining:
p1
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r2* 

p1     p1 B1  ( p1     p1 )( K  m)  b2 p2 

（4-100）
b2
b2 (mB1  KB1  b2 2 )

r10* 

( p1     p1 )( K  m)  b2 p2
m B1  K B1  b 2 2 

p1 

B1 p2  
1

(4-101)

(4-102)

②Solution of partial derivatives to p2 (the decreased coefficient of the contract price) is
performed with the government revenue U 1 .
U 1
 (   )(1  p2 r10 '   r10 ) （4-103）
p2

Among which,

r10*
b2

（4-104）
p2 m B1  K B1  b 2 2 
Substitute Equation (4-84) to Equation (4-83), obtaining:
U 1
b2 p2
 (   )(1 
  r10 ) （4-105）
p2
mB1  KB1  b 2 2

Substitute Equation (4-81) to Equation (4-85), obtaining:
U 1
2b p  ( p1     p1 )( K  m)
 (   )(1  2 2
) （4-106）
p2
mB1  KB1  b 2 2

Make

U1
 0 , obtaining:
p2

mB1  KB1  b2 2  ( p1     p1 )( K  m)
p2 
2b2

(4-107)

Gathering Equation (4-102) and Equation (4-107), p1 and p2 are calculated as followed:

*
1

p 

B1  mB1  KB1  b2 2   ( K  m  )   2b2
2b2  B1 ( K  m)

（4-108）


B1  mB1  KB1  b2 2   ( K  m  )   2b2
mB1  KB1  b2 2 ( K  m) 
(1   )
p2 

 
2b2
2b2 
2b2  B1 ( K  m)


*

（4-109）
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2. Equilibrium analysis of the government, the development unit and the construction entity
It is known from Equation (4-92), in the construction of public welfare projects, the effort
level of construction entities r2 is inversely proportional to the effort cost coefficient of
construction entities b 2 and the government preferential tax rate to the public welfare
projects,  , and is directly proportional to the alteration coefficient of the contract price of
construction entities p1 . The effort level of construction entities relates to its organization
management, the scientific management of labor, materials, machinery cost, construction
period, and quality will largely decrease the costs of construction entities; the construction
entities manage the contract change and design change scientifically as far as possible,
increasing the alteration coefficient of the contract price and the effort level of construction
entities. The policy supports by the government will decrease the tax revenue and the repeat
collection of taxes (such as replacing business tax with value-added tax), which will decrease
the costs and increase the revenue of the construction entities. For this purpose, during the
construction of public welfare projects, the construction entities need arrange the resource
allocation reasonably, and increase the record and processing of the contract changes. The
government performs its duty, strengthening the services and supervision management during
the implementation of the projects, to regulate and rationalize the projects.
It is known from Equation (4-95), the scale of construction projects  has a negative
correlation with the effort level of the construction entities r10 in total freedom, the larger the
scale of the construction projects, the more the capital funds the development units will invest
in, but in total freedom, as the scale expands, there are lots of sub-projects, the sporadic
projects are cumbersome, and the number of contractors will also increase, hence the
development units will lower the effort level. However the effort level of the development
( p1     p1 )( K  m)  b2 p2
units r1 = r10 
has no relation with the scale of the
mB1  KB1  b 2 2
construction projects  , which indicates that the levels of efforts of qualified development
units are basically the same, so they can be neglected in the calculation. The recognition
degree of the effects of the construction projects by the development units K is directly
proportional to the effort level of the development units; and inversely proportional to the
coefficient of effort cost of development units b2 , and the increase coefficient of the contract
of development units p2 . The nature and influence of the development units have a certain
impact on the projects financing and the supervision and management of construction entities.
The government departments invest fiscal funds in the construction, which is non-profitable,
pursuing the maximization of the social benefit; generally, “the agent-construction system” is
carried out. The great concern for the implementation of projects paid by the development
units will improve the level of effort of development units. The development units need,
bound by the contract, to actively communicate with the construction entities and strengthen
the supervision, regulating and rationalizing the alteration procedure of the construction
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entities.
It is known from p1* and p2* , the alteration coefficient of the contract price relates to the
increase coefficient of the contract. For this purpose, during the construction process of
construction entities engaged in public welfare projects, the contract price and the contract
change will influence the revenue of the entire project; the construction entities will lower the
contract price by their reasonable tendering and bidding skills on the public welfare projects.
The award coefficient to the construction entities by the development units,  , the effort
level of the construction entities r2 , the value coefficient B1 caused by the construction
entities and development units engaged in public welfare projects have a close relation to the
revenue of the construction entities, which will keep changes as the construction of the
projects. Therefore, during the implementation, the construction entities adjust the alteration
coefficient of the contract price and the increase coefficient of the contract continuously,
achieving the maximization of the revenue of the construction entities.
The government dominates in the public welfare projects, with the government departments
investing fiscal funds and providing public services, which will solid the revenue of the
construction entities, increase the social benefit, improve the national income and achieve the
maximization of the benefit.

4.5.3 Revenue management model
Through the above analysis, it can get the revenue management model of construction entities
engaged in public welfare projects as shown in Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-3 The revenue management model of construction entities engaged in public
welfare projects

4.6 Brief summary
On the basis of the analysis on the influencing factors of the revenue of the construction
entities engaged in competitive projects in Chapter 3, basic projects and public welfare
projects of Chapter 3, this chapter builds the revenue analysis models of construction entities
engaged in the three types of projects by applying the theory and method of dynamic games,
based on which, the revenue management model of construction entities engaged in
competitive projects, basic projects and public welfare projects are put forward.
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Chapter V Analysis on the Application Cases of Revenue
Management Modes of Construction Entities Engaged in
Construction Projects
5.1. Introduction
Based on influencing factors of revenue of construction entities in various projects clarified in
Chapter III and revenue management modes of construction entities engaged in construction
projects in Chapter IV, through field research, this chapter collects and analyzes 1 competitive
project, 1 basic project and 1 public welfare project as cases from the view of stakeholders
according to the revenue management modes of construction entities engaged in construction
projects; validates the effectiveness of revenue management modes of construction entities
engaged in construction projects; makes a field research on management measures of
construction entities in practical cases; explores practical application of revenue management
modes of construction entities engaged in construction projects; and solve the problem of
combining theory and practice. Conclusions in this chapter can guide other construction
entities to scientifically manage their revenues and improve revenue management capacity in
the construction process, thus providing reference experience for practical cases.

5.2 Research Samples and Method
5.2.1 Case Study Method
Case study is a method to reach common conclusions by analyzing and dissecting an event
with market realities as basis, typical cases as background and reliable technologies as support
per historical data, archival materials, interviews, observation, etc. Case study can find special
phenomena ignored by traditional statistical methods, so its analysis results are easy to be
recognized by readers including industrial scholars. By mainly answering the problem of how
and why, it can render readers the immersive sense of reality.
Upon dissecting stakeholders in competitive project, basic project and public welfare project,
clarifying influencing factors of revenue of construction entities in life cycle of various
projects and figuring out how to use revenue management modes of construction entities to
maximize revenue, this paper analyzes the revenue management of construction entities in
competitive project, basic project and public welfare project combining revenue management
modes of construction entities engaged in construction projects and discusses the practical
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application of revenue management modes in construction entities.
Considering the diversified construction projects, different stakeholders in various projects,
numerous influencing factors and poor representativeness of a single case, to make research
conclusions more general and universal, this paper uses several case study methods to analyze
the impacts of revenue in construction entities from the perspective of stakeholders and
anatomizes how to manage revenue of construction entities in various projects from various
aspects to maximize revenue.

5.2.2 Research Samples and Data Collection
This paper selects three construction management cases, Supporting Housing of ZTE
Industrial Base (competitive project), JSJJSG-9 Section of the Pre-Construction Work of
Beijing-Tianjin Segment of Beijing-Shenyang Passenger Railway Line (basic project) and
Reconstruction and Expansion of Medical Technical Comprehensive Building of Haidian
Hospital (public welfare project), as research samples. These cases meet the principles of
sample selection in multiple-case study method and can accurately reflect the issues studied in
this paper.
This paper familiarizes with relevant information of ZTE project, JSJJSG-9 section project
and Haidian hospital project by interviewing related personnel in their construction units (see
Appendix B for interview issues) and investigating some documents (tendering and bidding
documents, contracts and construction organization plans, etc.). Besides, there are 90% of
interviewees are engaged in managing construction entities or projects. Based on realities and
characteristics of each project preliminarily mastered by field research and documentary
materials, this paper makes targeted interview to know influencing factors of the revenue and
general situations of revenue management in construction entities. Concrete interviews can be
seen in Table 5-1. For interview record sections, please refer to Appendix C.
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Table 5-1 List of Interviewees

JSJJSG-9 section

ZTE project

Category

Number of
people/pers
on

Constructio

Managerial

n entity

personnel
Technical
personnel
Constructio
n personnel

Relevant personnel of
development unit
Other stakeholders

project
Number of

Time/ho
ur/person

people/pers
on

Time/ho
ur/person

Haidian hospital project
Number of
people/pers
on

Time/ho
ur/person

4

1

4

1.5

3

1.5

2

0.5

1

1

2

1

5

2

7

1.5

6

1

3

2

2

1.5

2

1

2

1.5

2

2

2

1.5

5.3 Analysis on the Application Case of Competitive Project
5.3.1 Project Overview
This paper deliberates on Supporting Housing of ZTE Industrial Base, a built real estate
project. As a part of Zhongjin Huating Residential Project, this project lies in the north of East
Seven Ave, Tianjin Airport Economic Zone and west of East Zhonghuan Rd. With
development entity of Tianjin ZTE International Investment Co., Ltd. and construction entity
of Beijing Zhongtie Dadu Engineering Co., Ltd., it was commenced on June 10, 2013 and
completed on June 30, 2014, totaling 385 calendar days.
It covers an area of 144186.58m2, including the ground area of 107187.25m2 and underground
area of 36,999.33m2. This project has 26 buildings, including residential buildings of 1#~23#
in shear wall structure and each has 9~13 floors with maximum height of 37.95m; public
buildings of 24#, 25# and 26# in frame structure with maximum height of 11.65m; 1
basement (in 3~5, 7~10, 15~22 and 24~26#) in frame structure with height of 3.9m. Through
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bidding, this project determined its construction entity, whose scope of work includes
buildings in drawings, structural works, initial decoration works, water supply and drainage
works, heating and ventilation works, power lighting works, fireworks, weak system
embedded pipe, wear belt and reserved box, lightning protection grounding with quality up to
the national construction acceptance standard.
The construction entity obeys the following construction goals: 1) safety: safety in production
to ensure no major work accidents; prevent fatal accidents; control minor injuries within 2 ‰;
2) civilized construction: scientific management in construction to meet the requirements in
Airport Economic Zone; 3) fire prevention: no on-site fire risk to reduce accidents to 0; 4)
environmental protection: requirements certified in ISO14001 international environmental
protection, 100% up to standard of operating noise at different construction phases and 100%
up to standard of allowable concentration (class II) of sewage discharge (pollutants).
5.3.2 Project Stakeholders
This project mainly includes development unit, construction entity, government, supervision
unit and other stakeholders (supplier and insurance company, etc.). The relationship of
stakeholders involved is shown in Figure 5-1.

监督管理
供应关系

监督

保险合同

施工承包合同

责任授权合同

保险合同

提供图纸

监督管理

监督管理
监督管理

Figure 5-1 Project Stakeholders
(1) Development unit
The development unit, as the project initiator and organizer, managed, coordinated and
supervised the whole project and provided construction lands and funds. Tianjin ZTE
International Investment Co., Ltd. is a limited liability company (legal person sole
proprietorship) mainly engaged in real estate development, operation and sales. This project
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fund comes from the development unit. To ensure to complete the project with high quality on
schedule, improve economic efficiency and maximize investment interests, the development
unit conducted bidding according to law and contracted for labor and materials. It issued the
letter of acceptance to Beijing Zhongtie Dadu Engineering Co., Ltd. on May 27, 2013, and
signed a contract with bid price of 280240789 Yuan, which is the contract price. A fixed total
price contract was adopted in this project, that is, the contract price cannot be changed. The
development unit was primarily responsible for, 1) satisfying construction conditions,
including handling the construction permit, providing drawings of design specifications for
the construction entity and leveling the construction site; 2) connecting water, electricity and
telecommunication lines to designated places and positions on construction site; 3) offering
geological survey data and underground pipeline information before official commencement;
4) handing over for examination and properly recording benchmark numbers 3 days before
official commencement; 5) coordinating to protect nearby underground pipelines, buildings,
structures and ancient woods; 6) paying 28 million Yuan, 10% of contract price, as advance
and progress payment on a monthly basis.

(2) Construction unit
With excellent qualification and influencing power, Beijing Zhongtie Dadu Engineering Co.,
Ltd. was chosen as the construction entity of this project with main task of general and
specialized contracting. It signed a contract with the development unit and the contract price
covers the unit price and total price quoted in the bill of quantities and those in tender
quotation summary sheet, including expenses for labor, equipment, materials, installation,
maintenance, management and insurance, levies and charges, profits, taxes, as well as all the
risks, responsibilities and transaction fees in policy documents and the contract. The
construction entity was primarily responsible for, 1) complying with administrative provisions
for traffic noise, environmental protection and safe production in relevant government
departments, handling relevant procedures as required and notifying the employer in writing,
who shall bear the resulting fees and fines incurred due to its causes; 2) assuming
responsibilities and requirements for security production and day lighting; 3) ensuring the
construction organization design (construction entity plan), quality, safety and duration, etc.
and reasonably arranging the construction period, purchase of materials and equipment
entering time, such as the supply of the amount of works and the plan for next month
stipulated in the contract month on the 25th of each month, including detailed material
entering plan, machinery and labor entering and using plan as well as details of the amount of
works completed; 4) ensuring to meet the hygienic requirements, clearing the site within the
scope of contracting and making the site up to the acceptance standards for civilized sites in
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Tianjin Airport Economic Zone, accepting supervision and check by the Employer as well as
bearing normal and reasonable punishments; 5) paying labor wages according to the progress
of works and undertaking risks arisen from of policy price adjustments and changes in such
factors as market price changes of materials and equipment.

(3) Government
This project shall be subjected to the supervision, inspection and acceptance of the
Construction Quality Supervision Center and Construction Safety Supervision Center in
Tianjin Yixiang Economic Zone. The construction entity should cooperate with road, public
security, fire prevention, environmental sanitation, city appearance, transport management,
agriculture and forestry, the civil affairs and other relevant departments. Commissions and
construction taxes are the primary revenue of government. Tianjin municipal government
should do well in management and supervision, determine rates of project fees and taxes, and
assist with the complete construction of this project.

(4) Supervision unit
A responsibility delegation contract was entered into between the development unit (Tianjin
ZTE International Investment Co., Ltd.) and supervision unit (China Construction Pentacyclic
(Shanghai) Management Consulting Co., Ltd.), a project management and construction
supervision and consulting company with class-A qualification granted by the Ministry of
Construction. It assisted the construction entity in supervising and managing the project
quality, schedule, safety and cost control to guarantee economic profits of the development
unit.

(5) Other stakeholders
1) Design unit. The design unit should tell all things about drawings and technologies to and
timely communicate with the construction entity for avoidance of misunderstanding for
drawings and design changes. 2) Geological survey unit. The construction entity should
conduct on-site geological survey and make basic construction preparations in combination
with the survey report of the geological survey unit. 3) Insurance company. The insurance
company should take active security precautions to reduce the possibility of later claims. The
construction unit in this project insured all construction and management personnel, including
general engineering insurance, third-party liability insurance, personal accident insurance and
medical social insurance. 4) Supplier. All construction materials in this project were
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purchased by the construction entity, who should actively communicate with the material
suppliers on supply time and quantity.

5.3.3 Impacts of Stakeholders on the Revenue of Construction Entity
Project construction is a process completed by such stakeholders as development unit, design
unit, supervision unit, construction entity, supplier and government, so managing these
stakeholders is a key factor to realize the schedule, quality, safety and cost reduction. With
influencing factors of incomes of construction enterprises in competitive projects analyzed in
Chapter III, different stakeholders exert different impacts on the revenue of the construction
entity as follows:

(1) Development unit. Factors including unclear division of contract responsibilities, poor
management and coordination, change of design requirements, incomplete basic design
materials and insufficient preliminary preparations may greatly affect the construction and
enhance costs of the construction entity.

(2) Government. The acts and related provisions of construction, quality management,
environmental management and government departments may bring risks to the construction
entity. For instance, the provisions on night construction noise in Tianjin, transport of large
mechanical equipment and dust index during construction may affect the cost, schedule and
quality of the construction entity to some extent.

(3) Supervision unit. Rigorous supervision, incorrect implementation of specifications or the
contract and long acceptance time, etc., may extend the schedule and increase the cost.

(4) Construction entity
Construction entity was faced with a series of risks when constructing this project. 1) Period
risk. Urgent period and unpredictable accidents may delay the project period. 2) Cost risk.
Cost overrun may extend the investment recovery period or cause the investment to be
unrecoverable, thus damaging the settlement. 3) Quality risk. Material process engineering
fails to pass the acceptance, the construction quality fails to meet the standard after the
evaluation, quality rework, quality defects and quality accidents, etc. 4) Safety risk.
Insufficient safety consciousness, mechanical maloperation and aloft work, and improper
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construction protection measures.

Therefore, to maximize the revenue of construction entities, Beijing Zhongtie Dadu
Engineering Co., Ltd. developed the following systems for this project with a view to balance
the work assigned to individual stakeholders.

(1) Joint drawings review system
Before the official commencement, the chief project engineer in the Project Manager
Department should organize production, technical and hydropower professionals to check the
drawings, find contradictories between buildings and structures as well the theoretical and
practical civil engineering, attend the joint drawings review organized by owners, tell all
things about drawings and form the summary of drawings review.

(2) Regular production meeting system
A weekly supervision meeting should be presided by the chief supervisor and attended by the
construction unit, supervisor and construction entity to discuss construction and coordination
and solve problems in this week. All special emergencies should be settled by immediately
reporting to the construction unit and the supervision unit for discussion. A weekly safe
production meeting should be presided by the project executive manager and attended by all
management personnel and in Project Manager Department and all subcontracting
management personnel at 4:00pm Friday. A weekly construction quality analysis meeting
should be presided by the chief project engineer and attended by all technical personnel,
construction professionals and subcontracting management personnel at 4:00pm Monday.

(3) Special session system
An irregular special symposium should be held to solve major problems through discussions
by the development unit, design unit, supervision unit and construction entity.

5.3.4 Construction Management Measures of Construction Entities
As analyzed in Chapter III, the biggest factor influencing the income of competitive project
construction enterprises is the management level of the construction enterprises themselves.
The construction entity engaged in construction project conducted the basic procedure of
revenue management activities throughout their construction management systems which
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were mainly manifested in the aspect of strategic management, organization management,
technical management, technological process, and project management. The revenue
management cultures that construction entities had built in themselves also run through the
whole process. While the management information system of construction entities engaged in
construction projects were warranty and means to fulfill the process. All kinds of these
operations and continuous operations acted on each other, finally aiming at ensuring that
construction entity would build a regular, systematic and dimensional revenue management
organization system and seeking for maximization of both social and economic benefits of
construction entity. Beijing Zhongtie Dadu Engineering Co., Ltd., as the construction
enterprise, developed a revenue management system as shown in Figure 5-2.

Figure 5-2 Revenue Management Organization System of Construction Entities Engaged
in Construction Projects

The construction entity mainly adopted construction management measures in the aspect of
preparation prior to construction, management in the construction stage, and completion
acceptance management to realize the maximization of benefits. Details are shown in the
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Figure 5-3.

Figure 5-3 Construction Management Measures adopted by Construction Entities

5.3.4.1 Preparatory Measures in the Preconstruction Stage
Beijing Zhongtie Dadu Engineering Co., Ltd. adopted preparatory measures in the
preconstruction stage according to the characteristics of “Zhongjin Huating Residential
Project” in itself, which mainly included technical preparation and production preparation as
shown in the Figure 5-4.
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Figure 5-4 Preparatory Measures Adopted by Construction Entity in the Preconstruction
Stage
(1) Technical preparation
①Drawings, graphics package, specifications, standards, etc.
To get to know the drawings and design explanations: the chief engineer of the Project
Department organized construction personnel to get to know the drawings and graphics,
checked the drawings and graphics jointly and reviewed them comprehensively from a
specialized perspective to apprehend the design intention, put forth the regular and standard
graphics package required for the project according to the design requirements, which was
claimed uniformly from the company, and had construction personnel to know the
specifications and standards of the project.
② Construction scheme compilation plan
All construction schemes should be compiled before construction in accordance with
specification requirements, and be sure to be highly scientific, pertinent and operable.
Technical scheme explanation work should be well organized.
③ Main office equipment & measuring and test instruments
Each process measuring instrument, engineering detecting instrument, test instrument and
main office equipment should be calibrated before construction.
④ Construction test program
Raw materials were subject to all round test. Main materials, including the raw material of
steel bar, the straight screw connectors to tie steel bars, protective layer of longitudinal tension
bar, concrete bricks, masonry mortar, masonry cement, building sand, SBS waterproof roll,
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etc., were tested in different amount. The results of test should accord with the specified
values of national standards.
⑤ Personnel training
All management of the Project Department was trained three days before commencement of
construction, which covered the contents of contract, construction range, quality objectives,
economic indicators, as well as regulations and requirements, to enable them to get to know
the contents of contract, and be acquainted with the situation of the project. Contract workers
were organized by Project Department and educated about surroundings, on-site safety,
explanations for the construction organization design, and management systems of Project
Department, etc.
⑥Introduction of coordinate points & benchmarks
After entering the construction site, coordinate points and benchmarks were introduced in the
construction site immediately according to the specification requirements, and protected
effectively, as bases of ground leveling and project positioning.

(2) Production preparation
All temporary structures of the project were deployed uniformly according to the company’s
standards, including production facilities and living installations. All the plans for the
temporary structures were designed according to the standard for a “civilized construction
site”, in pursuit of being safe, applicable, economical and beautiful.
① Arrangements of temporary production projects
Production facilities were considered and designed according to the project scale, construction
time, and construction site, etc. The on-site office area (including construction teams), the
management’s living area (including dormitories, canteen, bathrooms, toilets, etc.), and
temporary structures such as pump room, distribution room, wooden work shed, storeroom,
water and electric processing shed, and the shed to store water and electricity materials
needed

to

be

appropriately

located

and

were

built

with

energy-saving

and

environment-friendly materials.
② Field management & arrangements of living facilities
The construction site was arranged in line with the company’s uniform standards for
temporary structures in combination with the development unit’s requirements for the site
planning. Dormitories, activity room, canteen and toilet, etc. were built in the designated areas
outside the site. Workers’ dormitories were provided with two-layer beds, as per 2 ㎡
/person in size.
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③ Processing and ordering plans
Project Manager Department organized construction technicians of all specialties to compile
master production schedules separately according to the construction drawings and the
computing standards for material requirements. Construction technicians of all specialties put
forth a monthly material requirements planning respectively according to the monthly
production schedule and the master production schedule, submitted them to project manager
for approval before reporting to the Equipment Facilities Division of the company. Equipment
Facilities Division supplied equipment and facilities according to the planning.
④ Document transaction
All documents, including construction permit, procedures for environmental protection, health,
security and firefighting, etc., were handled in accordance with regulations of related
documents of Tianjin City, and ready for commencement two weeks after entry into the
construction site.
⑤ Disturbance to and of residents
To reduce noise disturbance to residence and minimize noise on the site, blockage measures
were adopted on the construction site. Construction strictly followed the working hours (from
6:00 a.m. to 22:00 p.m.) stipulated by Tianjin Municipal Construction Management
Committee. After entering the construction site, personnel were arranged specially to
investigate the situation about residents around and visit residents nearby to know well
specific circumstance, then formulated a thorough, viable, principled plan to get along well
with neighbors.

(3) Preparations in other aspects
The foundations of construction mechanical equipment were laid firmly in compliance with
the construction site layout planning. Construction mechanical equipment was installed and
commissioned in time. Neither preparation for construction production nor that for temporary
structures was neglected.

5.3.4.2 Management Measures in the Construction Stage
For the sake of smooth completion of the works in the construction stage, construction time
safeguard measures, quality control measures, measures to guarantee safe and civilized
construction, and technical management measures were adopted in the construction stage,
which are shown in the Figure 5-5.
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Figure 5-5 Management Measures Adopted by Construction Entity in the Construction
Stage

(1) Construction time safeguard measures
The project construction went through a winter and two rainy seasons, and especially was
subject to the influence of the freeze-up. Therefore, the following measures were adopted to
guarantee the achievement of the entire schedule and completion of the construction task.
① Set up an efficient, competent management team and select high-quality labor teams
The project management team with high technical force and strength, and credible and
high-quality labor teams laid a firm foundation for the all-round fulfillment of the project
contract. The structural construction team was divided into four groups (steel bar, plank,
concrete, and water and electricity groups), to conduct the segmental construction on each
floor, and the flow construction in the section process on the basis of divided flow
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construction sections for each building.
② Scientific production management model
The project management team conducted overall network planning control, formulated staged
construction objectives, and grasped dominant processes to control the construction time of
critical paths. Via plan management and coordinated dispatching management work, the
factors that had an effect on the critical paths were analyzed and resolved in the construction.
The network planning was adjusted in time within the allowable scope of construction time;
then construction was organized in accordance with the adjusted planning so that the
construction production was able to be always corrected and controlled without delay even if
affected by the variable resource investment and unforeseeable factors, thus reaching the aim
of dynamic management of the project, and achieving the stage and general objectives.
③ Advanced technical guarantee
A good construction scheme was formulated aimed at the characteristics of the project. Flow
construction sections were divided scientifically and reasonably. Short-section, balanced
process of construction was adopted so that workers may operate delicately and in a more
specialized way, thus improving the quality and efficiency of work. Sufficient labor was
provided; besides an effective construction resources guarantee system was built to ensure
various resources could be supplied in time and the short-section flow construction would
cycle continuously, thus realizing fast-paced construction management and short-time
efficient operations.
④ Strong resource supply guarantee
The plans on the processing, ordering, and procurement of material and equipment, and the
plan for materials, equipment and labor to enter the construction site were compiled to ensure
that various resources could enter the construction site without delay.

(2) Quality control measures
① System safeguard measures
A quality assurance system was built centering on project manager of the project. Project
manager, chief engineer, deputy production manager and section chiefs of all specialties
conducted quality management and inspection throughout unit projects to lay stress on
pre-control and process control. Besides, a permanent quality inspector appointed by the
company conducted quality supervision on the construction site. Thus, process and final
products were guaranteed to meet the quality requirements. The project was provided with
responsible technical, measurement, test, and data management staffs, as well as various
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complete technical management rules and regulations.
② Acceptance of engineering quality
The quality management methods such as “three-inspection system”, “listing system” and
“model system” were executed strictly to put the quality of each process under control, and to
strengthen management in the course of construction. The quality analysis meeting was held
once a week, which was aimed at solving defects, and centralized, ubiquitous problems and
hidden dangers that had an effect on the quality in the project, analyzing potential influencing
causes on quality, studying and working out preventive measures that were to be organized by
chief engineer of the project.
③ Process inspection & application for inspection
Pre-check and inspection and acceptance in all stages of project were done carefully, which
created conditions for the project passing the acceptance inspection smoothly. The quality
objectives were also achieved according to the characteristics of the project.
④ Reward and punishment for project quality
Construction organization design and construction scheme were considered carefully to
instruct construction. In the process control, there was a construction quality review system
and a reward and punishment system to find out the person who was to assume responsibility
for each quality accident that had happened. The punishment for any behaviors that went
against construction drawings, rules and regulations and brought about re-doing was doubled
according to the loss incurred from re-doing.
⑤ Data management measures
According to relevant provisions of the municipal construction committee and the Tianjin
Municipal Quality Supervision Station about the management of construction technical data,
timely collect and sort out technical information and establish and perfect the project
completion archives. All kinds of quality assurance data must be kept in parallel with the
construction and shall not be supplemented subsequently, to ensure that the information is
complete, authentic and tidy.

(3) Measures to ensure safety and civilization
① Be responsible for coordination of works on site and organize and hold construction
meetings regularly; timely learn about, coordinate and resolve problems of all parties
including schedule correction, quality investigation and disposal, design changes, cross
operation, safe and civilized construction and coordination of works of all parties; hold
regular meetings mainly to resolve problems and keep minutes of meetings and submit them
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to the management party and other parties involved. ② Be responsible for safe production
management. Supervise, urge and inspect all subcontractors’ measures and safeguards for
safety in construction and participate in the investigation and handling of major safety
accidents; ③ Maintain all the public facilities on site, ensure smooth water, electricity, traffic
and communication on site, coordinate fair use of the work site, to guarantee the smooth
progress of construction.

4) Technical management
Detailed design and management of construction drawings, drawings review, design changes
and project negotiation management, construction organizational design (program)
management, construction technical disclosure management, inspection and testing
management,

construction

technical

data

management

and document

information

management.

5.3.4.3 Management measures at final acceptance stage
Beijing Zhongtie Dadu Engineering Co., Ltd. management measures at final acceptance stage
mainly include five aspects, specifically: ① to prepare final acceptance plans; ② to
organize on-site acceptance; ③ to complete final accounts; ④ to hand over completion data;
⑤ to handle procedures for hand-over of the project, as shown in Figure 5-6.

Figure 5-6 Management Measures of Construction Entity at Final Acceptance Stage

(1) Management of final acceptance data
The construction entity shall, according to final acceptance conditions, carefully sort out the
project completion data, establish a sound completion data management system, and
implement scientific collection, directional hand-over and unified attribution for easy access
and retrieval. Completion data shall include project construction technical data, project data,
project quality inspection and assessment data, as-built drawing and other materials which
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should be submitted as required.

(2) Final claims management
Reasonably manage the claims. In the process of construction, timely collect and sort out the
documents which have been approved by the supervising engineer such as construction
schedule, construction program and construction organizational design.

5.3.5 Experience and summary
According to the analysis of the influencing factors of the income of the construction
enterprises in competitive projectsin Chapter III and the construction of the profit
management model in Chapter IV, the construction enterprise’s own factors have the greatest
influence on its income, among which its management level is the most important. The three
major influencing factors are the design changes of the design units, the influence of the
construction units, and the behavior of the social groups in other factors (affecting the
progress of the construction). To this end, the “Zhongjin Huating Residential Project”, a
typical competitive construction project, delivers good revenue management lessons as shown
in Figure 5-7 for other similar competitive project construction enterprises to scientifically
manage income.
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Figure 5-7 Summary of Experience from “Zhongjin Huating Residential Project”
(1) Collaboration and communication with stakeholders
The project construction process is completed through cooperation among the development
unit, design unit, supervision unit, EPC, subcontractors and suppliers, so the works of each
party should be coordinated and managed.

(2) Construction organization and coordination
It’s necessary to take full account of the influencing factors of various construction assurance
resources, scientifically and reasonably arrange the overall deployment of construction tasks,
labors, resources, time and space.
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(3) Contract terms signing measures
Develop terms and conditions related to the rights and obligations of the construction entity
and the development unit, including the terms and conditions of personnel dispatch, price,
payment and settlement, insurance, acceptance, maintenance, claims, force majeure and
arbitration. These terms and conditions are directly related to the benefit distribution
proportion of both parties, and the amount of costs and claims in tenderer’s offer.

(4) Construction schedule measures
1) Organizational measures. To ensure smooth project schedule, we should establish an
efficient project management department to be responsible for various construction
management including schedule management. 2) Management measures. Develop a schedule,
supervise the completion of schedule of professional subcontractors, provide schedule at the
given time, track and inspect the actual professional construction schedule;engineers
supervise and check the progress of works to see whether the actual progress is consistent
with, ahead of or behind the schedule. 3) Technical measures. Do technical disclosure well
prior to the commencement of construction, organize technicians to learn and master the
bidding documents, construction technical specifications, project quality standards and
construction processes. 4) Economic measures. Use fixed sums for a fixed purpose. Upon
completion of control period in various stages, pay labor costs to specialized personnel
without delay, prevent the impact of financial problems on the construction schedule, fully
ensure labors, machinery and materials to enter the work site timely. 5) Strengthen
communications among all parties. Smoothly communicate with the development unit, design
unit, supervision unit and suppliers of materials and equipment, do well in channel
coordination and jointly control the progress of works.
(5) Construction safety measures
1) Safety management measures. Mainly including the safety production responsibility
system for all personnel at all levels, safety production targets, management system and safety
inspection system,safety education system, safety technical measures plan system, safety
disclosure system, special operation personnel management system, safety acceptance system,
group safety activities system, accident report, investigation and handling system, safety,
reward and punishment system, etc. To ensure the implementation of these systems, divide the
safety production responsibility targets into different parts for every person to implement,
strictly assess and link the assessment results with salaries. 2) Safety technical measures.
Make a reasonable layout, arrange sidewalk and logistics channels, temporary facilities,
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materials and machinery in the overall construction site plan in accordance with health and
safety provisions, implement fire control, safety and first-aid facilities. 3) Preparation of
safety risk plan, including safety technical measures for special equipment, new process, new
materials, new equipment, protection and safety device for various on-site machinery and
equipment, organize and design on-site temporary electricity and construction, underground
obstruction clean-up and channel control line protection program.

(6) Construction quality measures
1) Materials control, mainly including the control of raw materials, finished products,
semi-finished products and accessories, strict inspection and acceptance, reasonable
utilization and establishment of management accounts, technical management of receipt,
dispatch, storage, transportation and other links to avoid using unqualified raw materials in
the project. 2) Machinery control, mainly including the control of construction machinery,
equipment and tools. Choose proper machinery and equipment according to different process
characteristics and technical requirements, properly use, manage and store the machinery and
equipment. 3) Process quality control. Reasonably control the quality of process activity
conditions and the quality of process activity effects. 4) Methods control, including the
control of construction program, construction process, construction organizational design,
construction technology and construction measures according to the actual situation of the
project and able to resolve construction problems, in timely and feasible manner, economical
and reasonable, conducive to ensuring quality, accelerating the progress of works and reduce
the cost.

(7) Construction cost measures
Forecast the construction cost, including labor, materials, machinery, field facilities,
management costs to strengthen the quality and technical management. In project construction,
the project manager is the primary person in charge of the cost control, comprehensively
organize the cost management of the project department, timely grasp and analyze the
profitability and quickly take efficient measures; reasonably organize construction in the
premise of ensuring the quality and completing tasks on time to reduce the project cost;
prepare advanced, economical and reasonable construction program to shorten the
construction period, enhance the quality and reduce the cost, choosing a correct construction
program is the key to reduce cost; in the progress of implementation, make efforts to seek new
process, new technology and new materials to reduce consumption of resources and enhance
the process and technical measures to reduce cost; strictly control the quality, prevent
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reworking, shorten the time for acceptance and save expenses.

(8) Other measures
1) Human resource. Allocate human resources well, plan multiple channels for recruitment,
arrange and adjust human resources based on the position, strengthen team building, establish
a sound human resources management system, build up sound training and competition
mechanism for all personnel of the project; 2) Document data. Develop standardized data
management system, clarify the process and regulation for data and relevant matters,
standardize data management, classify and sort out the received materials according to the
given category, terminology, name and number; 3) Certification for on-site changes.
Strengthen the on-site certification in the construction stage, clarify the scope of certification,
and strengthen the certification accountability of field personnel in administrative time.
Determine effective measures to strengthen the on-site certification management, enhance
legal awareness, prevent certification audit risks, strengthen technical training and improve
the overall quality of the construction cost personnel.

5.4 Analysis on basic project application case
5.4.1 Project overview
High-speed rail is a Chinese brand, and high-speed rail construction project is a typical basic
construction projects. On this basis, this paper took the basic under-construction basic project
– “JSJJSG-9 section of Beijing-Hebei segment pre-station engineering of the newly-built
Beijing-Shenyang railway passenger dedicated line” as an example for analysis. The
development unit of the project is a government and the construction unit is China Railway
22ndBureau Group Co., Ltd. The mileage from the beginning to the end of the JSJJSG-9
section of Beijing segment pre-station engineering of Beijing-Shenyang railway passenger
dedicated line is DK73+530.91~DIK92+666 (long chain of 15.198km); the 1.361km tunnel at
the end of the section is constructed by construction unit of the JSJJSG-8 section and the
length of main track is 34.333km. The whole line is located within Miyun County, passing by
Henanzhai Town, Jugezhuang Town and Dachengzi Town. There are 14 bridges, totally
13.531km; there are 26 culverts, 3 frame structure bridges and 4 tunnels, totally 12.232km;
the total length of roadbed is 7.005km. The interval cubic meters of earth and stone is 1.53
million, including 0.81 million of excavation and 0.72 million of filling; the cubic meters of
earth and stone at the station yard is 0.37 million; there is 1 girder fabrication yard with
457-hole prefabricated box and 1 track board plant with 43,460 pieces of prefabricated III
board. The total investment is 3 billion yuan. The project mainly includes roadbed
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engineering, bridge and culvert engineering (including the fabrication, transportation and
erection of girder), tunnel engineering, auxiliary and corresponding post-station supporting
engineering at Miyun station yard, track board prefabrication and transportation (whole
Beijing segment and JSJJSG-7~8 sections of Hebei segment); laying of ballastless track bed
and other relevant engineering, etc.
JSJJSG-9 section interval roadbed earthwork 1,462,182 construction entity, station yard
earthwork 368,256.6 construction entity; super-large bridge: 15943.41 linear meters/6 bridges;
large bridge: 1389.63 linear meters/5 bridges; medium bridge: 217.37 linear meters/4 bridges,
frame type bridge: 2005.16 top surface square meters; cover plate box culvert: 125.46
horizontal linear meters, frame culvert: 716.86 horizontal linear meters; tunnel of L＞4km
(the Lihuading tunnel DIK91+305～DIK92+666 section is constructed by construction unit of
JSJJSG-8 section of Hebei segment): 12,427 linear meters, tunnel of L≤4km: 1370 linear
meters; prefabricated track plates: 43,460 pieces, layering of ballastless track bed: 66.508km;
prefabricate and erect 32m double-line box girder with 318 holes and 24m double-line box
girder with 40 holes; prefabricate and erect 32m single-line box girder with 91 holes and 24m
double-line box girder with 8 holes.
Overall objectives of the high-speed rail construction project include:

1) Quality objective: the construction quality should conform to relevant standard, regulations
and design documents of the state, the original Ministry of Railways and China Railway, the
qualified rate of inspection lot, sub-divisional and partitioned project should be 100%, the
one-time acceptance rate of unit engineering should be 100%, and it is required to strictly
perform the managerial documents requirements such as related quality management method
issued by China Railway; the construction unit should be responsible for engineering quality
within reasonable service life of the project;

2) Safe production objective: put an end to especially serious accidents and grave accidents of
production safety; restrain major production safety accidents and reduce general production
safety accidents. Put an end to various death liability accidents. Put an end to various serious
injury liability accidents; there should be no grave or above road traffic accidents caused by
construction; completely eradicate general and above mechanical equipment liability
accidents, and fire, initiating explosive device and pressure vessel explosion liability
accidents. There should be no Class C or above accidents in railway business line; put an end
to collapse accidents of tunnel engineering;
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3) Construction period objective: the scheduled date of commencement of Beijing segment of
Beijing-Shenyang railway passenger dedicated line: October 20, 2015; the scheduled date of
completion: June 30, 2020, totally 57 months. The scheduled date of commencement of this
section: October 20, 2015; the scheduled date of completion: June 30, 2019, totally 45 months.
The phased construction period requirements should also be met.

4) Environmental protection objective: comply with relevant laws and regulations on
environmental protection and water and soil conservation, strictly organize the construction of
this section according to the environmental impact statement, reply on environmental
protection and water and soil conservation as well as requirements of design documents to
ensure that there will be no collective complaint incidents, the landscape along the railway
will not be destroyed, surface water and underground water will not be polluted and plants
will be effectively protected to make environmental protection monitoring items and results
meeting the requirements of design documents and relevant regulations;

5) Occupational health objective: ensure the physical health and life safety of employees.
Establish and perfect occupational health management system and measures to realize that the
qualified rate of physical examination of employees is 100%, the qualified rate of training for
poison and harm diagnosis is 100% and the rate of employment with certificate for special
type of work is 100%;

6) Civilized construction target: the site layout is reasonable, the environment is tidy, the
logistics is in order and the signs are striking; the construction site and road are free of dust,
mud and hollow; materials are stacked neatly, mechanical equipment is placed in order, and
production living area is neat; production office area is tidy, living-dwelling area is clean,
kitchen and dining hall are clean, toilet drainage area is clean; water pipe is water-tight,
electric wire is leak-proof, house is rain-tight, vehicles are oil tight and air conduct is
leak-proof;

7) Investment control target: this engineering is expected to use 3.0006 billion yuan. On the
premise of ensuring engineering quality and comprehensively realizing the designed usage,
control the construction investment within the range of bidding price, strive to control the
total cost within the scope of relevant budget and reduce unnecessary engineering change.
Complete the contractual task in a fast, safe, effective and low-consumption way with
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economic rationality as standard.

5.4.2 Stakeholders of the project
As the basic project is featured by long construction period, large investment amount, high
risk, high engineering technical standard, difficult construction control, and wide range of
benefit, many stakeholders are involved, mainly including: development unit, construction
unit, government, supervising unit, adjacent construction unit and other interested parties
(supplier, transport sector, local relevant competent department and local residents, etc.).
Based on the stakeholder theory, combined with project characteristics, the relationship
between the stakeholders is shown in Figure 5-8.

Figure 5-8 Stakeholders of “Engineering JSJJSG-9 section”

(1) Development unit
This project is a basic project and the development unit is A government who authorizes and
delegates the project construction, carries out supervision and management, coordination and
urge on the whole project, and provide land and fund for construction; in order to ensure the
project completion in accordance with the quality and period required, improve economic
benefit and achieve the target of maximum investment interests, the government will
participate in the construction scheme and construction technology measures of construction
entities and implement various work inspections in real time. The government will provide
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construction entities with design specification drawings and construction site formation; the
contract letting party will provide geological survey data and underground pipeline condition
before official commencement to ensure the smooth implementation of the project.

(2) Construction unit
The construction unit is China Railway 22 Bureau Group Co., Ltd. which was established on
July 8, 1998, and its business scope includes the construction and pipeline installation of
railway, subway, highway, wharf, airport, port, tunnel, bridge, water conservancy, electric
power, postal and telecommunications, municipal administration, industrial and civil
residence engineering, etc. The Group has formed professional advantages in tunnel
construction field and had powerful construction ability and core competitiveness. According
to the engineering content and actual situation, the Group has set “management department
for JSJJSG-9 section of Beijing-Hebei Segment pre-station engineering of the newly-built
Beijing-Shenyang railway passenger dedicated line” on site. The management department
should take full charge of the field engineering construction according to contract
requirements, complete the engineering task according to the quality and period required,
perform Party B’s obligations and responsibilities, and be responsible to the owner. It adopts
project implementation method and performs three-level management of “project
management department → work area → shelf team. Under the project management
department, seven functional departments are set, i.e., engineering department, safety and
quality department, planning contract department, material and equipment department,
financial department, test room and office.

(3) Government
The government is mainly responsible for the supervision and administration of safety, quality,
construction period and environment, etc., complies with relevant policies, laws and
regulations of the state, China Railway and Beijing Municipality, pursues the maximization of
social benefits, and cooperates with the development unit and construction unit to implement
the engineering smoothly.

(4) Supervising unit
The consortium of Beijing Tieyan Construction Supervision Co., Ltd. and Korea Rail
Network Authority is responsible for supervising this section. For the purpose of this project,
the supervising unit carries out supervision and administration, makes construction scheme
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and construction plan, provides mechanical equipment configuration, personnel organization,
raw material test report, concrete design results as well as surveying and setting out data
according to features of this engineering; carries out inspection, acceptance and certificate
issuance work on concealed engineering, as well as inspection on mechanical equipment for
raw material construction and approval on construction technology; completes measurement
payment of the engineering, engineering change, expense claim for development unit and
supervision and administration on price adjustment according to the contract, which may
improve the economic benefit of development unit to a certain degree.

(5) Other interested parties
1) Adjacent construction unit. The construction work and period of adjacent construction unit
may have an influence on construction period, land occupation, communication, construction
schedule, use and maintenance of road for construction in this section. It is required to
reasonably arrange engineering construction sequence connected by different specialties and
complete construction cooperation and coordination to ensure smooth implementation of the
engineering.

2) Supplier. Regarding the materials purchased by Party B beyond those provided by Party A,
especially a great deal of rubbles and river sand, etc., the supply station should be responsible
for the complete investigation on local material market and material resources. On the basis of
complete investigation, suitable material organization should organize tendering procurement,
and select the supplier with stronger supply capacity, and the quality of supplied materials
conforming to construction design requirements.

3) Local residents. This section passes by Dachengzi Town, Jugezhuang Town and Henanzhai
Town of Miyun County. Demolition categories include houses, forest land and cultivated land,
etc.; forest land is in the majority. According to the overall schedule, it was required to
support the owner and local government to complete the demolition by the end of December,
2015. In order to achieve the target within construction period, the construction entities should
communicate and coordinate with local residents for demolition and land acquisition.

4) Local transport sector
Due to the construction of shortcut, roadbed and bridges, it was required to move and modify
the above-ground and underground pipeline of existing part. The administrative regulations of
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transport sector on construction transportation would influence the running of construction
motor vehicles and large machine, affecting the construction safety, progress and benefits.

5.4.3 The influence of stakeholders on benefits of construction entities
There are many factors influencing the benefits of construction entities in JSJJSG-9 section;
According to the analysis of the factors influencing the income of the construction enterprises
in Chapter III,different factors may have different influence degrees on the benefits of
construction entities; during construction of the project, the required degree of concern of
construction entities is also different. How to determine the factors influencing the revenue of
construction entities during basic project construction is the foundation for construction
entities to enhance benefit management, also the foundation for cooperation with government
department to realize social benefits. This construction process was completed through
multi-cooperation of local competent government department, development unit, supervisor,
design and adjacent construction unit (see Figure 5-9); how to coordinate and organize the
management work of all parties is one of the key factors to realize construction period, quality,
safety and cost reduction. The coordination degree of all stakeholders may produce different
influences on revenue of construction entities. According to the results of the equilibrium
analysis in the research on revenue management model of the basic project construction
enterprises proposed in Chapter IV, the basic project construction unit needs to coordinate
with its various stakeholders in order to improve its own income. Specific practices are as
follows:

Adjacent
construction unit

Test
Cooperation
Design unit

Cooperation
Cooperation

Local transport
sector

Cooperation
Construction unit

Subsequent
engineering
Cooperation
Cooperation

Supervising unit

Cooperation
Competent
government
department

Cooperation
Development unit

Figure 5-9 Cooperation of Construction Unit and Stakeholders
1) Cooperation with local competent government department
During construction, positively contact with local government, towns and relevant public
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security, traffic safety and quality supervision departments, actively compete for the guidance
and support of local government, comply with relevant laws and regulations of national and
local government and cooperate with local government to complete public security and traffic
work within the construction area to ensure the smooth construction.

2) Cooperation with development unit
Strictly implement the management system related to engineering quality, construction period,
safety, civilized construction and environmental protection of development unit; lay out
construction site in strict accordance with the construction plan agreed by owner, and submit
related statements to owner on time. Positively participate in the construction-related
meetings organized by owner, actively cooperate with the owner to carry out various
inspection works, accept the requirements of owner on construction unit and make
improvement and implementation according to the requirements of development unit.
Strictly implement the coordination and cooperation of development unit with competent
administrative department of local government, design unit and supervising unit, positively
and actively provide conditions for inspection and supervision work of relevant units. In case
of emergency in adjacent section, find a solution by full cooperation and assistance according
to the requirements of owner.

3) Cooperation with supervisor
① Fully perform the contract and the commitment made at the time of bidding; ② before
commencement of engineering, provide supervising engineer with detailed construction
scheme, construction plan, mechanical equipment configuration, personnel organization, raw
material test report, concrete design results as well as surveying and setting out data, etc., and
start construction after recognized by the supervising engineer; ③ cooperate with the
supervising unit to complete quality management during construction. On the basis of internal
special inspection and “three inspections” system, accept the acceptance inspection of
supervising engineer, and make modification according to the requirements of supervising
engineer. Carry out inspection, acceptance and certificate issuance work on concealed
engineering, as well as inspection on mechanical equipment for raw material construction and
approval on construction technology; ④ accept engineering quality inspection, mainly
including process inspection, acceptance during construction, acceptance of unit engineering,
completion acceptance of all engineering, and accept the quality inspection within quality
defect liability period; ⑤ cooperate with the supervising unit to complete the investment
management work of engineering construction, mainly including the measurement payment
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of engineering, engineering change, expense claim and price adjustment according to the
contract, etc. ⑥ positively cooperate with the supervising unit to supervise and manage the
construction progress, cooperate with the supervising unit to obtain the approval of
commencement order of the engineering, to formulate and adjust the construction schedule,
and to realize the planning of construction period.

4) Cooperation with design unit
Organize to participant in design disclosure, make clear the design intent, establish situation
report system during construction, record the design problems encountered during
construction, timely contact with the design unit; optimize construction scheme, and
communicate with design unit and seek for opinions for any change of major construction
scheme; enhance review check on engineering geological condition and hydrogeological
condition, timely contact with design unit in case of any inconsistency between design data
and geological condition, and provide necessary data for improvement of engineering design;
positively cooperate with design unit to complete design management and collection work of
site data.

5) Cooperation with adjacent construction unit
Enhance coordination with adjacent section in respect of construction site layout,
breakthrough survey, construction work arrangement, use and maintenance of road for
construction to ensure reasonable layout, low occupation of cultivated land and farmland, and
smooth construction. Positively and actively contact with construction units of signal and
communication, etc., fully consider the layout of construction site and temporary facilities,
reasonably arrange engineering construction sequence connected by different specialties,
complete construction cooperation and reduce construction disturbance.

6) Cooperation with subsequent engineering
① If subsequent engineering may damage or pollute the last completed engineering, it is
necessary to take corresponding measures before construction; ② the link between
specialties and internal coordination management have to follow the unified arrangement of
owner. When this section is linked with the working procedure of other units, it is necessary
to positively support the unified coordination and command of the development unit and the
supervising engineer; ③ before construction of subsequent engineering, the it is necessary
for the last completed engineering to provide required construction and technical conditions,
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and special person should be assigned to coordinate the linking of last and next working
procedure; ④ the construction of subsequent engineering can only be started after the last
completed engineering is qualified through acceptance inspection and confirmed by site
supervising engineer by signature. The link between each other should be reasonably arranged
for smooth transition.

7) Test cooperation
① Establish the test cooperation team with deputy chief engineer responsible for test work as
the team leader and test room director of shelf team as members to be fully responsible for the
test cooperation work; ② establish engineering test center in management department, equip
test instrument and test personnel supporting this construction section; ③ positively
cooperate with the supervising engineer for on-site sampling test; ④ carry out statistics
analysis and processing according to the requirements of the owner and the supervisor on
various test results, establish test file and submit the test file on time as required; ⑤
positively cooperate with the owner and the supervisor for supervision, inspection and
management on test engineering center; ⑥ under the leadership of test cooperation team, the
test center positively cooperates with the owner and the design unit to complete other test
tasks.

8) Cooperation with local transport sector
① Actively get in touch, coordinate and cooperate with local transport sector to determine
reasonable construction transportation plan, enhance the cooperation with business line
operation unit department, positively contact with relevant department, and establish safety
protection measures according to specific requirements of relevant department; ②
construction motor vehicles run in national road or local road, comply with local policies and
administrative regulations of traffic policy department, observe Road Traffic Safety Law of the
People's Republic of China and shipping-related regulations, maintain traffic order and
guarantee transportation safety; ③ all motor vehicles are always in sound condition,
frequently overhauled and regularly maintained; ④ the mechanical equipment and material
storage for construction don’t intrude into existing roads or influence the traffic; ⑤
investigate in advance the width of subgrade, the width of bridge and culvert and the load for
running of large machinery; when the road should be widened and the bridge and culvert
should be reinforced, contact with local transport sector and obtain their consent before you
do this. Recover the original state after passing of vehicles or completion of the construction;
⑥ set safety signs and safety supervision post at the intersection of road for construction and
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existing road, and assign special person to direct construction vehicles; ⑦ set safety signs,
safety supervision post at the busy shortcut to direct pedestrians and vehicles, and to ensure
vehicle transportation and pedestrian safety.

5.4.4 Construction management measures of construction entities
Critical line of this section: construction preparation → Lishuding tunnel 2# inclined shaft
and main tunnel construction →ballastless track bed construction → supporting track laying
and post-station construction → supporting post-station closing work and integration test and
commissioning. In order to complete the construction line, the construction enterprise China
Railway 22nd Bureau Group Co., Ltd. developed specific construction management measures
from preparation state — construction stage — construction acceptance stageaccording to the
principle of the basic project construction revenue management model proposed in Chapter IV,
as shown in Figure 5-10.

Figure 5-10 Specific Construction Management Measures of Construction entities
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5.4.4.1 Management measures for construction preparation stage
In order to ensure the smooth commencement, effective and orderly implementation of the
engineering, the project department of China Railway 22ndBureau Group Co., Ltd. carried out
construction preparation measure (see Figure 5-11): land requisition and demolition; large and
small temporary facilities construction; technical preparation; organization preparation;
roadbed construction preparation; bridge and culvert construction preparation; tunnel
construction preparation. Controlling the risk of construction in advance from various aspects
plays a positive role in quality improvement and engineering cost reduction.

(1) Land requisition and demolition
This section passes by Dachengzi Town, Jugezhuang Town and Henanzhai Town of Miyun
County. Demolition categories include houses, forest land and cultivated land, etc.; forest land
is in the majority. According to the overall schedule, it was required to support the owner and
local government to complete the demolition by the end of December, 2015.
Due to the construction of construction road, roadbed and bridges, it was required to move
and modify the above-ground and underground pipeline of existing part. Three pipelines of
Datang fuel gas, which influence the underline engineering construction and road smoothness,
should be completed protection construction before February 1, 2016; five extra-high voltage
power lines, which influence the erection of box girder, should be completed demolition
before February 1, 2016.
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Figure 5-11 Management Measures for Construction Preparation Stage

(2) Large and small temporary facilities construction
One plating yard; one material plant; one box girder fabrication (storage) yard; one graded
broken stone mixing station; two tunnel construction waste water treatment sites; construction
camps: 36,400m2.

(3) Technical preparation
Technical preparation work is divided into technical preparation of office work and technical
preparation of field work.
① Technical preparation of office work mainly includes: carefully read and review
construction drawings, understand design intent, and prepare review report; carry out specific
design of temporary engineering facilities; compile implementary construction organization
design (including quality plan); establish various targeted quality and safety guarantee
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measures; formulate technical management method and implementation rules according to
engineering construction features, and prepare all necessary reference materials such as
reference drawing, standard drawing, acceptance standard, construction guidance and
construction manual. Compile construction safety manual and organize pre-job technical
training for construction personnel.
② Technical preparation of field work mainly includes: detailed site investigation and
geological review and exploration; site delivery-receiving pile and peg embedment and retest;
flooring investigation, roadbed filling investigation, indoor high-performance concrete mix
proportions preference, soil sampling work and test; demarcation of various detecting
instrument and equipment and handling of measurement certificate of qualification; selection
of mortar mix ratio; all external technical data involved in construction work.
Technical preparation work should achieve “preparation items are complete, execution
standard is correct, content is perfect and complete, make plan and layout in advance, provide
guidance and disclosure in time, and emphasize inspection and implementation”.

(4) Organization preparation
Organize the arrival of equipment and personnel according to the requirements of tender
documents and contract period for construction, develop work quickly, mobilize construction
personnel involved in this section, make clear division of labor, with everyone having
responsibility and each one performing their duties, so as to implement all preparations
effectively and orderly.

(5) Roadbed construction preparation
①Drawing check and construction site investigation
Check the design drawing according to actual situation on site, preliminarily review and test
the filling according to the nature of foundation soil and the distribution of soft soil and
spongy soil, and investigate the town planning, land resource and filling source of the section
where the construction site is located to provide basis for the formulation of construction
scheme.
② Site investigation of main temporary engineering
The layout of temporary engineering facilities such as shortcut, auxiliary bridge, soil taking
and discarding ground, graded broken stone mixing station and construction camps should be
reasonable, compact, and it is forbidden to build them at will; try to reduce the damage to
vegetation, occupy no country road, and keep the traffic unobstructed. High-noise production
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facilities such as mixing station should be located far away from residential area. The water
drainage around the site should be smooth, and there should be no ponding and pollution
accumulation. Fully consider the influence of them on the original land drainage for fear of
preventing the discharge of surface runoff and affecting the production and life of local
residents.
③ Equipment type selection
In order to meet the requirements on engineering progress and construction quality, the
mechanization construction is required. Select large earthwork excavation, transport and
heavy vibrating compact machinery (supported by small vibrating compact machinery in
transition section), and equip graded broken stone paving and mixing equipment for special
use. In the area lack of filling, adopt far-transported roadbed filling, and equip corresponding
transportation equipment for construction.
④Prepare construction organization design of each roadbed engineering
Before construction of special roadbed and road bed with unfavorable geology, it is required
to check the geological data of the engineering; when geological condition on site is
inconsistent with design, timely request to modify and improve the design documents. Prepare
construction organization design of each roadbed, correctly select construction entities’
regulations and reasonably organize construction according to the quantity, features,
geological conditions, construction period and environmental protection requirements of the
engineering to ensure the quality of roadbed engineering.
⑤ Process test
Before full-scale construction of roadbed engineering, select a section with certain length for
test to determine mechanical equipment combination, construction process, quality control
point and test method, mainly including the process test of the following items: graded broken
stone filling and transition section, etc.

(6) Bridge and culvert construction preparation
① Horizontal control survey
Lay out control network for super-large bridge, large bridge and curved bridge to ensure the
precision of axis and abutment construction. The first-class network of super-large bridge and
large bridge adopts triangulateration network (geodetic quadrangle); add insertion point or
precise traverse point as secondary control point. In the measurement of triangulateration
network, measure the triangulated height of each control point with concurrent horizontal and
vertical measurement method. Implement according to Provisional Regulations for Survey of
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Ballastless Track Railway Engineering of Passenger Dedicated Line.
② Establish monitoring measurement plan and informational construction management
system
As the span of super-large (large) bridge is long and the pier is high, construction monitoring
is required in the whole construction process. Construction monitoring contents include: pile
foundation settlement observation, pier body deformation observation and continuous beam
suspended casting deflection monitoring. Establish monitoring measurement plan and
informational management system, and incorporate them into the whole construction process.
③ Check drawing and prepare implementary construction organization design
Determine the working surface of construction according to the total duration of bridge
construction, and equip bridge construction machinery according to the working surface of
construction. Percussion drill is adopted as the construction machinery of pored pile;
cast-in-place bracket or travelling form bridge fabrication machine is adopted for construction
of in-situ poured simply-supported box girder. Supporting bridge construction machinery
conforms to the total duration requirement of the engineering.
④ Supporting bridge construction machinery
Determine the working surface of construction according to the total duration of bridge
construction, and equip bridge construction machinery according to the working surface of
construction. Percussion drill is adopted as the construction machinery of pored pile;
cast-in-place bracket or travelling form bridge fabrication machine is adopted for construction
of simply-supported box girder. Supporting bridge construction machinery conforms to the
total duration requirement of the engineering.

(7) Tunnel construction preparation
① Horizontal control survey
This engineering is laid control network to ensure the precision of axis and abutment
construction. The first class network of super-large bridge and large bridge adopts
triangulateration network (geodetic quadrangle); add insertion point or precise traverse point
as secondary control point. In the measurement of triangulateration network, measure the
triangulated height of each control point with concurrent horizontal and vertical measurement
method.
② Check drawing and prepare implementary construction organization design
Investigate the position of tunnel entrance and auxiliary adit according to the provided profile
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diagram and plan, investigate and verify the rationality of tunnel entrance and auxiliary adit.
After commencement of construction, firstly build temporary road for construction, erect
construction power supply line, construct water supply facility and pave water supply pipeline,
build top catchwater, excavate earthwork of entrance section. After excavation of entrance site,
install and build equipment and facilities of tunnel air supply, water supply, power generation,
concrete production and steel structure processing, etc. Portal should be constructed in
non-rainy season after tunnel-entering construction is normal.

5.4.4.2 Overall construction measurement and management
Before official commencement of the engineering, complete all review measurement and
control measurement work. Formulate and implement practicable and effective measurement
conforming to measurement requirements according to the engineering position, topographic
condition, the importance of engineering structure and specific technical requirements of the
engineering on measurement, etc. See “Construction Measurement Work Process Diagram”
for construction measurement work process, as shown in Figure 5-12.

(1) Construction review measurement
The delivery-receiving stake should be organized by the owner on site with the joint
participation of design unit, supervising unit and construction unit; the content of
delivery-receiving stake include line connecting control pile, horizontal control pile, leveling
point and adjacent section control pile; examine pile position and check whether the point
position identification and point number mark are consistent with data, and check point
location embedment place and reinforcement pattern, whether kept intact, moved or damaged,
etc.; related office work data collected and organized include: control pile outcome table,
leveling base elevation outcome table, line curve table (coordinate of intersection point and
curve element) and calculation datum of coordinate system, plane coordinate system of line,
etc. Finally form the summary of delivery-receiving stake.
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Figure 5-12 Construction Measurement Work Process Diagram

(2) Review measurement
① Review measurement of horizontal control network
Review measurement of horizontal control network is carried out according to the same
precision, same grade and same measurement method of design control network, adopting
GPS static relative positioning measurement, forming polygonal simultaneous loop, measured
in edge connection / network connection.
② Review measurement of elevation control network
Bench mark elevation measurement is carried out according to the same precision and same
grade of design. High-precision electronic level gauge, supported with steel ruler, is used for
observation in strict accordance with various technical indexed required by Specification for
the Second Order Leveling; data is recorded automatically; check precision indexes and
tolerance in real time during measurement to ensure the observation quality of field work.
③ Review measurement outcome
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When the mutual deviation of review measurement outcome and design outcome meet the
requirement of specification, adopt the design value. When mutual deviation is out of limit,
carry out independent review measurement again on the section out of limit; when the mutual
deviation is confirmed out of limit, report it to supervising unit and design unit, and finally the
outcome will be corrected by the design unit.

(3) Review measurement and encryption of leveling height point
Carry out review measurement according to the leveling data submitted by design institute
and the requirement of same-grade leveling point measurement, and perform level review
measurement of the whole section with digital level gauge; leveling review measurement
should be carried out according to the leveling line of design. Add leveling point for bridge
longer than 300m and tunnel longer than 500m; encrypted leveling point should be set
independently and measured according to the requirements of precise leveling. The added
leveling point is better to be about 100m-150m from the central line of route for fear of
construction disturbance or damage; the encrypted leveling point should be selected in the
safe and quiet place with solid soil texture, convenient for observation and beneficial for
long-term preservation; markstone can be prefabricated with concrete and embedded on site
or poured and embedded on site according to markstone embedment specification and
quantity (see Specifications for the Third and Fourth Order Leveling).

(4) Measurement organization and measurement
The content of measurement organization and management includes: establish the
measurement team with strong specialty, high quality, stable personnel and sufficient number;
implement technical standard, measurement technology disclosure and training to unify the
understanding; establish and perfect measurement work system of engineering to standardize
and detail the measurement work; adopt advanced technology, carry out automation and
improve efficiency during engineering measurement to reduce the probability of human error;
persist in review measurement, and adopt different measurement technology, method and
condition to carry out independent measurement; enhance the safe-keeping and maintenance
system of measuring instrument and equipment to calibrate measuring instrument and
equipment regularly.
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5.4.4.3 Management measures for construction stage
According to the analysis of the factors influencing the income of the construction enterprises
in Chapter III, the most important factor is the management level of the construction
enterprises. Management at construction stage is the effective embodiment and the key link of
the construction enterprise management level.On this basis, the construction enterprise
formulated specific management measures for construction stage according to the features of
“JSJJSG-9 section”, mainly used for construction control from construction quality assurance
measures, construction safety management measures, construction period control measures,
investment control measures, environmental protection, water and soil conservation measures,
historic preservation measures and other measures. See Figure 5-13 for specific information.

(1) Construction quality assurance measures
1) Raw material quality control measures
① Raw materials should be purchased and managed by specially-assigned person according
to the requirements of technical quality. Handover records of various materials should be done
carefully between purchasing personnel and construction personnel; ② upon arrival of raw
materials, check the variety, specification, quantity and quality certificate of them, and take
samples and do retest according to relevant standard. Qualified raw materials can be accepted,
while unqualified raw materials will be removed according to relevant regulations. ③ upon
arrival of raw materials, timely establish “raw materials management ledger”, including the
name, variety, specification, quantity, production unit, supply unit, “quality certificate”
number, “retest report” number, test result and purchase date, etc. “raw materials management
ledger” should be filled correctly, authentically and completely; ④ cement and mineral
additives are respectively stored with bulk bin. Powder materials in bags are stored in special
storehouse during transportation and storage; they cannot be stacked in the air and special
attention should be paid to moisture protection; ⑤ coarse aggregate should follow grading
procurement, grading transportation, grading stacking and grading measurement according to
technical conditions; ⑥ establish stacking place and clear identification of raw materials,
which conform to industrialized production, indicating the name, variety, production factory,
production date and arrival date of materials. Raw materials should be stacked with
demarcation mark for fear of misuse. Harden the aggregate stacking filed and set necessary
drainage facility.
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Figure 5-13 Management Measures for Construction Stage
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2) Roadbed engineering quality assurance measures
According the features of roadbed engineering, the quality control points for roadbed
construction of this section are: ① roadbed filling; ② transition section of road and bridge,
road and culvert; ③ settlement observation control after construction.
① Roadbed filling
Before official filling of roadbed, firstly carry out earthwork compaction process test to
determine process parameters, equipment type selection and establish process implementation
rules as control measures of roadbed filling. During construction, strictly organize
construction in strict accordance with the construction process summarized in test, and
meanwhile, continuously improve construction quality control measures according to actual
situation to ensure the quality of roadbed engineering.
② Construction of transition section
In order to strictly control the filling thickness and length of roadbed and adjacent transition
section, and ensure filling quality, firstly draw the profile map of transition section in
proportion, draw the demarcation line of transition section of each filling layer with adjacent
roadbed in the profile map according to the laying thickness of filling in transition section,
measure the length of each corresponding section, and then draw each filling layer on the rear
wall of structure according to the actual filling height, and mark the length value of
corresponding transition section.
③ Settlement observation control after construction
Strict requirement is put forward to roadbed settlement after construction of the section of
Beijing-Shenyang railway passenger dedicated line, therefore, before construction of track,
whether roadbed settlement is stable, is the key for construction quality of roadbed. Roadbed
settlement deformation monitory system should be designed for roadbed construction to
enhance the settlement observation (observation on section layout, requirement of observation
precision and frequency) during construction, guide construction and revise design. The set of
monitoring section, the monitoring test items, measurement frequency and precision should
conform to design requirements and relevant regulations.

3) Bridge engineering quality assurance measures
① Concrete quality assurance measures: adopt compulsive mixer, electronic metering system,
moisture content real-time monitoring system. Durable concrete mixing conforms to
Technical Guide for Construction of Railway Concrete Engineering [TJS [2010] 241] and
Standard for Constructional Quality Acceptance of Railway Concrete Engineering [TJS [2010]
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240].
② Formwork quality assurance measures: formwork should be manufactured in high
precision and accepted by high standard. Pier formwork is made of plant-built large steel
mold, highlighting the integrity and reducing joints. Advanced and reliable technical process
is used for formwork joints to meet appearance quality requirements and concrete durability
need. Enhance the repair and maintenance of formwork, and timely clear up, renovate and
brush release agent after removal. Enhance maintenance of hydraulic system of formwork,
and timely replace filter element and hydraulic oil.
③ Reinforcing bar engineering quality assurance measures: each batch of reinforcing bar is
attached with batch number, furnace pot number, ex-factory certificate of quality, as well as
certifications related to materials and mechanical property test data. Perform sampling test to
each batch of reinforcing bar on site according to specification, and all tests conform to
relevant standard. Reinforcing bar should be accepted in batches and stacked separately
according to different varieties, grades, marks, specifications and manufactures.
④ Bridge bored pile quality assurance measures: before construction of large bridge pile
foundation, it is required to carry out construction entities case demonstration and process
discussion. Boring construction should strictly conform to the construction process of bored
pile and relevant specifications. Quality test of pile should meet design requirements, and
nondestructive testing should be carried out by third testing unit to finally determine the
quality. Test method should conform to the existing Technical Specification for Testing of
Railway Piles of China Railway.
⑤ Large-volume concrete engineering quality assurance measures: establish special
construction scheme for such large-volume concrete as bearing platform, and set out
operational program by working procedures to ensure the mixing, transportation, casting and
maintenance quality of concrete.
⑥ Construction control measures of hanging grouting girder linetype: mainly adopt the
measures combining measurement control and tracking control of computer dynamic tracking
control system process.

4) Tunnel engineering quality assurance measures
① Technical measures for entrance engineering quality assurance: entrance earthwork should
be sloped as required by design, and constructed from top to bottom, trying to reduce
disturbance to side slope. The setting out of end wall should ensure correct position and
smooth-going wall slope; the damaged front slope toe above portal should be treated in time.
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The end wall of portal should be constructed and backfilled in bilaterally symmetrical way;
unsymmetrical pressure to lining is not allowed.
② Excavation quality assurance measures
Excavation section dimensions conform to design requirements; adopt smooth blasting
technology; complete measurement, geological check and description during construction,
and adjust drilling and blasting parameters according to geological condition and blasting
effect.
③ Lining quality assurance measures: the standard for concrete masonry of this section is
high and it is required to adopt necessary measures to ensure strong durability of lining and
avoid penetration, leakage and crack of tunnel. Lining should not enter tunnel construction
clearance and the contour line of design can be enlarged 5cm in setting out of lining. When
shotcrete bolt lining is adopted, check excavation section dimensions before construction,
remove loose rocks, flush the sprayed surface; properly handle water leakage in rock surface.
④ Ensure that the self-inspection rate of the engineering reaches 100%: establish perfect
quality self-inspection management system. Establish quality inspection file during the whole
construction process. File composition includes: process flow card, shifts, construction team,
project management department inspection records; ensure that each procedure is not only
qualified through quality inspection but also provided with detailed and complete
self-inspection acknowledgement file to monitor the whole process.

5) Culvert quality assurance measures
Culvert foundation should be handled in strict accordance with design documents; if the
geological condition is inconsistent with investigation report, apply for change of design, and
implement after approved by corresponding department. Mortar rubbles are constructed
segment by segment with shoving method, achieving cross-occlusion of facing stone and
abdominal stone, full mortar and standard masonry, as well as straight expansion joint and
unified pointing joint. The waterproof layer of culvert body is completely closed and free of
leakage.

6) High-performance concrete quality assurance measures
As a kind of new concrete building material, high-performance concrete refers to the
cement-based composite material with ultrahigh strength, high durability and high tenacity
obtained by improving the activity and fineness of material component, reducing internal
defects of material and improving microstructure inside concrete.
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(2) Construction safety management measures
1) Safety guarantee system
① Safety management organization: establish safety leading team of project management
department based on the principle of “production management and safety management”, with
project manager as leader and deputy project manager, chief engineer, safety inspection
personnel in charge as members to lead and organize the implementation of construction
safety management of this section, and to ensure the achievement of safety goal.
② Block diagram of safety guarantee system: establish safety guarantee from ideological
guarantee, ideological guarantee, organization guarantee, work guarantee, system guarantee
and economic guarantee to achieve the safety goal of putting an end to extraordinarily serious
accidents and major accidents in production, restraining major production safety accidents
and reducing general production safety accidents. See Figure 5-14 for specific information.

Figure 5-14 Safety Guarantee System Diagram
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③ Safety responsibility of functional department: safety quality department: check the
implementation of rules and regulations on site, urge operation personnel to carefully
implement safety operation procedures and timely restrain illegal command and operation
against rules. Instruct to eliminate accident potential discovered in inspection; engineering
management department: guide the whole project construction and production, and implement
such production protection guidelines, policies, rules and regulations as technical safety,
environmental protection and industrial hygiene of superior level and the company; material
and equipment department: implement the material and equipment management guidelines,
policies, safety technical procedures of superior level, host and organize the preparation of
safety management method and operation rules on the storage and transportation of
mechanical, electric, power equipment and materials, and monitor the implementation of such
method and rules.

2) Safety guarantee measures
① Safety technical measures on construction site
The layout of construction site conforms to such safety regulations as fire prevention,
explosion protection, flood control and thunder prevention. The production, living and office
space, warehouse, material stacking field, parking lot and repairing yard should be laid out
according to the approved general layout.
② Traffic safety measures
Frequently organize motor vehicle drivers to learn Road Traffic Safety Law of the People's
Republic of China to improve their sense of traffic safety. Temporary road is built in strict
accordance with designed standard, while the setting of curve, gradient and turnout meets the
requirements of safe driving. When temporary road crosses over other highways or sidewalk,
set warning sign at the crossing; send special person to guard the road crossing with busy
vehicles and personnel, and set rails.

(3) Construction period control measures
1) Establish construction period guarantee system
Establish and perfect construction period guarantee system to ensure the smooth
implementation of construction scheduled plan from construction resources of organization,
system, technology and labors, materials and machinery, etc. During construction,
continuously improve management mechanism to ensure the effective running of construction
period guarantee system. Enhance engineering scheduling, do well in dynamic control, adjust
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scheduled plan in time according to engineering progress, strive to accelerate engineering
schedule and realize the goal of construction period in advance to ensure Party A’s overall
plan on construction period of the engineering. See Figure 5-15 for construction period
guarantee system.

2) Scheduling measures for control of construction period
① Analyze factors influencing construction period according to engineering features of this
section to determine the controlling engineering of this section. ② preferentially arrange
construction team to carry out controlling engineering for control of construction period;
working procedures should be performed in parallel or alternatively to ensure the fully and
reasonably use of construction site and time. ③ fund, labor, mechanical equipment,
materials and other construction conditions should be inclined to key controlling engineering
to avoid the influence on the construction of other projects, and then ensure the overall
construction period of this section. ④ arrange partial machinery and vehicles in rainy season
to assist local place to clear the debris flow area, and ensure smooth transportation of
machinery and materials.

3) Resource guarantee measures for control of construction period
① Labor organization guarantee measures
Carry out labor education and training. Before construction, pre-job education should be
carried out to construction personnel involved in the key controlling engineering according to
the reality and the undertaken post to perfect themselves in operation process, technical
requirements, quality standard, safety requirements, standard operation and safe operation.
② Material guarantee measures
Material and equipment management personnel prepare material use place by stage according
to construction progress, and establish material supply plan according to the variety,
specification, quantity and quality of materials needed in different stages. Sign supply
contract in advance to ensure the variety, quantity and quality of principal materials and
flooring conforming to the demand of construction plan.
③ Mechanical guarantee measures
According to the features of each working procedure in this engineering, equip sufficient and
reasonably supporting construction machinery and equipment as per requirements of contract
and construction schedule, and ensure the advancement of equipment; carry out equipment
repair and maintenance, and there should be enough spare parts reserved regarding
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quick-wear parts to improve equipment efficiency.

4) Technical measure for control of construction period
① Prepare perfect implementary construction organization design
Enhance the scientificity and rationality of construction plan on the premise of guaranteeing
engineering quality and progress, prepare detailed and practicable implementary construction
organization design with network technique and system engineering principal according to the
features, quantity, construction period and field reality of the engineering, and select the
optimal construction scheme.
② Positively promote the application of advanced process to improve construction
efficiency.
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Figure 5-15 Construction Period Guarantee System

Positively promote advanced experience and technologies. Bridge abutment is constructed by
large steel molding plate, concrete is central-mixed, and sent by pump to mold to ensure work
efficiency and construction quality; excavation, transport, anchor bolt spray and lining
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mechanical matching should be carried out in a coordinated process during tunnel
construction to pick up speed. According to the features of this engineering, fully use
professional technology, specialized construction team and special equipment, give full play
to the advantages of extensive technical knowledge, organize scientific and technological
research to timely solve technical problems in construction and ensure the smooth
construction of critical projects.
③ Enhance technical management and implement technical responsibility system
Establish technical management process, carefully work out technical scheme and measures
of each construction stage as well as technical measures for emergency, do technical
disclosure, establish technical file, and put technical management into effect; establish
organization system of technical management, and implement technical responsibility system
level by level. Establish quality management system in strict accordance with quality
assurance system, perfect management mechanism and construction procedure, and improve
quality management.

(4) Investment control measures
Implement the new construction concept of “people oriented, transportation serviced,
foundation strengthened and nonessentials weakened, system optimized and development
emphasized”, correctly deal with the relation of investment and construction period, quality,
safety, environmental protection, firmly establish the thought of overall-process and all-round
control as well as the active and advanced control of investment, strictly implement project
construction program, control each link, positively and actively do investment control to
effectively prevent investment waste and strive to realize the optimal investment benefits and
social benefits.
1) Organize construction in strict accordance with the approved construction scale, technical
standard and design budget estimate.

2) Strictly implement project construction program, and control the process of engineering
investment. Establish the concept of legal construction and normative management; any
problem involved in investment at any construction stage must be treated in accordance with
laws and regulations, and relevant procedures should be seriously performed.

3) Strengthen the construction of various management systems. Continuously perfect various
mechanisms of investment control to provide powerful system guarantee for overall-process
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and all-round control of investment.
4) Bidding is the most important link to reduce engineering cost. Public bidding should be
implemented in strict accordance with relevant regulations of the state and China Railway
regarding the projects and contents conforming to terms of tender; tender procedures and
regulations should be strict and it is forbidden to evade the invitation for bid.

5) Strengthening contract management is the most important way to control investment. ①
strengthen contract consciousness and implement all-round contract management. It is
required to sign a contract and follow the contract for all things involving economic activities
of both parties. ② The contract text shall be normative and the unified demonstration text of
China Railway shall be strictly performed. Other contract texts shall be legal and normative,
and can only be used after reviewed by contract management department and legal adviser.
③ Perfect and enhance the terms of tender and contract. In principal, the bidding documents
and contract shall be fixed, except for policy factors and unexpected factors. ④ Acceptance
inspection and valuation shall be carried out in strict accordance with contract. All valuation
and payment shall have full basis to put an end to over-valuation risk or false acceptance
inspection; keep the contract consistent with price, investment consistent with progress, fund
appropriation consistent with Acceptance inspection and valuation; fund appropriation shall
not be illegal. ⑤ Enhance centralized management of contract. It is required to establish
contract-signing censorship and legal advice system. All contracts signed externally shall be
reviewed by full-time managerial personnel of contract. Legal advice shall be obtained for
some important contracts and contracts involving foreign element; establish contract ledger to
timely know the dynamics of contract performance, and implement contract risk management.

6) Seriously carry out provincial (district) summary, promote land acquisition and demolition
in accordance with laws and regulations, and strictly control relevant expenses. ① The
quantity, unit price and expenses of land acquisition and demolition should be reviewed and
jointly signed according to design documents and policy standard; procedures for approval
should be performed timely for expenses exceeding the replied budget. ② Strictly
implement the standard of construction land, positively optimize design scheme, try to lower
land scale and demolition quantity, and reduce relevant expenses of triangle land and marginal
land. Demolition work should be done with overall planning and all-round consideration, and
completed in order according to the construction schedule; put an end to repetitive demolition.
③ Strengthen the review and optimization of temporary land, especially the scheme
optimization of girder fabrication yard, soil taking and discarding ground and spoil disposal
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area, to vigorously reduce the scale of temporary land. ④ Carefully investigate three-circuit
(electric power circuit, communication circuit, radio and TV circuit) moving and pipeline
diversion, verify their quality and submit their statistical data of completion to design institute
in time to prevent post-station engineering design and construction causing the secondary
moving. Follow required procedures for design change in case of exceeding budget
estimation.

(5) Environmental protection and water and soil conservation measures
① Environmental protection and water and soil conservation measures: project management
department establishes environmental protection and water and soil conservation group, sets
environmental protection coordination department, allocate full-time environmental
protection and water and soil management leaders, implement level-to-level management in
each team, and allocate full-time management personnel to be responsible for the checking
and monitoring the implementation of environmental protection and water and soil
conservation work.
② Environmental protection and water and soil conservation system: establish and perfect
the environment management system and various environment management rules and
regulations. Monitor and manage the source of pollution with technical and managerial
method and other system measures to control the discharge of pollutants and improve
environment quality.
③Environmental protection and water and soil conservation responsibility system: establish
environmental protection and water and soil conservation responsibility system. Determine
the assignment of responsibility of each level and each department in environmental
protection and water and soil conservation to form the responsibility system of environmental
protection and water and soil conservation.
④ Treatment of environmental pollution: the primary pollution sources during construction
include the waste water, exhaust gas, noise and flying dust produced in construction. Major
pollutants refer to the waste water during construction, including domestic sewage and the
sewage, slurry and solid wastes produced at construction site. Environmental pollution should
be treated properly for environmental safety.

(6) Historic preservation measures
① Positively launch historic preservation publicity: during construction mobilization, tell
construction personnel the significance of historical and cultural sites, and cultural relics to
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make staff members understand everyone is responsible for preserving the cultural relics.
Strictly perform the regulations of State Administration of Cultural Heritage in relation to the
preservation of historical sites and cultural relics, as well as animal and plant fossils.
② Timely submit the excavated cultural relics: the valuable cultural relics, fossils and
mineral reserves excavated during construction should be timely submitted to cultural relics
protection unit for proper treatment; private treatment and collection is forbidden. Positively
support cultural relics protection unit to protect cultural relics.

(7) Cultural relics protection measures
① Civilized construction guarantee system: management department establishes civilized
construction site and creates regular check and appraisal system of civilized construction site
to regularly or irregularly check the operation environment and process of each department
and construction team in living area and production area; the appraisal activity should be
organized by deputy project manager and in the charge of safety quality department and
comprehensive management department once a month.
② The stacking yard should be neat and conform to the site layout. There should be
separation distance and signs on both sides of stacked materials. Excess materials and objects
should be timely removed from the site which should be freed of scattered articles. Racks and
stockyard should be standardized, neat and uniform; reinforcing bars should be aligned in one
end by specification and layer, stacked with signs, and stacked on racks when the site is small;
revolving materials should be aligned in one end by specification, and stacked with signs.
Steel tubes and clamps should be brushed with anti-rust paint before coming to the site. Parts
should be stored in pool and warehouse by specification; special materials should be stacked
in special storeroom for closed management.
③ Establish “civilized construction site” leading team, comprehensively carry out civilized
construction site creation activities to achieve the discharge of sludge and wastes at fixed time
and location; there is no high-level pipeline in construction, the construction site is smooth in
drainage and free of ponding, and the road at construction site is flat without pit; the
construction area is strictly separated from non-construction area, signboard should be
provided at construction site and management personnel should take employment with card;
construction materials are stacked neatly on site, the living facilities on site are civilized, and
ideological and political work is developed on site with civilized construction site as main
content. Perfect the management network led by project manager, guided by business
department and implemented by operation shift and team to enhance the power of
management.
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(8) Other measures
① Land conservation measures
Strictly implement land-use indexes and optimize main engineering design to reduce land
occupation. The setting of temporary engineering should give priority to the combination of
permanent and temporary engineering and comprehensive utilization to reduce land
occupation to the greatest extent.
② Construction measures in winter
In scheduling of construction period, try to avoid concrete engineering construction in winter
because the influence of the construction in winter is great. If concrete construction is
necessary in winter, it is required to strictly control such processes as mix proportion design,
material selection, mixing technology, transportation, pouring and maintenance to ensure the
quality of concrete engineering.
③ Construction measures in summer
Carry out heatstroke prevention in construction area, collect weather report by
specially-assigned person and properly arrange construction according to weather situation;
try to avoid construction in the noon with the highest temperature in a day; properly add
construction time at night without disturbing residents, and complete protection work.
④ Construction measures in rainy season
Establish flood prevention leading group and develop duty system in rainy season; establish
flood prevention rescue team for construction at usual time and flood prevention rescue in
rainy time; during rainy and flood period, get in touch with local meteorological and
hydrological department to timely obtain weather forecast, grasp flood situation, reasonably
arrange and guide construction, and complete flood prevention and drainage work during
construction; prepare operation instruction for construction in rainy season and make flood
prevention plan to be taken as the compulsory execution documents for construction in rainy
seasons and strictly implemented.
⑤ Bridge settlement control and observation measures
Settlement of bridge abutment foundation: as to external determinate structure, the settlement
is not more than 3cm after construction of ballasted bridge and the differential settlement of
adjacent abutment is not more than 1.5cm. The settlement is not more than 2cm after
construction of ballastless bridge and the differential settlement of adjacent abutment is not
more than 0.5cm.
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⑥ Informatization management
Adopt the construction project management information system uniformly developed by
China Railway, realize resource sharing, rapid transfer and paperless management of basic
data and management documents with the owner, the supervisor and the brother construction
unit during the whole engineering construction, and achieve real, fast, superior and effective
construction management in plan scheduling, engineering progress, investment control, safety
quality, construction technology, materials and equipment and contract management through
data analysis.

5.4.4.4 Management measures for completion acceptance stage
Project completion acceptance stage refers to that the construction unit completed all tasks
according to the construction contract, and the project is qualified upon inspection and
accepted by the development unit.According to the analysis of Chapter III and Chapter IV, it’s
an effective way to control the risks and improve income for the construction enterprises by
advancingcoordination with stakeholders at acceptance phase. On this basis, the construction
enterprisemainly undertookcompletion acceptance management and completion settlement
management, as shown in Figure 5-16. As for this project, the management at completion
acceptance stage directly influences the withdrawal of fund, and the risk control of this stage
directly determine the economic benefits of the project.

Figure 5-16 Management Measures for Completion Acceptance Stage

(1) Completion acceptance management
Prepare completion acceptance management implementation rules, record and analyze the
work of acceptance preparation stage, completion acceptance stage, and handover and closing
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stage, prepare technical materials for completion acceptance, and organize relevant materials
such as completion drawing, construction technical data, engineering inspection and appraisal
data to provide guarantee for completion acceptance.
(2) Completion settlement management
① Enhance construction management contract
Construction contract is the main basis for engineering budget and settlement, and specifies
the payment method, claim requirements and mode of settlement; thoroughly understand the
construction contract and consider details in construction to ensure the correctness of
settlement and maintain enterprise benefits in a better way.
② Complete price settlement management
At construction stage, project department of the Group timely, correctly and comprehensively
collected relevant settlement documents and materials, timely prepared and delivered such
documents and materials to establishment and development unit in accordance with specified
procedures for approval. Financial department and engineering management department of
project department should complete internal review to avoid insufficient settlement due to
false settlement documents, or bring trouble to settlement procedures; standardize fund
operation in current funds to avoid disputes caused by improper operation of funds.

5.4.5 Experience and Summary
According to the analysis of influencing factors of the income of basic project
construction enterprise in Chapter III and the establishment of revenue management model in
Chapter IV, the construction enterprise itself have the greatest influence on its income, among
which its management level is the most important. The three major influencing factors are the
supervision of the government on construction enterprises, the design changes of the design
units, the influence and nature of the construction units. For the construction project of
“JSJJSG-9 section”, although the project is under construction, the government’s supervision
has great influence viewing from the current construction situation (information obtained
through field research and interviews).For example, construction enterprises are ordered to
stop work when it is foggy in winter, which brings a high labor cost and equipment rental cost.
As the project is implemented outdoors, the inaccuracy of terrain survey leads to multiple
changes in the design, which bringsconstruction enterprises a lot of pressure and costs. In
addition, high-speed rail project will involvefarmland requisition and demolition in
construction process, and the construction unit will commission demolition to the construction
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enterprise. In actual implementation process, demolition resistance will lead to delays in
construction progress which will incur losses to the construction enterprise. Some of the
practices in the basic construction project have seriously betrayed the conclusions in Chapters
III and IV.
However, the construction enterprise of the project - China Railway 22ndBureau Group Co.,
Ltd.has made great management efforts to improve project revenue. These practices provide
good lessons for other similar basic project construction enterprises. This paper summarizes
the construction management of “JSJJSG-9 section” project mainly from the pre-construction
preparation, the collaborative communication of stakeholders, the preparation of scientific
construction organization design plan, the project life cycle management, the project funding
control, and the management reinforcement of the construction enterprise.

(1) Adequate preparation before construction
Following the signing of contract is construction preparation stage. Construction preparation
generally includes project planning and preparation before construction. In order to provide
qualified engineering on the premise of guaranteeing safety within the construction period
specified by the development unit, and obtain due economic benefits, it is needed to make
project planning before commencement of engineering to guide various activities of the
project. Before construction, it is required to prepare documents, resources (labors, materials
and machinery), technologies and environment.
As the basic project is featured by long construction period, large investment amount, high
risk, high engineering technical standard, difficult construction control and wide beneficial
range, the bidding work can be carried out section by section. According to the experience
summary of “JSJJSG-9 section of Beijing-Hebei Segment of Beijing-Shenyang railway
passenger dedicated line”, prepare construction entity plan respectively as per overall
construction organization scheme and different construction environments.
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Figure 5-17 Experience and Summary of “JSJJSG-9 section”

(2) Coordination and communication with stakeholders
As the distance along highway and railway is long, many stakeholders are involved, including
development unit, construction unit, government, supervising unit, adjacent construction unit,
supplier, transport sector, local relevant competent department and local residents, the
construction entities needs to coordinate and communicate with stakeholders to guarantee the
construction period, improve quality, control cost and improve safety, and realize optimal
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benefits of enterprise entities on the premise of ensuring the benefits of stakeholders.

(3) Preparation of scientific construction organization design scheme
Whether the construction organization design is scientific and reasonable, whether the
construction entity plan is applicable and reliable, and whether elements configuration is
complete relates to the success of failure of the project and the revenue of construction entities.
Therefore, it is required to determine the overall construction sequence and construction
scheme according to construction entities’ management ability, technical equipment,
personnel quality, resource condition and actual field situation, fully consider the influence of
national conditions and construction organization conditions, consider the requirements of
safe production and engineering quality, and attach great importance to key points, critical
engineering and controlling engineering in construction.

(4) Full life circle management of project
Construction entities are mainly involved in the construction preparation stage, construction
process and acceptance stage during the full life circle of the project. In different stages, it is
required to strengthen the management and control of construction safety, progress, quality
and cost, and prepare special construction organization system (safety guarantee system and
construction period guarantee system, etc.) to maximize the revenue of construction entities.

(5) Management and control of project fund
Fund management and control is the precondition to ensure the project completed according
to the quality and quantity as planned. As the investment amount of basic project is large, the
fund management and control measures of construction entities should be enhanced. ①
enhance review on bidding project to prevent shortage of fund; ② perfect project fund
management system and financial system; ③ enhance fund budget and plan management;
④ establish project fund early warning mechanism; ⑤establish strict monitoring and
assessment system, implement dynamic monitoring and quantify expenditure standard.

(6) Enhancement of self-management of construction entities
Establish and gradually perfect construction rules and regulations (human resource
management system and material management system); strengthen safety consciousness and
prepare construction organization emergency plan; carry out informatization management and
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promote refined project management concept; guarantee construction period and quality, and
enhance contract management; enhance the cultivation of project cultural thoughts and
intensify team construction; obtain the maximum revenue from construction on the premise of
ensuring project goal.

5.5 Analysis of Public Welfare Project Application case
5.5.1 Project Overview
Hospital construction project is a typical public welfare construction project, this paper
selected a typical hospital construction project for research, namely “renovation and
expansion of Haidian hospital medical complex building”. The engineering site is located in
No. 29, Zhongguancun Street, Haidian District, Beijing. It is adjacent to Zhongguancun Street
in the east, close to Haidian South Road in the south and it borders upon Tonghuisi Street in
the north. The proposed hospital medical complex building is in the northwest of Haidian
hospital. Its development unit is Beijing Haidian Hospital; its construction contractor is the
3rd Branch Company of BUCC (Beijing Uni-Construction Group Co., Ltd.); its supervising
unit is BGC-Beijing Gauging Consultants Co., Ltd. and its quality supervising unit is Haidian
Construction Project Quality Supervision Station. The abovementioned units will
communicate and collaborate to complete this project smoothly.
The project’s total building area is 45001 ㎡ and its total land area is 6000 ㎡. The complex
building includes 4 underground floors and 8 ground floors. Underground 4F is air defense
engineering for both peacetime and wartime use, which can serve as second personnel shelter
during wartime (its degree of resistance to nuclear weapon is 6 and its degree of resistance to
conventional weapon is 6); while during peacetime, it is used as double mechanical parking
garage. Underground 3F is double mechanical parking garage. Underground 2F is used to
accommodate heat exchange station, refrigerator room, feed water pump house, fire water
pump house, fire water pond, diesel generator room. Under 1F is for meeting and
demonstration teaching. 1F is for hall and Imaging Department; 2F is for Operation
Department; 3F is to accommodate equipment; 4F~8F is for wards.
Engineering objective: 1) Safety objective: ensure 0 injury; 2) Quality objective: strive for
Great Wall Cup, Completion Great Wall Cup and Luban Prize; 3) Fire control objective: aim
for no fire accident; 4) Civilized construction objective: aim to become municipal model
construction

site;

5)

Green

construction

objective:

establish

science

and

technologydemonstration engineering in terms of green construction; 6) HSE objective: no
occupational disease and acute occupational poisoning; no outbreak and prevalence of
collective food poisoning; no infectious disease.
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5.5.2 Each Interested Party
As “Renovation and expansion of Haidian hospital medical complex building” is
characterized by short construction period, high quality requirement and wide range of benefit,
according to the theory of stakeholders, it involves development unit, construction unit,
government departments, supervising unit, subcontractor and other interested parties (supplier,
geological survey unit, local residents, etc.) in a relationship as shown in Figure 5-18.

Figure 5-18 each interested party in renovation and expansion of HaiDian hospital
medical complex building

(1) Development unit
The development unit of this public welfare project is Beijing Haidian Hospital. It is in the
core area of Zhongguancun Science and Technology Park of Haidian District. Beijing metro
line 1 and line 10 under construction is at the entry and exit of Haidian Hospital. Its
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predecessor is the Health Section affiliated to the Central Party School of the Communist
Party of North China. In 1955, it relocated to Haidian Huangzhuang and changed its name to
Beijing Haidian Hospital. Over the past 5 decades, Haidian Hospital has been constantly
developing and growing through reform. At present, it has developed into a modern general
hospital that integrates medical treatment, R& D, teaching with prevention and care.
According to its own geographical advantage and humanitarian advantage, Haidian Hospital
makes overall planning for hospital construction, insists on comprehensive, coordinated and
sustainable concept of development, deepens hospital management mechanism and system
reform as well as formulates effective talent strategy so as to facilitate new medical treatment,
new technology and new business, comprehensively promote professional development and
ensure coordinated and sound development. Meanwhile, Haidian hospital will transform its
surrounding environment so as to build it into a courtyard-type hospital that combines
medical treatment with leisure and integrates building to trees, flowers, fountain and sculpture.
To this end, renovation and expansion of Haidian Hospital medical complex building will be
done so that it can become a hospital to realize all-round development and provide
comprehensive service.

(2) Construction contractor
BUCC (Beijing Uni-Construction Group Co., Ltd.) has special grade qualification of
construction general contracting issued by State Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural
Development. It is state first grade enterprise in terms of real estate development, construction
and installation, overseas contracting. Besides, it

is awarded as AAA credit rating enterprise.

It has passed international and domestic certification by quality, environment, occupational
health management system. It is listed into top 500 enterprises of China for several
consecutive years. As the construction contractor, the 3rd Branch Company of BUCC is a
(solely state-owned) limited liability branch company and its business scope is to conduct
construction activity within BUCC authorized scope (as for any project that needs to be
approved according to law, it can only conduct business activity within the scope approved by
relevant departments).

(3) Supervising unit
BGC-Beijing Gauging Consultants Co., Ltd. (referred to “Gauging Consultants” or BGC for
short) is founded in 1998. It is the first company in Beijing to engage in the whole process of
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construction project. Its business scope covers the life cycle of construction project from early
period, preparation period, implementation period to later period. BGC has class A
qualification for construction consultation and project construction in China. BGC engages in
project management work within scope of authority and realizes set project management goal
so as to safeguard the owner’s legitimate rights and interests. Compared with other
supervision companies, BGC has advantages in the following aspects: ① Perfect project
management system and scientific configuration; ② Standard operation; ③ Talent and
technological resources as well as responsibility investigation system; ④ Stable project
management organization; ⑤ Timeliness and high efficiency to avoid detours; ⑥
Integrated management and supervision to save resources; ⑦ Legal guarantee for owner’s
rights and interests.

(4) Government
The government’s main responsibility is to supervise the implementation of public welfare
project so that it can gain maximum social benefit with lowest cost. As the supervision
management department for this project, Beijing Haidian Construction Project Quality
Supervision Station is mainly responsible for supervision and inspection of all construction
project quality in Haidian District as well as for quality management of construction entities
at district level. Municipal, power supply department provide convenience for construction of
public welfare project and create alternate construction conditions so as to ensure total
construction time and quality objective.

(5) Other interested parties
1) Design unit: the design unit for this project shall provide the government (development unit)
with design drawing and construction design plan. The development unit and construction
entities shall conduct drawing and technical disclosure. In order to avoid misunderstanding of
drawing and avoid design alteration during construction, it is necessary to communicate and
coordinate with the design unit in time; 2) Geological survey unit: the construction entity
needs to make field geological survey and make construction preparation by combining with
the survey report compiled by the geological survey unit; 3) Supplier: construction materials
for this project are all purchased by the construction entities, so they need to actively
communicate with material supplier in terms of delivery time, quantity so as to ensure
material supply; 4) Subcontractor: select trustworthy subcontractor (water&electricity , civil
works as well as earthwork and slope protection), deepen secondary design drawing and
organize expert argumentation so as to ensure construction quality and shorten construction
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period.

5.5.3 Influence of Each Interested Party on Construction Entities Revenue
“Renovation and expansion of Haidian hospital medical complex building” projecthas a
bigger influence on the government and the society as a typical public welfare project.
According to the analysis of influencing factors of public welfare project construction
enterprises in Chapter III, there are multiple influencing factors of which three major factors
cover the contract form and design changes of the design unit, the supervision of government
departments on construction enterprises, and the influence of construction units. During the
construction process, the construction enterprises need to show concern to varying degrees.
Engineering construction process needs cooperation by construction unit, design unit,
supervising unit, contractor, subcontractor and supplier. During this process, each interested
party will have different degree of influence on construction entities revenue, so the key for
whether it can achieve schedule, quality and safety objective and the key to reduce cost is how
to coordinate and organize various works and their management.

(1) Development unit: conduct drawing review, and technical disclosure: during construction
preparation stage, the relevant personnel from the project department are responsible for
drawing review. The construction unit shall participate in the technical disclosure meeting,
which is organized by the development unit, to solve contradictions occurred during design
and planning so as to ensure smooth commencement of this project.

(2) Supervising unit: rigorous supervision by supervising party, complex procedure for design
change and engineering change during construction as well as long time in organizing
acceptance will increase project cost, hinder construction progress and reduce construction
entities revenue.

(3) Government: in order to increase social benefit return on public welfare project and
enhance social service ability, the government has offered certain policy support to this
project. However, the construction entities still have to observe laws and regulations. This
project is located in Zhongguancun Street, Haidian District, Beijing with surrounding
residents, so specific civilized construction measures need to be taken. As a result,
construction noise stipulation, traffic regulations for large machinery and equipment as well
as regulation of environmental department on construction dust index will affect construction
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entities cost, progress and quality to some extent.

(4) Construction contractor
The construction contractor will make overall project planning, conduct overall construction
organization design, formulate construction scheme and construction technology, and
undertake overall project risk, including time, quality, safety, cost and subcontracting risk.
Therefore, scientific measures need to be taken for construction management, which will
reduce construction revenue to a certain degree.

In view of the abovementioned influence, in order to maximize construction entities revenue,
the 3rd Branch Company of BUCC (Beijing Uni-Construction Group Co., Ltd.) has
formulated the following systems to coordinate works to be done by various parties.

(1) Weekly meeting and thematic meeting
At fixed times each week, hold a regular meeting, which is chaired by the supervising unit
and participated by Party A, design unit, contractor, each subcontractor. The meeting is to
discuss engineering construction and coordination as well as to solve problems occurred
during construction. In case any major problem is encountered during construction, hold a
thematic meeting in time, which shall be participated by Party A, design unit, supervising unit
and contractor, to discuss about solution. Such thematic meeting will be held on an irregular
basis.

(2) Study on goods ordering
Before ordering, purchasing construction material, the project department shall organize Party
A and supervising unit to conduct joint review for no less than 3 subcontractors, sub-suppliers
so as to select a qualified and satisfactory subcontract and sub-supplier respectively after
synthetic evaluation.

(3) Cooperation with other specialties
Cooperation with water&electricity specialty: during structural construction, threading and
pipe laying by water&electricity specialty shall be done simultaneously with civil
construction so as to prevent later chiseling from affecting overall quality.
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Cooperation with earthwork and slope specialty: select trustworthy subcontractor, deepen
secondary design drawing and organize expert argumentation so as to ensure slope
construction quality and shorten construction period.
Construction measurement: the project department has set site wire control network and
rechecked wire and vertical control pile point given by the Surveying and Mapping Institute.
The project department is responsible for introducingplane, vertical measurement control
point to each flowing section. Each flowing section shall have no less than 2 plane, vertical
control points. After mutual re-check, they are available for use. The construction team of
each flowing section

shall properly protect plane, vertical control point given by the project

department and put it into detail construction use. The construction team shall project each
axis and elevation to construction positions according to construction progress.

(4) Organization and arrangement for disturbance to residents
Before entering into the construction site, get into contact with city appearance department,
municipal department, environmental sanitation department and other government
departments, keep it on record and go through formalities. During construction process, keep
in contact and strengthen communication so as provide good service to surrounding residents.
On the construction site, there is a special person to coordinate relationship with surrounding
residents, neighborhood committee, municipal, transportation and environmental sanitation
department. Hold meetings on a regular basis to listen to their opinions about construction
project and ensure civilized construction so that this project can truly become a project for
people’s convenience. Set visitor reception room on the construction site, assign a special
person to receive visitor and make public site contact number to timely solve problems
brought out by the residents so as to avoid troubles, thus ensuring construction progress.

(5) Others
Actively contact and coordinate with surrounding units, relevant local departments and
neighborhood committee, as well as cooperate with municipal and power supply department
by creating alternate construction conditions so as to complete the project on time.

5.5.4 Construction Management Measures of Construction Entities
According to the revenue management model of public welfare project construction
enterprises in Chapter IV and the analysis of factors influencing the income of public welfare
project construction enterprises, the third branch of BUCC carried out the pre-construction
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measures, the management measures of construction phase and the management measures of
completion acceptance in order to enhance their own income, see Figure 5-19.

Figure 5-19 construction management measures of construction entities

5.5.4.1 Construction Management Emphasis of Construction Entities
In order to improve their own income, the third branch of BUCC proposed the following
construction management priorities.
(1) Management emphasis is management systematism, streamlined system, process
tabulation, table informatization, information intelligentization, well-documented operation.

(2) According to project nature, features and objective requirements, management system
framework, functional departmentation and division of management personnel responsibility
is the emphasis during project management planning.

(3) Directing at project features and requirements, and taking engineering plan as the guide,
how to qualify and quantify daily work task of management personnel is the emphasis of
project management.
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(4) According to construction schedule, foundation pit and major structure construction will
go through 2 winters and 2 rainy season. Various safety, quality control measures during
seasonal construction is the emphasis of this construction project management.

(5) Secondary structure of this project involves a large work amount and complex interior and
exterior decoration, so it needs to prepare ahead of time. Besides, as potential safety hazard
exists during site alternate operation, reasonable arrangement for working procedures is
necessary so that different work types can stagger in time and space, this is the emphasis of
construction management work and safety management work.

(6) According to classification of divisional work & sub-divisional work with higher risk by
JZ[2009] No. 87 document, pit construction, multi-cranes construction and top support
construction in this project belong to sub-divisional work with higher risk. Management of
such engineering construction is the emphasis of this construction project management.

(7) As for inspection and management of site works with higher risk, management over site
foundation pit engineering and temporary power, the project management personnel shall
combine daily inspection with weekly inspection. Once any hidden danger not conforming to
safe and civilized management stipulation is found, determine rectification time limit
according to the degree of importance and urgency. As for major safety hidden danger, urge
immediate rectification. Normalization of site safety management is the emphasis of safety
management.

(8) Tri-inspection system and weekly joint inspection system: as for each working procedure,
the external construction team shall make self-inspection, the section chief shall organize
mutual inspection and inspection before shift change. Once any problem is found during daily
patrol by the quality inspector, he shall urge the external construction team for timely
rectification and issue quality problem rectification notice according to the seriousness of the
case. Under the most serious case, he can urge shutdown for rectification. One vote negation
system is adopted for construction quality. Normalization of site quality management is the
emphasis of quality management.

5.5.4.2 Management measures during construction preparation stage
In order to ensure that the construction project proceeds in a high efficient and orderly manner,
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the construction contractor (the 3rd Branch Company of BUCC (Beijing Uni-Construction
Group Co., Ltd.) has taken construction preparation measures in technical aspect and on
construction site so as to control construction risk. This plays an active role in improving
quality and reducing engineering cost. Refer to figure 5-20 for details.

Figure 5-20 management measures during construction preparation stage

1) Technical preparation
① Drawing review
Check drawing carefully and prepare material. Before kickoff, contact development unit and
design unit, conduct design disclosure and drawing review, and keep drawing review record.
As for problem remains unsolved after drawing review, urge design unit and development unit
to solve it as soon as possible.
② Technical disclosure system
The technical director shall organize construction organization design and special construction
scheme disclosure. After scheme disclosure, the section chief shall, according to scheme and
drawing, organize technical and safety disclosure to construction team, the content of which
shall be practical, operable and guiding.
③ Testing, detection and inspection work plan
According to classification of structure, decoration and energy conservation, describe main
works that require test, detection and process inspection. Major structure, decoration, energy
conservation project shall have a separately detailed testing and inspection plan, which shall
be listed into compilation plan.
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④ Height determination and building positioning
Common Measurement Result Report is provided by the First Beijing Institute of Surveying
and Mapping. In this report, it makes clear complex building corner axis coordinate Z1, Z2,
Z3, Z4, Z5. Control point G1, G2,G3 by use of GNSS network RTK and elevation point BM1,
BM2 can meet site plane and vertical control requirements.

2) Construction site preparation
① Construction water
Main temporary water includes site fire water, construction water, office water, domestic
water. Party A provided water source point is introduced from north of construction site to
supply water to each water pipeline. Water source for living quarters is introduced from Party
A designated water source point. Water for living quarters and for office area of project
department is mainly fire water, office water and domestic water. Water consumption by
construction site is mainly fire water, construction water.
② Construction power
Party A provides one 500KVA transformer dedicated for construction. It is placed in the
southeast side of construction site. The transformer is connected to site A1, A2 main power
distribution cabinet. A1 is set in the southwest side of construction site and A2 is set in the
southeast side of construction site. Temporary power within construction site adopts TN-S
zero potential protection system according to code requirement. Site power distribution
system is main power distribution cabinet → power distribution cabinet → switching box.
This scheme includes connecting wire from main power distribution cabinet to power
distribution cabinet and in between as well as control cabinet of large fixed electric equipment.
However, it doesn’t include mobile power distribution box on site. As for office lighting,
dormitory lighting in worker living quarter and all living electricity, these wires are pipe
laying. Besides, safety protection measures are taken to prevent safety accident.
③ Temporary public health facilities plan for production and life
In the west of the construction site, it is office area and living quarters, which are composed of
color steel movable house. In the northeast of the construction site, it is a reinforcement yard;
in the east, it is a form board fabrication yard; in the south, it is water&electricity installation
field. Hardening is done for abovementioned yard and field. Temporary engineering facilities
are set up by material that can improve thermal performance, increase AC heating equipment
and lighting equipment efficiency.
④ Temporary enclosure and construction road plan
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The construction site has 4 gates in the northwest, northeast, southeast and southwest of the
construction site respectively. Due to limited space, it can’t form ring road. Road hardening is
done by use of 200mm thick C20 concrete. Between outside pit guard railing and canteen,
shower room, washroom,

300×300×300mm drainage ditches are provided. Besides,

water-collecting wells are connected to drainage ditches.

5.5.4.3 Management Measures During Construction Stage
The construction entities, according to project features, has formulated specific management
measures during construction stage to exercise construction control as shown in figure 5-21.
These management measures are formulated in the following aspects: construction safety
assurance measure, construction quality guarantee measure, construction time control measure,
construction cost control measure, green construction management measure, civilized
construction management measure, emergency measure, reporting and handling of violation
behavior as well as subcontracting management measure.
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Figure 5-21 management measure during construction stage

1) Construction safety assurance measure
① Major hazard source and focus on prevention and control
As for project with higher risk, the technical department shall draw up pertinent construction
scheme before construction; the safety management department shall organize hazard
identification and risk evaluation; the safety production department shall strength
management over major hazard source. As for trench backfill, decoration and other works
within confined space, special scheme must be formulatedin advance. As for scaffolding,
large panel formwork and other works with higher risk, special scheme must be formulated in
advance and technical disclosure must be conducted so as to strengthen accident prevention
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and control ability and to enhance safety awareness.
② Establish project department occupational health and safety management system
Establish and perfect safety production post responsibility system and clarify responsibilities.
Allocate 1 safety manager, 3 full-time safety officers and 1 safety data processor according to
requirement, and follow safety system. Define responsibility system from project manager
down to each team leader and form management network. In case any problem takes place,
the corresponding management personnel shall hold responsibility. In this way, responsibility
system will be put into practice for each work type, each working procedure and each
construction team. As for specific occupational health and safety management system
responsibility of project department, refer to figure 5-22.

Figure 5-22 occupational health and safety management system responsibility of project
department

③ Technical safety measure
By adhering to the policy of “safety first and prevention foremost”, provide no less than 50
class hours of safety education to construction personnel before they enter the construction
site and ensure that they are familiar with the Safety Manual for Operating Personnel on
Construction Site Beijing of Construction Project. Only after they pass the entrance exam can
they enter the construction site and engage in construction work. Establish a night school for
rural migrant workers and teach lessons regularly. Formulate emergency plan for safety
production accident and launch practical drill. The personnel have to wear safety helmet as
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required before entering the site. Operating personnel who work at heights must wear tight
work clothes, antiskid shoes, safety helmet and safety belts. In case of foggy, heavy rainy days
and windy days above 6 scale, high-place operation is forbidden.
④ Machinery safety measure
Establish and perfect machinery and equipment management system and standing book.
Ensure complete information and accurate data.
⑤ Temporary power safety measure
Installation and protection of electrical equipment, as well as operation and maintenance of
electrical equipment must conform to the requirements by GB50194-93 Safety Code of Power
Supply and consumption for Construction Site, JGJ46-2005 Technical Code for Safety of
Temporary Power on Construction Site and DB-62-2002 Safety Rules for the Construction
Engineering Works in Beijing.
⑥ Seasonal construction safety measure
Strengthen safety education and publicity work for winter construction, formulate five
preventive (wind, skid, frost, poisoning and explosion) safety measures and conduct safety
disclosure at all levels. Formulate emergency plan and keep shift record. In addition, assign
two people for each building, who are in charge of patrol during winter construction period so
as to ensure safety.

2) Quality management measure
① Establish quality assurance system
The project engineer in charge shall serve as the team leader, the project quality inspection
team leader shall act as deputy team leader, and other quality inspection personnel, quality
inspector from construction team and section chief from each specialty shall be team
members. The heads for each work type and each specialty shall clarify responsibility range,
and carefully implement technical management post responsibility system and site
management system.
② Establish various systems to ensure project quality
The project department formulates various construction quality management systems, which
mainly include general contracting responsibility system, material acceptance application
system, learning & training and on-duty-with-certificate system, sample board guidance
system, technical disclosure system, construction system, construction information listing
system, joint quality inspection and regular meeting system, quality process inspection system,
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quality award & penalty system, finished product protection system, cost reduction measures.
③ Division of responsibility and requirements for quality document management
According to division of responsibility, each relevant management personnel shall fill in
quality assurance documents as required, and strictly abide by state, local and industry
standards. Various quality assurance documents must proceed simultaneously with
construction work without delayed fill-in so as to ensure integrity, authenticity and
completeness. The quality inspection team of subcontractor must work out weekly quality
inspection plan, list acceptance basis and carry out control acceptance strictly according to
inspection plan. In addition, the quality inspection team must receive the project department’s
related inspections on a regular and irregular basis, and provide complete relevant engineering
data at the contract required time.
④ Prevention measure for common quality problem
Formulate each sub-divisional work plan, define common quality problems and work out
pertinent preventive measures. Conduct technical disclosure with emphasis on defined
common quality problems and take preventive measures for common quality problems during
construction process.

3) Construction time guarantee measure
① Establish critical path and main control points
Critical path: earth excavation, cushion, base waterproof work, waterproof protective layer,
foundation slab construction, major structure construction, interior decoration.
Main control points for construction time limit: earthwork completion time, below 0m
structure completion time, major structure completion time, decoration commencement time,
outer wall decoration start time, roof covering start time.
② Establish perfect production plan guarantee system
The production manager is in charge and each department shall coordinate and cooperate in
exercising fine management over external construction team and subcontractor so as to master
material supply, labor force allocation, machinery and equipment and construction
organization. Once any problem is found, they shall deal with it in time so as to ensure
construction progress and complete structure construction as scheduled.
③ Control over grading of progress plan and its compilation, adjustment
According to aggregate scheduling, the planner shall work out monthly control plan;
according to monthly control plan, the section chief shall work out weekly control plan,
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arrange daily production work so as to ensure aggregate scheduling.
④ Organization and coordination
The project department shall hold site production meeting once a week to coordinate site
construction quality, construction time, capital allocation, personnel placement and other
relevant works so as to ensure construction schedule. It shall carefully conduct drawing
preliminary review and participate in drawing joint review, strengthen contact and
communication with design unit, and put design change into implementation. Each
subcontractor’s personnel on construction site must obey unified management by the
contractor. If any subcontractor’s quality problem, management problem affects construction
quality or causes construction time delay, the contractor has the right, according to agreement
stipulation, tomete out economic punishment. Furthermore, the project department shall
coordinate relationship with relevant government departments so as to ensure that the project
proceeds smoothly.

4) Construction cost control measure
① Construction organization measure
During construction, the construction project department shall exercise scientific management,
improve professional quality of managementpersonnel, reduce unnecessary administrative
expenditure and decrease cost of temporary facilities. The production department shall
reasonably formulate construction schedule, arrange working procedure and strengthen
management over working procedure. Besides, the production department shall make
advanced planning, find out key link and key issues, identify and eliminate potential risks in
time so as to realize effective control cost. Furthermore, it shall encourage optimum usage and
multiple usage, strengthen centralized management and careful maintenance of turn over
material, engage in reasonable line production so as to accelerate scaffold and former turnover
and increase turnover times.
② Material saving measure
Strictly control material purchase and entrance, reduce material supply intermediate link and
select cost effective supplier. On the premising of ensuring project quality, save material
during its usage and processing, strengthen reasonable use of wood and turn over material,
and reduce waste and damage. Besides, increase former turnover times and elaborately
calculate construction material. The material team shall strictly implement material quota
system, assign special person on construction site to keep custody of material and ensure
material consumption as planned so as to reduce loss.
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③ Technical management measure
The technical team shall carefully organize review over drawing and various technical
documents and keep construction management record so as to contingency cost during
construction process as far as possible. After engineering change is compiled by the technical
team, it needs to be approved and countersigned by the project manager, production manager
and business manager before issuing so as to avoid construction cost loss. Multiple computer
management and application technology: use professional engineering software to work out
construction schedule plan and draw network diagram, adopt CAD mapping software to draw
attached drawings of construction entities, and deploy intelligent engineering cost software
for cost control.

5) Green construction management measure
① Energy saving measure
According to the Notification of the General Office of the State Council on Strict
Implementation of the Public Building Air-Conditioning Temperature Control Standards, the
project department stipulates that indoor air conditioning temperature in summer shall be set
at no lower than 26℃ and indoor air conditioning temperature in winter shall be set at no
higher than 20℃. When air conditioner is in serve, keep doors and windows closed. It is not
allowed to use electric heat and other electric appliance in the dormitory. Shower room is only
available within stipulated time limit. Turn off light, computer, air conditioner and other
electric facilities while any room in the living quarters is empty.
② Material saving measure
Jointly review and optimize special scheme, reasonably arrange construction progress,
accelerate material turnover and reduce input and consumption of non-physical material.
Besides, reasonably define commercial concrete blend ratio and decrease cement consumption.
During construction process, it is required to decide material accurately and feed material
reasonably according to drawing and construction scheme so as to avoid waste. Remaining
steel bar header and leftover material after construction shall be utilized reasonably. In
material and tool management process, the material team shall formulate quota system and
establish standing book so as to save material.
③ Water saving measure
Water device on the construction site shall confirm to stipulations in the standard Domestic
Water Saving Devices and related requirements. Rest room, shower room adopt water saving
faucets. Self-made sprinkling cart is used to remove dust from construction site so as to save
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water resource. Make full use of existing municipal facilities in the vicinity of construction
site and connect with water supply pipeline to obtain construction water.
④ Land saving measure
Construction site planning shall, while ensuring construction, increase site utilization rate as
far as possible. Material stacking on construction site shall keep compact. Construction roads
shall follow the principle of combining permanent road with temporary road and try to reduce
land occupation. As for pit construction, the technical department shall, while exercising cost
control, work out effective construction scheme. During construction process, the production
department shall organize construction works strictly according to scheme requirements.

6) Civilized construction management measure
① Construction site appearance management conforms to VI requirements
According to use function of each area on construction site, classify several areas of
responsibility for management. Establish civilized construction responsibility system, define
responsible unit and person and adopt board hanging system. Work site and its surrounding
area must keep clean and tidy. When any work is completed, clean the site and remove any
mortar, concrete from stairway and floor slab in time. Temporary facilities on the construction
site, including construction, production, office, warehouse, material yard, temporary feed
water and drainage pipeline as well as power lighting line, shall be laid strictly according to
site layout determined by construction organization design. Besides, they shall be set up or
buried neatly.
② Four civilized area construction
Launch civilized construction publicity and education campaign of various forms on the
construction site, constantly strengthen civilized construction awareness and concept of
project department management personnel, organize relevant personnel to conduct civilized
construction inspection twice a month so as to correct uncivilized construction phenomenon.
At the entrance to the construction site, set up signs with the name of construction unit and
site principal. “One picture and eight signs” of construction site shall be erected at the gate.
During construction process, conform to the stipulations by Beijing construction site
management related document, establish site appearance management organization, define
division of work and individual responsibility.

7) Other measures
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① Emergency measure
Establish an emergency response team and see Project Emergency Plan (Project Emergency
Plan shall include compilation of special scheme for safety, weather, accident and others) for
details.
②Reporting and handling of violation behavior
Reporting procedure about violation of safety, quality, environmental protection, project
leader and relevant department shall cooperate in handling such violation behavior.
③ Subcontracting management measure
Requirement for subcontractor selection: professional subcontractor shall have corresponding
construction qualification, hold safety production license and their construction work shall
suit to their qualification grade. Professional subcontractor must complete undertaken
construction project on its own. It is strictly prohibited to contract out construction project.
Subcontracting management and personnel qualification: as for all management personnel and
construction personnel who enter the construction site, their qualification must conform to the
reported management system so as to meet construction production and contractor
requirements. Professional staff must hold certificate to mount guard. The subcontractor must
establish and perfect internal management system according to various management
requirements by the contractor, and report to the contractor for inspection and filing.

5.5.4.4 Management Measure during Completion Acceptance Stage
Project completion acceptance stage is the core stage during engineering construction process.
Correct, reasonable and timely completion settlement is an effective way to control
engineering cost. To this end, construction entities mainly take measures in terms of
completion acceptance management and completion settlement management (as shown in
figure 5-23). Risk control during this stage will directly determine project economic benefit,
so it is of great importance to strengthen construction fund management, control overall
engineering cost and fulfil construction task efficiently.
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Figure 5-23 management measure of construction entities during completion acceptance
stage

(1) Completion acceptance management
1) Completion acceptance organization management
Establish completion acceptance team with the project manager as the person in charge, and
with technical director, relevant management personnel, section chief, team leader as the team
member. Define management responsibility of each member and require relevant personnel to
make completion acceptance plan. The project will then submit it to the development unit and
related department, and make preparation for acceptance work.
2) Management of completion acceptance document
Prepare acceptance documents, including construction contract, construction technical
document, construction site document, engineering drawing change record, engineering claim
record. As for this project, the subcontractor will sort out completion data within
subcontracting scope and the contractor will collect completion data and hand it over to the
development unit.

(2) Completion settlement management
Upon completion of project completion acceptance report, the development unit shall
immediately deliver project completion settlement report and document to the construction
entities within stipulated time. Establish completion data handover system and standardize
archives management behavior. Conduct completion settlement inspection and check project
settlement statement. Besides, inspect design alteration certification, verify work amount and
inspect project valuation so as to conduct completion settlement management work.
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5.5.5 Experience and Summary
With economic development and progress of medical technology in China, medical
institutions have urgent need for renovation and expansion of hospital building. The
“Renovation and expansion of Haidian hospital medical complex building” selected hereinis a
typical public welfare project.After the interview with relevant persons in charge of the
project and its stakeholders, it is founded that the main factors influencing the income of the
construction enterprise are the change of the design, the supervision of the government
department to the construction enterprise, etc., which is completely consistent with the
conclusion of Chapter III as to influencing factors of public welfare project construction
enterprises. It is mainly reflected in the fact that as the project requires to expand and renovate
without stopping or affecting normal operation and is located in the center of Beijing with
small operating area, the design is often changed due to many uncertainties in actual
construction process (including construction unit – Haidian Hospital), which affects not only
the timeline of the project but also the income of the construction enterprise; in recent years,
Beijing has been frequented by haze weather and major international meetings, government
departments often require construction enterprises to pause work. Although the project
timeline can be postponed thereby, labor wages and equipment leasing still have been shocked.
In this case, the third branch of BUCC has adopted a series of effective measures to enhance
its own income. Its management experience is shown in Figure 5-24. It is a good reference for
other public welfare project construction enterprises.

Figure 5-24 experience and summary of “renovation and expansion of Haidian hospital
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medical complex building”

(1) Establish organization and management mode with advanced management experience
As a public welfare project, the hospital engineering is different from general building. It is
characterized by strong technology, multiple special function needs, high requirement for
logistics, purification and process as well as specific requirement for building decorative
material. In general, from technique arrangement to process layout, it has strict requirements.
Due to multiple requirements by medical building, during project management process, it is
bound to have different characteristics from construction project.

In order to ensure smooth

implementation of renovation and expansion without affecting normal medical treatment, this
construction project must have organization and management mode with advanced
management experience.

(2) Improve project organization and management level
Hospital medical complex building project has high requirement for technological level of
construction entities. For this reason, a batch of technical management personnel with high
technical level and strong management ability is needed so that they can participate in
construction technical management. Besides, they shall organize training activity and improve
technical level of technical personnel so as to ensure that during project construction period,
they can give full play. The development of construction entities require high-quality
technical personnel for they can thoroughly understand, analyze construction progress, master
the essence of technical management activity and analyze construction project relevant
information. In this way, they can ensure rational utilization of construction technique and
complete construction project with high quality.

(3) Engineering construction technical management
During project construction process, management of construction technique is of great
importance. It is needed to establish the project team, which shall include technical personnel
from each specialty, such as decoration, water supply and drainage, ventilation. They can
excise site management and supervising engineer shall also fulfill his responsibility. As public
welfare project involves many parties, it has high requirement for project quality. Therefore, it
is needed to strengthen technical cooperation among different specialties, enhance mutual
coordination among water supply and drainage, building structure, civil work, heating and
ventilation discipline so as to maximize construction entities revenue and social revenue.
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(4) Strengthen management over construction time, quality and safety
As public welfare project involves many parties and it has big social influence, duration of
construction period will determine social revenue and project cost will determine construction
entities revenue. Therefore, on the premise of ensuring construction quality, acceleration of
construction process and reduction of construction cost can greatly improve construction
entities revenue. Organize high benefit construction, ensure optimal combination and achieve
rational allocation of production factors so as to maintain balance between construction and
production. Deploy modern management technology and means to realize project objective
and enable construction entities to obtain good comprehensive benefit. Construction project
management is overall and comprehensive planning, organization, control and coordination
for the purpose of achieving required quality, stipulated time limit, approved expense budget,

5.6 Brief Summary
This chapter, by defining influencing factors for construction entities revenue in various
construction projects and building construction entities revenue management model for
various construction projects, has, through field survey, collected typical cases that cover
various projects. Specifically, the following three construction management examples are
mainly collected for research: Zhongxing industrial base auxiliary residential building
construction project (competitive project), JSJJSG-9 section for railway construction project
of Beijing-Hebei segment in newly built Beijing-Shenyang railway passenger dedicated line
(basic project) and renovation and expansion project of Haidian Hospital medical complex
building (public welfare project) . By use of multi-case study and by combining with
construction entities revenue management model for construction project, make analytical
investigation of each interested party in different projects, make field survey for management
measures taken by construction entities in actual case and analyze how construction entities
exercise revenue management from different aspects of various projects so as to realize
revenue maximization. As for specific realization path for maximization of construction
entities revenue, refer to figure 5-25.
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Figure 5-25 realization path for maximization of construction entities revenue
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Chapter VI Conclusion and Prospect
6.1 Conclusion
Construction projects are divided into three types in this study, namely, competitive projects,
basic projects and public welfare projects according to thebasic characteristics of economic
and social benefits and market demands. The revenue management of construction entity of
the construction projects is studied from the perspective of construction entity and by
combining with stakeholders of these projects. Firstly, use the structural equation model
(SEM) to identify the factors that influence each construction project, and then apply the
theory and method of mathematical modeling to formulate revenue management models for
construction entity of various construction projects, and use multi-case analysis to verify
models in order to get the way of maximizing the benefits of construction entity. It’s
summarized as follows:

(1) By using literature analysis method to analyze the basic theory of revenue management of
construction projects and based on the summary of existing researches, this paper introduces
the specific classification, characteristics and the resource of revenue of construction projects
and the method to improve the revenue. On this basis, the paper summarizes the basic theories
of revenue management of construction entity of competitive projects, basic projects and
public welfare projects, including project set management theory, project life cycle cost
theory and stakeholder theory.
In order to identify the main factors that influence the revenue of project construction entity,
this paper, through qualitative analysis of the existing literatures, firstly summarizes the
common factors and characteristic factors that influence the revenue of construction entity of
competitive projects, basic projects and public welfare projects. On this basis, it collects
sample data with the method of field interview and questionnaire survey and uses the
structural equation model (SEM) to deeply analyze the specific influence of common factors
and characteristic factors on the revenue of various project construction entity.
For different construction projects, the construction entity’s own factors have the greatest
impact on their revenue, of which construction entity’s own management level is the most
important. A reasonable construction management system will greatly raise the construction
entity’s revenue. For competitive projects, the top three factors that influence the revenue of
construction entity are the changes in design of the design unit, the influence of the
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development unit and the behavior of social groups (influencing the construction schedule); in
terms of basic projects, the top three factors that influence the revenue of construction entity
are the supervision by government department over the construction entity, the changes in
design of the design unit and the influence and nature of the development unit; in terms of
public welfare projects, the top three factors that influence the revenue of construction entity
are the contract form and changes in design of the design unit, the supervision by government
department over construction entity and the influence of the development unit.

(3) On the basis of clarifying the common factors and characteristic factors influencing the
revenue management of construction entities of various construction projects, this paper
applies the theories and methods of mathematical modeling and formulates construction
revenue management models under the guidance of the construction principles and
quantitative indicators respectively for competitive projects, basic projects and public welfare
projects.

(4) On the basis of clarifying the factors influencing the revenue management of and
formulating revenue management models for the construction entities of various construction
projects, this paper has collected typical cases through field survey, including the supporting
housing construction project of ZTE industrial base (competitive projects), JSJJSG-9 section
of Beijing-Hebei station square project of the newly constructed Beijing-Shenyang passenger
dedicated line (basic projects) and reformation and extension project of the medical
technology multiple-use building of Haidian hospital (public welfare projects). These three
construction management cases are regarded as research samples. This paper uses the
multi-case study method, combines with the formulated revenue management models for
construction entity of construction project and analyzes the stakeholders of different projects
to do a field survey on what management measures construction entity should take for their
revenue management organizations and management information systems to maximize the
revenue under the goal of project quality, safety, cost and progress.

6.2 Prospect
This paper is about the researches based on revenue management of construct entities.
Although mathematical models have been formulated for the main factors influencing the
revenue of competitive projects, basic projects and public welfare projects and mathematical
models for the revenue management of construction entity, due to few theories available for
reference about the economic efficiency of construction at present, the systematic framework
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still needs to be further studied and deepened, and the models and theories have limitations
“difficult to change”. For specific application, it’s necessary to combine with the actual
situation of different construction entities and choose appropriate management methods and
technological means, in accordance with the experience in revenue management models and
successful cases. Due to limited time and ability, this research still has a wide development
space. The prospect for future research is as follows:

(1) Construction projects are divided into three types in this study, namely, competitive
projects, basic projects and public welfare projects according to thebasic characteristics of
economic and social benefits and market demands. Due to lack of clear division of
construction projects, the corresponding description for division is not accurate enough.
Therefore, the economic efficiency of construction contract and the corresponding concepts
should be defined precisely.

(2) This paper researches the maximization of revenue from the perspective of construction
entity. As many different stakeholders are involved in various projects, the author fails to take
full account of and deeply study the position of different participants in construction.
Therefore, the analysis of influencing factors is not comprehensive enough and needs to be
further studied.

(3) Due to complicated revenue management of construction entity and multiple influencing
factors, the revenue management models formulated in this paper still have some deficiencies
and the practicability and operability of index selected for different construction projects are
poor. In addition, it’s necessary to further study how to optimize the revenue of construction
entity.

(4) Although the case study on the revenue of construction entity in this paper is typical in
competitive projects, basic projects and public welfare projects, the cases selected are
representative but they have their own characteristics after all. Sampling bias is easy to occur
for case analysis. Therefore, for reference in the future, we should grasp the general
characteristics and pay attention to individual differences, making an overall analysis. The
difference of different construction projects needs to be further analyzed.
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Appendix A Questionnaire about Factors Influencing the Revenue
of Construction Entity of Construction Projects
Dear leaders/experts/friends,
Thank you very much for your time to cooperate with me for this survey.
I’m doing a study on the revenue management models for construction entity of construction
projects. I hope to learn from you something about my research subject. Your cooperation is
the key for me to study the subject well. Your answer will be kept strictly confidential and
used for academic research only. Thank you very much!
I. Basic Information
1. Gender (

) A. Male

B. Female

2. Your employer belongs to (

)

A. Development unit B. Construction entity C. Supervision unit D. Survey and design unit
3. You have served for (

) year(s) here

A. Less than 5 years B. 5-10 years C. 11-20 years D. More than 20 years
4. The type of projects normally taken by your employer include (

) (multiple choice)

A. Competitive projects B. Basic projects C. Public welfare projects
(Notes: For competitive projects, enterprises should be taken as the basic investment subject
to make decisions independently and assume investment risks by their own; basic projects
refer to infrastructures with natural monopoly, long construction cycle, large investment
volume and low revenue which need the government to concentrate necessary financial and
material resources and invested by economic entities as well as some basic industrial projects
which need the government’s support; public welfare projects mainly include scientific and
technological, cultural and educational, sanitary, sports and environmental facilities, office
facilities for organs of political powers such as the public security organs, procuratorates and
courts and government agencies, government authorities and social organizations, and
national defense construction.)
II. Influencing Factors
5. You believe that in the construction of competitive projects the factors influencing the
revenue of construction entity include (

) (multiple choice)
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A. Construction contract price B. Modification of contract C. Construction cost D. Social
group E. Development unit F. Supervision unit G. Survey and design unit H. Tax I. Local
policy J. Risks K. Contract form L. Construction cycle M. Support from the government N.
Others
6. You believe that in the construction of basic projects the factors influencing the revenue of
construction entity include (

) (multiple choice)

A. Construction contract price B. Modification of contract C. Construction cost D. Social
group E. Development unit F. Supervision unit G. Survey and design unit H. Tax I. Local
policy J. Risks K. Contract form L. Construction cycle M. Support from the government N.
Others
7. You believe that in the construction of public welfare projects the factors influencing the
revenue of construction entity include (

) (multiple choice)

A. Construction contract price B. Modification of contract C. Construction cost D. Social
group E. Development unit F. Supervision unit G. Survey and design unit H. Tax I. Local
policy J. Risks K. Contract form L. Construction cycle M. Support from the government N.
Others
8. You believe that in the construction of competitive projects the main risks that construction
entity will be faced with include (

) (multiple choice)

A. Risks of modification of contract B. Market risks C. Social risks D. Risks of force majeure
E. Risks of changes in policies F. Risks of changes in tax rate G. Others
9. You believe that in the construction of basic projects the main risks that construction entity
will be faced with include (

) (multiple choice)

A. Risks of modification of contract B. Market risks C. Social risks D. Risks of force majeure
E. Risks of changes in policies F. Risks of changes in tax rate G. Others
10. You believe that in the construction of public welfare projects the main risks that
construction entity will be faced with include (

) (multiple choice)

A. Risks of modification of contract B. Market risks C. Social risks D. Risks of force majeure
E. Risks of changes in policies F. Risks of changes in tax rate G. Others
11. What do you think is the main difference between construction entity in competitive
projects, basic projects and public welfare projects?
III. Opinions on Influencing Factors
1. Opinions on factors influencing the revenue of construction entity of competitive
construction projects
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Opinions on factors influencing the revenue of

Totally

Agree

I don’t

Disagr

Totally

construction entity of competitive construction

agree (5

(4

care

ee (2

disagree

projects

points)

points

(3

points

d (1

)

points

)

point)

)
Q1. Government departments have a great impact
on the revenue of construction entity
Q2. Government departments strictly supervise
construction entity
Q3. Government departments frequently change
the tax policies
Q4. Market price of raw materials has a great
impact on the revenue of construction entity
Q5. The influence of the development unit has a
great impact on the revenue of construction entity
Q6. The nature of the development unit has a great
impact on the revenue of construction entity
Q7. The existence of the supervision unit may
reduce the revenue of construction entity
Q8. The existence of the supervision unit may
enhance the revenue of development unit
Q9. Social groups have a great impact on the
revenue of construction entity
Q10. Behaviors of social groups influence the
progress of project construction
Q11. Behaviors of social groups influence the cost
of project construction
Q12. The factor of force majeure has a great impact
on the revenue of construction entity
Q13. The construct entities’ own management level
has a great impact on the revenue of construction
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entity

Q14.

The

mutual

cooperation

between

the

development unit, the construction unit and the
supervision unit may maximize the revenue of
construction entity
Q15. The survey and design unit has a great impact
on the revenue of construction entity
Q16. The contract form has a great impact on the
revenue of construction entity
Q17. The modification of contract has a great
impact on the revenue of construction entity
Q18. The construction entity’s legal consciousness
has a great impact on its own revenue.
Q19. The government often provides convenience
for construction entity to ensure the smooth
progress of the project

2. Opinions on factors influencing the revenue of construction entity of basic construction
projects

Opinions on factors influencing the revenue of

Totally

Agre

I

Disag

Totally

construction entity of basic construction projects

agree

e (4

don’t

ree (2

disagre

(5

point

care

point

ed (1

points)

s)

(3

s)

point)

point
s)
Q1. Government departments have a great impact on the
revenue of construction entity
Q2.

Government

departments

strictly

supervise

construction entity
Q3. The government gives a certain preferential rate
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Q4. Market price of raw materials has a great impact on
the revenue of construction entity
Q5. The influence of the development unit has a great
impact on the revenue of construction entity
Q6. The nature of the development unit has a great
impact on the revenue of construction entity
Q7. The existence of the supervision unit may reduce the
revenue of construction entity
Q8. The existence of the supervision unit may enhance
the revenue of development unit
Q9. Social groups have a great impact on the revenue of
construction entity
Q10. Behaviors of social groups influence the progress of
project construction
Q11. Behaviors of social groups influence the cost of
project construction
Q12. The factor of force majeure has a great impact on
the revenue of construction entity
Q13. The construct entities’ own management level has a
great impact on the revenue of construction entity
Q14. The mutual cooperation between the development
unit, the construction unit and the supervision unit may
maximize the revenue of construction entity
Q15. The survey and design unit has a great impact on the
revenue of construction entity
Q16. The contract form has a great impact on the revenue
of construction entity
Q17. The modification of contract has a great impact on
the revenue of construction entity
Q18. The construction entity’s legal consciousness has a
great impact on its own revenue.
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Q19. The government often provides convenience for
construction entity to ensure the smooth progress of the
project

3. Opinions on factors influencing the revenue of construction entity of public welfare
construction projects
Opinions on factors influencing the revenue of

Totally

Agree

I don’t

Disagr

Totally

construction entity of public welfare construction

agree (5

(4

care

ee (2

disagree

projects

points)

points

(3

points

d (1

)

points

)

point)

)
Q1. Government departments have a great impact
on the revenue of construction entity
Q2. Government departments strictly supervise
construction entity
Q3. The government gives a certain preferential
rate
Q4. Market price of raw materials has a great
impact on the revenue of construction entity
Q5. The influence of the development unit has a
great impact on the revenue of construction entity
Q6. The nature of the development unit has a great
impact on the revenue of construction entity
Q7. The existence of the supervision unit may
reduce the revenue of construction entity
Q8. The existence of the supervision unit may
enhance the revenue of development unit
Q9. Social groups have a great impact on the
revenue of construction entity
Q10. Behaviors of social groups influence the
progress of project construction
Q11. Behaviors of social groups influence the cost
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of project construction
Q12. The factor of force majeure has a great
impact on the revenue of construction entity
Q13. The construct entities’ own management level
has a great impact on the revenue of construction
entity
Q14. The

mutual cooperation between the

development unit, the construction unit and the
supervision unit may maximize the revenue of
construction entity
Q15. The survey and design unit has a great impact
on the revenue of construction entity
Q16. The contract form has a great impact on the
revenue of construction entity
Q17. The modification of contract has a great
impact on the revenue of construction entity
Q18. The construction entity’s legal consciousness
has a great impact on its own revenue.
Q19. The government often provides convenience
for construction entity to ensure the smooth
progress of the project
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Appendix B Interview Outline for Collection of Revenue
Management Research Cases of Construction Entity of
Construction Projects
Dear leaders/friends,
Thank you very much for your time to cooperate with me for this interview.
I’m doing a study on the revenue management models for construction entity of construction
projects. I hope to learn from you something about my research subject. Your cooperation is
the key for me to study the subject well. Your answer will be kept strictly confidential and
used for academic research only. Thank you very much!

Interviewer: Li Qingchun

1. Which part of business are you primarily responsible for?
2. Take one of the projects for which you’re primarily responsible as an example to introduce
the basic situation of the project.
3. Who are the main participants of the project? What are the main benefits that the
participants are concerned about?
4. How does the construction entity cooperate with each participant?
5. What do you think are the main factors that will influence the revenue of construction
entity in this project?
6. In this project, how does the construction entity manage its revenue and is the revenue
maximized?
7. What do you think are the main problems that the construction entity is faced with in this
project?
8. Do you have any suggestions or comments on how to enhance the revenue management
capability of the construction entity?
Thanks again for your cooperation!
Thanks!
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Appendix C Interview Transcription of Some Research Cases
Collection
Minutes of Forum
Deputy General Manager of The 3rd Development and Construction
Title

Co., Ltd. of Beijing Uni-construction Group (BUCC) and Project
Manager of Haidian Hospital Project

Time:

May 22, 2017, 4 p.m.
No. 29, Zhongguancun Street, Haidian District, Beijing, “Reformation

Address:

and Extension Project of the Medical Technology Multiple-Use
Building of Haidian Hospital” Project Department

Interviewee:

Zhao Haipeng

Question 1: Which department are you working at in your company?
I’m working at the project department for Haidian Hospital project.
Question 2: Please describe the basic information about the project.
The total construction area of this project is 45,188 m2. There are 4 floors underground and
8 floors aboveground in the multiple-use building. The 4 floors underground are mainly
used as garage and teaching rooms. The 1st floor is registration office and pharmacy; the 2nd
floor is operating rooms and CT rooms; the 3rd floor is mechanical floor, and the 4th to 8th
floors are wards. The project adopts the frame-shear wall structure. The construction period
would be from December 15, 2016 to January 5, 2019.
Question 3: Who are the main participants of the project and what are the main benefits
that the participants are concerned about?
Participants mainly include Party A (i.e. the Hospital), design unit, competent government
agency (business director and administrative director) and supervision unit, construction
entity, etc. Party A is more concerned about the product quality, including the durability,
firmness, function and aesthetics of the building. The business director is mainly
responsible for management according to the scope of responsibility. The administrative
director is more concerned about the progress of works and changes in construction cost.
The supervision unit is more concerned about quality and safety issues. The construction
entity is more concerned about quality, safety, progress and the operating results. The
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design unit is more concerned about the implement of its actual ideas.
Question 4: How does the construction entity cooperate with each participant?
Mainly through meetings and daily communication, such as coordination meetings, regular
meetings, production meetings, etc.
Question 5: What do you think are the main factors that will influence the revenue of
construction entity in this project?
1. Some quotas are not quite reasonable. Especially, labor cost is only RMB 90/person/day,
1/3 to 1/2 less than the cost of labor.
2. Many building materials (such as steel) conform to the information price; the price of
concrete rose significantly, much higher than the budget cost.
3. Many construction projects within the industry lack strict construction standard and
rules. Sometimes, due to limited funds, materials to be used may be reduced, resulting in
security risks.
4. Since we need to communicate with Party Arepeatedly to determine the decoration
materials, equipment and some construction methods in the later period, spending a lot of
time and leading to delay of the construction period.
Question 6: In this project, how does the construction entity manage its revenue and is the
revenue maximized?
State-owned enterprises are affected by the regime and system, so their revenue is unable to
be maximized. Generally, profit or loss can’t be determined until the completion of works.
We can only reduce waste and loss as much as possible, in order to ensure more proceeds
or fewer losses.
Question 7: What do you think are the main problems that the construction entity is faced
with in this project?
1. Due to low income, most employees in state-owned construction units would like to
jump to a relevant industry for higher income. At present, many employees have poor
industry experience, but some experienced employees are more likely to resign due to
being underpaid. As a result, the enterprise has to spend a lot of time training new
employees. Besides, due to deficiency in capability, compared with experienced employees,
more new employees are needed for the same project, which needs higher cost.
2. There’s no incentive mechanism in state-owned enterprises, so employees can’t be
motivated. It’s not good for enterprises to create profits repeatedly.
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Question 8: Do you have any suggestions or comments on how to enhance the revenue
management capability of the construction entity?
1. The incentive mechanism should be established and the profits should be reallocated.
Find out who should be blamed for the loss and security risks.
2. Standardize the quota standards so that the quota is close to actual price of materials.
Don’t arrange the task of profit and loss control to the enterprise internally.
3. Establish standards related to on-site management; define what kind of bad behaviors
should be punished, instead of spending too much time and energy on minor problems that
would not cause potential risks.
4. If the construction unit would like to adopt the subcontract method to input materials, it
can only be applied to high-quality construction force.
5. We should seek new ways from new materials, new processes and the innovation of
management system.

Minutes of Forum
Title

Business Manager

Time:

May 22, 2017, 4 p.m.
No. 29, Zhongguancun Street, Haidian District, Beijing, “Reformation

Address:

and Extension Project of the Medical Technology Multiple-Use Building
of Haidian Hospital” Project Department

Interviewee:

Pu Naiqi

Question 1: Which department are you working at in your company and what is the main job
of the department?
I am responsible for business, mainly responsible for pre-settlement, cost control in
construction, contract signing and settlement after completion. Specifically, cooperate with
the project department for bidding; after winning the bid, assist the project department to
develop measures and strategies against the important and difficult issues in second
management, sign purchase contracts and labor contracts, analyze and control the revenue
and cost; after the completion of works, settle with manufacturers and Party A.
Question 2: Please describe the basic information about the project.
The total construction area of this project is 45,001 m2 and the floor area is 6,000 m2. There
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are 4 floors underground and 8 floors aboveground in the multiple-use building. The 4th floor
underground is civil air-defense construction for both peacetime and wartime use; the 3rd
floor underground is a double-deck mechanical garage; the 2nd floor underground is machine
rooms and the 1st floor underground is conference rooms and teaching rooms. The 1st floor
aboveground is a lobby for admission to the hospital and the imaging department. The 2nd
floor is the surgery department; the 3rd floor is mechanical floor; the 4th to 8th floors are
wards.
Question 3: Who are the main participants of the project and what are the main benefits that
the participants are concerned about?
Participants mainly include four parties: the investor, design unit, supervision unit and us
(i.e. the construction entity). The ultimate goal of each party is to make profits. Besides, we,
as the construction entity, also aim at creating quality engineering to win an award. The
investor is more concerned about the quality of finished products, including appearance and
functions. The design unit hopes that its design can be recognized to improve performance.
The supervision unit hopes that the project quality can be reliable and the schedule will be
controllable.
Question 4: How does the construction entity cooperate with each participant?
The design unit and supervision unit are usually employed by and provide service for the
investor. The investor mainly entrusts and relies on the supervision unit to supervise the
work site, and manage and give direct orders to the construction unit. Management personnel
of the project department and the supervision unit jointly manage the work site in the whole
process. The design unit is mainly responsible for making construction drawings. The
construction entity and the design unit would jointly review the design prior to construction,
modify the unreasonable points in and commence works according to the construction
drawings. For any questions in the process of construction, the technology department of the
construction entity should communicate with the design unit by telephone; if necessary, the
design unit may come to the site.
Question 5: What do you think are the main factors that will influence the revenue of
construction entity in this project?
Mainly include the quality of materials, construction period, safety and project scale. If the
quality of the material (such as concrete) is unqualified, it may need to be removed, which
takes labor as well as affects the later construction. If the works fail to be completed within
the construction period as stipulated in the contract, on the one hand, the investor would
reduce the ratio of payment; on the other hand, due to the extension of construction period,
the construction entity needs to invest more funds in labor employment and management. In
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terms of safety, if there is an accident, the revenue would certainly be affected. In terms of
project scale, as some fixed costs are affected by the small scale of the project, small projects
are more difficult to make profits than large ones.
Question 6: In this project, how does the construction entity manage its revenue and is the
revenue maximized?
The revenue is generally unable to be maximized. After the rationality of Party A’s
investment pricing is examined and the bid is won, the first management may be considered
as finished. The commencement of construction is the beginning of second management. At
this moment, it’s necessary to analyze the sources of the profit and loss in the process of
construction, consider the rationality of the profit and loss and how to enhance profits and
reduce losses.
Question 7: What do you think are the main problems that the construction entity is faced
with in this project?
1. Compared with private enterprises, state-owned construction entity has a larger number of
management personnel and are more difficult in simplification, leading to a large amount of
expenditure on management.
2. If we won the bidding for a small scale project, it’s hard to make profits and we need to
spend a lot of time on carry-back of losses.
3. The management personnel of the enterprise show a trend to be younger, whose
management experience is slightly inadequate.
Question 8: Do you have any suggestions or comments on how to enhance the revenue
management capability of the construction entity?
1. The enterprise should recruit competent and versatile talents for the administrative post, in
order to reduce the quantity of management personnel without affecting its management
level and decrease administration expenses.
2. Enhance the salary of the management personnel and technical staffs to reduce the
turnover rate of skilled employees.

Minutes of Forum
Title

Project Secretary

Time:

May 22, 2017, 4 p.m.
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No. 29, Zhongguancun Street, Haidian District, Beijing, “Reformation
Address:

and Extension Project of the Medical Technology Multiple-Use Building
of Haidian Hospital” Project Department

Interviewee:

Wang Qingzhou

Question 1: Which department are you working at in your company and what is the main job
of the department?
I’m a project secretary, mainly responsible for maintenance of stability, namely, project
management and risks screening, to ensure the smooth implementation of the project.
Question 2: Please describe the basic information about the project.
The total construction area of this project is 45,001 m2 and the floor area is 6,000 m2. There
are 4 floors underground and 8 floors aboveground in the multiple-use building. The 1st floor
aboveground is a lobby for admission to the hospital and the imaging department. The 2nd
floor is the surgery department; the 3rd floor is mechanical floor; the 4th to 8th floors are
wards. The 4th floor underground is civil air-defense construction for both peacetime and
wartime use; the 3rd floor underground is a double-deck mechanical garage; the 2nd floor
underground is machine rooms and the 1st floor underground is conference rooms and
teaching rooms. The main purpose of renovation is to enhance the hospital’s operation and
management capability and scientific research.
Question 3: Who are the main participants of the project and what are the main benefits that
the participants are concerned about?
Mainly include the development unit (Haidian Hospital), design unit, supervision unit,
survey unit and us (i.e. the construction entity and the EPC), the labor services side (i.e.
subcontractor) and government department. Different parties are concerned about different
interests. Party A (i.e. the development unit) is concerned about whether the project can be
completed and put into use as scheduled, in a high quality and with the funds approved by
the state. We’re concerned about the economic and social benefits, that is, to establish
long-term trust and cooperation with the development unit as well as making certain profits
in a reasonable manner. The subcontractor and supervision unit mainly focus on interests.
The government department mainly cares about social interests, the quality of the project,
safety and damage to the environment.
Question 4: How does the construction entity cooperate with each participant?
EPC (i.e. we, the construction entity) should be held responsible for Party A (i.e. the
development unit); the subcontractor should be held responsible for us; manufacturers
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regularly deliver goods; the design unit and supervision unit are generally employed by and
provide service for the development unit. The development unit mainly entrusts and relies on
the supervision unit, which is always stationed on site to check the project at any time, to
supervise the work site; the government takes casual inspection; the supervision meeting is
held once a week and all parties will participate in it to confirm and discuss about the
fulfillment of schedule, quality and the following construction.
Question 5: What do you think are the main factors that will influence the revenue of
construction entity in this project?
Mainly include political factors, social factors, safety factors, weather factors and
management factors.
When a large conference is held in Beijing such as the Belt and Road Initiatives and the NPC
& CPPCC (the National People’s Congress and the Chinese Political Consultative
Conference), all projects shall be suspended, so the construction period will be seriously
affected. Besides, as the project is located in the urban areas, construction is strictly
prohibited after 10:00 p.m., which would also affect the construction period, leading to
significant increase in management cost; if there is an accident, costs would be certainly
increased and the revenue would be affected. Due to the small area and underground
construction currently, it’s difficult for construction in raining or in dense haze. The poor
management of construction entity would also affect the interests. Any changes in the project
need to be approved by the superior organ, funds need to be audited and the cost will
increase.
Question 6: In this project, how does the construction entity manage its revenue and is the
revenue maximized?
As the project has just commenced, the cost is hard to predict. The revenue is regarded as
low now. From the beginning of bidding, we would do business planning and cost analysis to
reasonably control the project so that it can be implemented step by step, to minimize the
unnecessary costs and unexpected circumstances. For example, we would make a contrast
among three manufacturers when purchasing raw materials.
Question 7: What do you think are the main problems that the construction entity is faced
with in this project?
1. The unexpected circumstances are difficult to predict, often resulting in a substantial
increase in costs.
2. Management personnel are overstaffing, resulting in higher management costs.
Question 8: Do you have any suggestions or comments on how to enhance the revenue
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management capability of the construction entity?
1. Estimate costs in a timely manner to minimize unnecessary costs.
2. Remove unnecessary departments and personnel to reduce management costs.

Minutes of Forum
Title

Safety Production Manager

Time:

May 22, 2017, 4 p.m.
No. 29, Zhongguancun Street, Haidian District, Beijing, “Reformation

Address:

and Extension Project of the Medical Technology Multiple-Use Building
of Haidian Hospital” Project Department

Interviewee:

Yang Limin

Question 1: Which department are you working at in your company and what is the main job
of the department?
I serve as the safety production manager for the “reformation project of Haidian Hospital”,
mainly responsible for safety production, including checking hidden risks in safety
production on site and being responsible for constructors’ safety on site and sudden accident
on site.
Question 2: Please describe the basic information about the project.
This project is built with financial allocation. The development unit is Haidian Hospital; the
supervision unit is Beijing Gauging Consultants Co., Ltd.; the quality supervision unit is the
project quality supervision station in Haidian district; the design unit is COSCO
International. The project is expected to be completed (fully furbished) in January 2019 and
be capped in October 2019. With a construction area of 45,188 m2 and a frame structure, the
project belongs to a first-class multiple-use building. There are 4 floors underground and 8
floors aboveground, totally 21 m deep, belonging to complicated ramp intersecting
construction. 50% is expected to be completed by the end of 2017.
Question 3: Who are the main participants of the project and what are the main benefits that
the participants are concerned about?
Mainly include Party A, the supervision unit, the design unit, etc. Party A and the supervision
unit are concerned about safety management on site. Both of them have safety management
teams to supervise that the construction is in accordance with operating instructions and
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management systems and require production in safe conditions. The design unit is more
concerned about whether its design ideas are implemented correctly by the construction unit.
Question 4: How does the construction entity cooperate with each participant?
1. The safety joint inspection is taken once a week to screen hidden risks on site. The on-site
safety team will screen the hidden risks every two hours every day.
2. Designemergency plans (including more than 20 items, such as fire control, on site, rain,
heavy pollution, high temperature, health, NPC & CPPCC).
Question 5: What do you think are the main factors that will influence the revenue of
construction entity in this project?
Mainly divided into: labors, labor subcontract and more pay for more work. Reasonably
arrange to complete works on schedule and avoid idleness of labors. Materials waste:
reasonable control is beneficial to proceeds; environment: dust and other weather warning,
resulting in construction suspension, seriously affecting the progress of project. Including
NPC & CPPCC, the Belt and Road Initiatives and other international conference.
Question 6: In this project, how does the construction entity manage its revenue and is the
revenue maximized?
The revenue is not maximized (Maximized revenue refers to obtain maximal output with
minimum input). There are some deficiencies in capital investment, personnel arrangement
and materials usage. Increase the capital investment in safety, reasonably organize to develop
rational plans and conduct proper supervision in terms of “labor, machine, material, law and
environment”.
Question 7: What do you think are the main problems that the construction entity is faced
with in this project?
1. Labors: No idling and wasting of labor force, emphasizing quality and no reworking (for
example, 150 labors per week totally, rational use, to keep everyone working, to avoid idle
labor force, ensuring that no more than 50 labors rest in the dormitory; especially, the impact
of environment, if there is a weather warning, the construction in progress must be
suspended; besides, there may be more than 10 days a month with weather warning,
seriously affecting the progress of the project.)
2. Materials: The system of getting materials according to quota and implementing materials
arrangement is a dynamic management process, necessary to strengthen on-site control
system.
Question 8: Do you have any suggestions or comments on how to enhance the revenue
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management capability of the construction entity?
1. Planning in advance: developing quarterly and monthly plans from the beginning to the
end. For example, the conference date, college entrance examination date and other special
date shall all be included. If there are five days with weather warning, labors probably leave
one day in advance and delay one day to return. Develop weekly, monthly, quarterly and
monthly plans (not affecting the overall progress).
2. Reasonably plan. The key point is, if the plan for a certain stage fails to be completed, it
shall not affect the overall plan. The construction period behindhand must be remedied.
Analyze the reason why the plan is uncompleted (because of labors or materials), to find out
the problem and resolve it timely.
3. Materials. 1) Management of the leased materials: developing the overall and monthly
plans for materials and reasonably using the steel pipes and fasteners. For example, if
materials are needed to be used one month later, they can’t be purchased one month in
advance. Ensure that materials are used up within the plan and reduce wastes. 2) Purchased
by our own: getting materials according to quota. If exceeding the quota, find out why the
quota is not enough. Deduct the wages of who wastes the materials.

Minutes of Forum
Title

Chief Engineering

Time:

May 22, 2017, 3 p.m.
No. 29, Zhongguancun Street, Haidian District, Beijing, “Reformation

Address:

and Extension Project of the Medical Technology Multiple-Use Building
of Haidian Hospital” Project Department

Interviewee:

Sun Xuzhe

Question 1: Which department are you working at in your company and what is the main job
of the department?
I serve as the chief engineering for the reformation project of Haidian Hospital,
Question 2: Please describe the basic information about the project.
This project is built with financial allocation. The development unit is Haidian Hospital; the
supervision unit is Beijing Gauging; the design unit is COSCO International. The project is
expected to be completed (fully furbished) in January 2019 and be capped in October 2019.
With a construction area of 45,188 m2 and a frame structure, the project belongs to a
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first-class multiple-use building. There are 4 floors underground and 8 floors aboveground,
totally 21 m deep, belonging to complicated ramp intersecting construction. 50% is expected
to be completed by the end of 2017.
Question 3: Who are the main participants of the project and what are the main benefits that
the participants are concerned about?
Participants mainly include eight parties, namely, the development unit, supervision unit,
The Third Railway Survey and Design Institute, BGI Engineering Construction, COSCO
International, rebar manufacturers (mainly purchased by our own), etc., of which four parties
are mainly on site. Main concerns: whether the quality is up to standard, whether there are
significant hidden risks in safety, whether the works are completed on schedule, whether the
operation and management is reasonable or not and whether the cost can be minimized
(better not more than investment estimates).
Question 4: How does the construction entity cooperate with each participant?
This project is “sincere cooperation” oriented. Regular meetings (about production and
quality inspection) and supervision meetings (coordination about on-site and economic
problems) are held once a week. If problems fail to be resolved at the meetings, Party A will
ask the development and reform commission for further coordination and inspection. Letters
and correspondence (such as the notice from supervisors and the project implementation
schedule report, etc.)
Question 5: What do you think are the main factors that will influence the revenue of
construction entity in this project?
1. Social factors (traffic, disturbing). The construction project is in urban areas and will
affect the surrounding residents’ life. The schedule and production will be affected. Oversize
vehicles are not allowed to enter the urban areas in the daytime and disturbing problems exist
at night.
2. Weather factors (such as haze, wind, snow and rain).
3. Conferences held in Beijing (such as the NPC & CPPCC and the Belt and Road
Initiatives).
4. Management system factors (whether the system is in place and reasonable) (whether the
materials control is reasonable and if there is waste). For example, if the steel pipes are
wasted in the process of using, how to recycle? How to use reinforced concrete to reduce
costs? Adopt centralized purchasing. Due to a large quantity to be purchased, reduce the unit
cost to decrease the total costs of materials and increase the revenue.
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Question 6: In this project, how does the construction entity manage its revenue and is the
revenue maximized?
The revenue is not maximized. In the process of management, the materials and template are
seriously wasted. A certain amount of storage costs is needed for the purchased materials. In
the event of improper purchase, the storage costs will be excessively high and there will be
wastage in materials, greatly increasing the cost and reducing the revenue.
Question 7: What do you think are the main problems that the construction entity is faced
with in this project?
1. Team communication and collaboration is poor and there are some deficiencies in
management capability.
2. Most of the technical personnel are young and don’t have enough work experience. Their
knowledge is theoretical. They don’t know how to solve the problems in on-site
construction.
3. Employees seldom communicate with each other. Old employees seldom impart their rich
experience to new employees personally, so new employees often lack technical experience
and affect the completion of schedule when being faced with problems.
Question 8: Do you have any suggestions or comments on how to enhance the revenue
management capability of the construction entity?
Enhance team building, improve professional skills and make old and new employees
complementary in experience and knowledge. The construction entity and supervisors should
communicate with each other timely to enhance the predictability. Participants should
enhance communication and collaboration and the managers should improve their
management capability. Reasonably arrange the time as planned to ensure that the project is
completed on schedule.

Minutes of Forum
Title

Plan and Contract Department Director

Time:

May 23, 2017, 11 a.m.

Address:

“No. 9 section of Beijing station square project of Beijing-Shenyang
passenger dedicated line” Project Department, Miyun District, Beijing

Interviewee:

Zeng Zhenliang

Question 1: Which department are you working at in your company and what is the main job
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of the department?
I’m the director of the plan and contract department, mainly responsible for labor contract
and the contract for service, namely, to collect the contract of the labor services unit and the
labors, to sign a labor contract with employees in each department of the project and to sign
a contract for service with the subcontractor. Besides, check, accept and valuate the monthly
workload of the labor services unit.
Question 2: Please describe the basic information about the project.
This project belongs to the third work area of No. 9 section of Beijing station square project
of Beijing-Shenyang passenger dedicated line. It’s 14.123 km long, passing over 9 bridges
(including 5 super-large bridges and 4 large bridges), through 26 culverts and with 7 km of
roadbed earthwork.
Question 3: Who are the main participants of the project and what are the main benefits that
the participants are concerned about?
Participants mainly include the development unit, design unit, supervision unit, and
construction entity and government department. The ultimate goal of each party is to make
profits. Besides, we, as the construction entity, focus on economic and social benefits,
namely, to ensure that the project is completed in a high quality and within the construction
period as planned on the basis of making profits. The development unit is concerned about
whether the project can be completed and put into use as scheduled and in high quality. The
design unit hopes that its design can be recognized and make profits. The supervision unit is
concerned about whether the project quality can be reliable and the schedule will be
controllable. The government department is concerned about whether the project is legal and
compliant and whether it will have a bad impact on the surrounding environment and
residents.
Question 4: How does the construction entity cooperate with each participant?
The design unit and supervision unit are usually employed by the investor and provide
service for the development unit. Management personnel of the project department and the
supervision unit jointly manage the work site in the whole process. The design unit is mainly
responsible for making construction drawings. The construction entity and the design unit
would jointly review the design prior to construction, modify the unreasonable points in and
commence works according to the construction drawings. Regular small meetings will be
held twice a week and regular large meetings will be held once a week. All participants need
to attend the large meeting to discuss about the fulfillment of schedule, quality and the
following construction.
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Question 5: What do you think are the main factors that will influence the revenue of
construction entity in this project?
Mainly include political factors, weather factors, social factors and safety factors. For
example,
1. In the process of land acquisition and demolition, if the party to be demolished is
unsatisfied and the financial allocation is not timely, the project can’t be commenced on
schedule, labors and machine will be forced idle, increasing management costs and direct
costs.
2. Construction should also be suspended in rainy, haze and winter days.
3. Construction is also unable to be started timely when large conferences are held in
Beijing.
4. Accidents will certainly affect the revenue.
5. Both the quality of materials and costs of purchase will affect our interests.
Question 6: In this project, how does the construction entity manage its revenue and is the
revenue maximized?
The revenue hasn’t been maximized yet. We mainly manage the revenue by operation
planning and costs analysis, take regular inspection on the project, timely deal with problems
in the process of construction, ensure the smooth progress of works and communicate with
participants without delay.
Question 7: What do you think are the main problems that the construction entity is faced
with in this project?
1. The land requisition and demolition is too slow; the financial allocation from the
development unit and the government is not timely enough, resulting in delay of construction
period.
2. Management personnel are overstaffing, resulting in higher management costs.
Question 8: Do you have any suggestions or comments on how to enhance the revenue
management capability of the construction entity?
1. Extend the existing working surface and strengthen the land requisition and demolition.
2. Enhance the utilization efficiency of existing resources, such as timely application of
materials.
3. Strengthen the publicity of the project so that local residents understand the benefits of the
project, to lower the difficulty for and speed up the land acquisition and demolition.
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Minutes of Forum
Title

Deputy General Manager and Project Manager of The 5th Engineering
Co., Ltd. of China Railway 22nd Bureau Group

Time:
Address:

May 23, 2017, 11 p.m.
“No. 9 section of Beijing station square project of Beijing-Shenyang
passenger dedicated line” Project Department, Miyun District, Beijing

Interviewee:

Guo Xunqiang

Question 1: Which department are you working at in your company?
I was entrusted by the legal person of The 5th Engineering Co., Ltd. of China Railway 22nd
Bureau Group to serve as the project manager of the high-speed railway project.
Question 2: Please describe the basic information about the project.
This project belongs to the third work area of No. 9 section of Beijing station square project
of Beijing-Shenyang passenger dedicated line. It’s 14.123 km long, passing over 9 bridges
(including 5 super-large bridges and 4 large bridges, about 7 km), through 26 culverts and
with 7 km of roadbed earthworkapproximately. Its construction cost is about RMB 600
million and has been completed about RMB 130 million.
Question 3: Who are the main participants of the project and what are the main benefits that
the participants are concerned about?
Mainly include the development unit, design unit, supervision unit, consulting unit,
third-party price evaluation agency and us (the construction entity). We, the construction
entity, are concerned about construction revenue and the completion of project in high
quality and within the construction period. The development unit is concerned about the
maximization of investment benefits, cost control and demanding that the project is
completed and put into use in a high quality and on schedule. The design unit hopes that its
design may be recognized. The supervision unit is concerned about the supervision charges,
personnel’s salary and the progress and quality of the construction on site.
Question 4: How does the construction entity cooperate with each participant?
The design unit, supervision unit and consulting unit provide service for the development
unit. The development unit entrusts the supervision unit to supervise the work site.
Management personnel of the project department and the supervision unit manage the work
site jointly. The design unit is mainly responsible for design explanation. In case of
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unreasonable points, the construction entity will cooperate and communicate with the design
institution via the development unit. By entering into a contract with the development unit,
the construction entity ensures to complete the project as required by the development unit.
The government department takes casual inspection on the construction schedule.
Question 5: What do you think are the main factors that will influence the revenue of
construction entity in this project?
1. In the process of land acquisition and demolition, if the party to be demolished is
unsatisfied and the financial allocation is not timely, the project can’t be commenced on
schedule, labors and machine will be forced idle, increasing management costs and direct
costs and seriously affecting the revenue.
2. Incomplete design, many areas are not surveyed, increasing the difficulty and costs of
construction.
3. In terms of safety, accidents will certainly affect the revenue.
Question 6: In this project, how does the construction entity manage its revenue and is the
revenue maximized?
The revenue can’t be maximized. Revenue management is mainly through the budget of the
first management and the cost forecast for the later stages: to analyze the sources of the
profit and loss in construction, consider the rationality of the profit and loss and how to
enhance profits and reduce losses; to analyze the group company’s assessment on the project
department to examine whether the indicators are completed on schedule and in high quality.
Question 7: What do you think are the main problems that the construction entity is faced
with in this project?
1. Management personnel are in a larger number, leading to higher fixed expenses.
2. Affected by cut-throat competition in the first management, a lot of necessary investment
costs were not taken into account and many costs are not clearly defined, resulting in
excessively high costs for the first management which is unable for carry-back of losses in
the second and third management.
3. Land acquisition approval procedures are too complicated, resulting in idle equipment and
personnel and high management cost.
Question 8: Do you have any suggestions or comments on how to enhance the revenue
management capability of the construction entity?
1. Tender offer of the first management should be combined with the on-site situation;
professionals shall be employed for on-site survey so that the costs and expenses are clearly
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defined.
2. The construction entity shall enhance its control and management capability in the process
of construction, including labor cost and purchase. At the same time, urge the on-site control
teams to improve capability and responsibility to reduce unnecessary direct costs.
3. Improve the company’s business capacity and technical merit and optimize the
construction program as much as possible to complete the project with a maximum cost.

Minutes of Forum
Title

Project Manager

Time:

May 23, 2017, 11 a.m.

Address:

“No. 9 section of Beijing station square project of Beijing-Shenyang
passenger dedicated line” Project Department, Miyun District, Beijing

Interviewee:

Chen Wei

Question 1: Which department are you working at in your company and what is the main job
of the department?
I’m entrusted by The 5th Engineering Co., Ltd. of China Railway 22nd Bureau Group to serve
as the assistant chief engineering of the high-speed railway project.
Question 2: Please describe the basic information about the project.
This project belongs to the third work area of No. 9 section of Beijing station square project
of Beijing-Shenyang passenger dedicated line. It’s 33 km long totally, and we’re responsible
for 14.123 km long which passes over 9 iron bridges (including 2 middle-large bridges and 1
small bridge), through 26 culverts. Excavation: trajectory of 7 km (half-and-half), span of 7
km, the one who is responsible for excavation is responsible for filling. The trajectory is the
key, without tunnels. Different from the highway, what is supporting the railway is the
bedding which is paved by track plates made of Grade II steel. In the girder erection
construction area, we’re only responsible for simply supported beams and bridge pier
construction section. The girder erection and bridge floor are construction areas, where we
have two continuous girders of which one is 48 m and one is 56 m.
Question 3: Who are the main participants of the project and what are the main benefits that
the participants are concerned about?
Mainly include: the development company, supervision company, National Railway
Administration of the PRC, the Project Management Center of the Ministry of Railways and
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the design department of The Third Railway Survey and Design Institute. All of them are
concerned about the progress of works and the quality of project.
Question 4: How does the construction entity cooperate with each participant?
Party A may come to the work site if necessary. The supervision meeting is held once a
month; National Railway Administration of the PRC and the Project Management Center
takecasual inspections, coming to check at any time. The owner takes an inspection every
two months and its two subordinate units also come to check once a month.
Question 5: What do you think are the main factors that will influence the revenue of
construction entity in this project?
1. Haze affects the construction and if there is a haze warning, the construction would be
suspended.
2. In case of a large national conference, the construction would also be suspended.
3. The local demolition has a great influence on the construction period and publicity,
resulting in serious delay.
4. The management of local construction commission and the involvement of urban
management officers have an effect on the construction.
Question 6: In this project, how does the construction entity manage its revenue and is the
revenue maximized?
The revenue is generally unable to be maximized. In general, materials and labors are
centralized purchased by tendering and selected from the excellent ones.
Question 7: What do you think are the main problems that the construction entity is faced
with in this project?
1. In addition to the demolition problem, local villagers urge us to reduce noise pollution
(impact). Due to load noise of the excavator, villagers sometimes hold construction back,
which is a key factor influencing the progress of work.
2. In the actual construction, noise is also a kind of pollution. The work site near the
residential areas is not built at night.
3. Allowances shall be given for repairs and maintenance of the damaged village road.
Question 8: Do you have any suggestions or comments on how to enhance the revenue
management capability of the construction entity?
A certain department is not enough to be relied on; universal efforts and whole control are
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needed, including how to manage the materials, work site and labor costs. It’s quite difficult
to manage them well and needs to be continuously improved. Problems exist in various
aspects.

Minutes of Forum
Title

On-site Product Manager

Time:

May 23, 2017, 11 a.m.

Address:

“No. 9 section of Beijing station square project of Beijing-Shenyang
passenger dedicated line” Project Department, Miyun District, Beijing

Interviewee:

Chen Peng

Question 1: Which department are you working at in your company and what is the main job
of the department?
I’m responsible for on-site management, namely, to manage the construction team, organize
the on-site construction, deploy machinery, etc.
Question 2: Please describe the basic information about the project.
This project is 14.123 km long totally, including bridge girder of 7 km; there are 9 bridge
girders in total, of which three are frame structure bridge; roadbed of 7 km and 26 culverts.
Question 3: Who are the main participants of the project and what are the main benefits that
the participants are concerned about?
Mainly include the investor, design unit, supervision unit, construction team and local
village-level cadres. All parties are concerned about safety and quality. If the quality fails to
pass the test, economic losses and hidden safety risks will be brought.
Question 4: How does the construction entity cooperate with each participant?
China Railway (the investor) calls for bids, takes project survey and assessment and
approves and initiates the project at the early construction period; then, The Third Railway
Survey and Design Institute (the design unit) begins design, on-site survey and construction
bidding. After winning the bid, the construction entity calls for bids on floor materials,
proceeds safety assessment and technical consultation and employs a construction team from
the labor services company. The demolition and compensation for areas involved in the
construction needs to be negotiated with the local village cadres.
Question 5: What do you think are the main factors that will influence the revenue of
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construction entity in this project?
Mainly the low requirements for the progress of construction and the quality control:
1. Quick pace of construction leads to low direct and indirect costs. However, many weather
factors such as low temperature in winter and rainfall in rainy season would influence the
construction. Even if construction is possible in winter, it needs a lot of time and money to
construct supporting facilities.
2. High-speed railway project needs higher requirements for quality control and more labor
and financial resources than general project.
Question 6: In this project, how does the construction entity manage its revenue and is the
revenue maximized?
The revenue is unable to be maximized. Especially for high-speed railway projects, It’s
difficult to make profits. There’s no revenue management system in the enterprise. We can
only try as hard as possible to ensure that the construction period is never or seldom delayed
and to avoid quality problems, as both of them have an influence on the revenue.
Question 7: What do you think are the main problems that the construction entity is faced
with in this project?
1. The demolition is difficult to handle, due to lack of details expressly stipulated with regard
to compensation, which would increase a lot of disputes. The demolition target is difficult to
be achieved, seriously affecting the construction.
2. The investor’s funds are unsteady. If the capital chain is broken, the construction entity
can’t bear the huge financial pressure and the construction can’t be carried out smoothly.
Question 8: Do you have any suggestions or comments on how to enhance the revenue
management capability of the construction entity?
1. The government should make greater efforts in demolition and accelerate the introduction
of reasonable and comprehensive programs for compensation and resettlement.
2. Reasonably arrange holidays for middle and senior employees, which is conducive to
reducing the turnover rate of this group.
3. At present, in the political and economic environment, the construction period is in a state
of compression, beyond the production capacity. The construction period should be
reasonably designed.
4. Systems should be improved along with living and working environment.
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Appendix D Figures of Questionnaire Survey

Figure D-1 Link and QR code of the questionnaire

Figure D-2 Number of collected and completed questionnaires
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Figure D-3 Analysis of source channels of questionnaires collected

Figure D-4 Regions of questionnaires collected
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Figure D-5Number of people giving valid answers to each question and the total number of

interviewees (SO JUMP Screenshot 1)
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Figure D-6Number of people giving valid answers to each question and the total number of

interviewees (SO JUMP Screenshot 2)
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Appendix E Some Photos about On-site Interviews
[1] Interview with Han Zhengwei, General Manager of Most of the Iron in Beijing
Engineering Company Limited

[2] Interview with Zhao Haipeng, Deputy General Manager of the 3rd Development and
Construction Co., Ltd. of Beijing Uni-construction Group (BUCC) and Project Manager of
Haidian Hospital project
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[3] Interview with Guo Xunqiang, Deputy General Manager and Project Manager of The 5th
Engineering Co., Ltd. of China Railway 22nd Bureau Group
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